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If anyone knows how to make a perfect record-
ing, it's an audio engineer. After all, he not only
has the benefit of years of experience working
with the most sophisticated digital and analog re-
cording equipment in existence, he also has the
benefit of knowing exactly what the original music
sounded like.

So it stands to reason that when audio en-
gineers make dubs of their masters, they demand

more performance from an audio cassette than
anyone else in the world. Which explains why,
according to a recent independently conducted
survey, award -winning professional recording en-
gineers working in major studios in New York,
Nashville and Los Angeles significantly preferred
TDK for their audio cassette needs by a margin
of over 50% vs. any other tape.

What accounts for these audio experts' resound-



ing endorsement of TDK? Perhaps they know that
new TDK SA -X with its dual coating of Super
Avilyn particles has an MOL which has been
improved to 5.0 dB @ 315 Hz. Perhaps they know

it has an ultra -low bias noise figure of -61.0 dB.
Perhaps they know this translates into a dynamic
range of 66.0 dB (the widest of any high -bias

tape), making SA -X the perfect tape to capture
the extra -wide dynamic range of digital recording

sources. Or perhaps, after years of experience,
their highly trained ears tell them all they need
to know. So if you're looking for the best quality

recording tape you can buy, why use what ama-
teurs use, when you can use what the pros use.

&TDK
As Serious AsYou Can Get.



You ONLY GET WHAT YOU PAY FOR. Right? Well, not
always. PARADIGM, the leader in speaker performance/value, has
done the impossible - made a speaker system that is an absolute
audiophile delight for an incredible $199/pair... the TrrAnt!

WHAT DOES IT TAKE to build the finest speaker at this price?
Quite simply, better design execution and better materials.

So, rather than typical inferior cone -type tweeters, the TITAN uses
a wide -dispersion dome tweeter complete with high -temperature
voice -coil, aluminum former and ferrofluid damping and
cooling. Instead of lesser paper -cone -type woofers, the TITAN
woofer uses a polypropylene cone with a high compliance
suspension, high -temperature voice -coil and kapton former.

Add to this a seamless dividing network and the results are
outstanding! Musical, three-dimensional, the TiTAN offers
performance that belies its astonishing low price.

You WON'T FIND PARADIGM speakers everywhere. Product
this good requires the expertise of a qualified audio specialist.
So, before you buy any inexpensive speaker, visit your
AUTHORIZED PARADIGM DEALERand listen to the amazing TITAN.
What you will hear is music... for a song!

FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL 1-800-553-4355 Ext. 41274 or
write: AUDIOSTREAM, MPO Box 2410 Niagara Falls, NY 14302.
In Canada: PARADIGM, 569 Fenmar Drive, Weston, ON M9L 2R6.

For Dealer Loraii

411F911

1aufgrif
.1145LP COPYRK.Iff 0 PARADICM/BAVAN
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J.S9400 Receiver C D9.500 CD Receiver

Usually, you keep your four tires on the ground. Suddenly,
out of thin air comes a wave of sound that practically sweeps you
off your seat. It's the latest magic from Jensen. A state-of-the-art
CD player, new receivers and our powerful U.S. made speakers.
They quickly dispel another
illusion: that for sound this real,
you need to spend a fortune.

The most thrilling sound on wheels.
C 1991 International Jensen Incorporated

FREE CAR AUDIO INSTALLATION GUIDE.
Get the colorful QUICK GUIDE TO AUTOSOUND SYSTEM

INSTALLATION and new product brochures free, just by calling to find
out the dealer nearest you. This valuable guide features easy -to -follow,
detailed instructions on installing a variety of autosound systems
beginning with upgrading your speakers. Call 1 -800 -67 -SOUND.

In Canada, call SCL Products 604-273-1095 (Vancouver); 416-890-0298 (Toronto).
Offer expires 1,31/92 or while supplies last.
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OWN YOUR FAVORITE MOVIES
ON 8MM.

All Dogs Go To Heaven Driving Miss Daisy
2897022 9822072

Ghost
8260082

Got (Hellas
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The HuntHunt For Red October Ow ikemngs
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TAKE ANY 3 MOVIES FORAM
PRESUMED INNOCENT 9621002 BLADEHUNNER 3104092 FUNNY ABOUT LOVE 8384092 RAIDERS OF THE LOST ARK 9108022 ANNIE 1516052

HARD TO KILL 9535052 THE GRADUATE 3103002 THE BRAYS 8592072
INDIANA JONES &
THE TEMPLE OF DOOM 9107032

THE UNTOUCHABLES 4321042

AVALON 8583082 HAMLET 119901 9706082 PUMP UP THE VOLUME
8576072 SEX, LIES 8 VIDEOTAPE 5963042

BONFIRE OF THE VANITIES 9617062 MEMPHIS BELLE 9835022 QUICK CHANGE 9605092
INDIANA JONES
8 THE LAST CRUSADE 9106042

WILLOW 1982002

FLATLINERS 8575082 NOT WITHOUT MY DAUGHTER 7226032
WELCOME HOME.
BOXY CARMICHAEL 8385082

THE LAST EMPEROR 1974002

THE RUSSIA HOUSE 7392012
POSTCARDS FROM
THE EDGE 8582092

AN OFFICER AND
*GENTLEMAN 2021012

BLUE STEEL 119901 6965002

CHINATOWN 2025072 THE ROOKIE 9692042 RAGING BULL 0500052

AIRPLANE 2033072 REVERSAL OF FORTUNE 9697092 ABOVE THE LAW 6335022
STAR TRENT
THE FINAL FRONTIER 4486052JOE

THE KARATE KID 1710092

BEVERLY HILLS COP 2053022 ROCKY V 9175002 TANGO 8 CASH 6474042 VS. THE VOLCANO 9538022

GHOSTBUSTERS 1742012 SIBLING RIVALRY 7759082 ROAD HOUSE 11989) 2875082 INTERNAL AFFAIRS 9129072 LITTLE WOMEN)1933) 2519002

ROXANNE 1960062 WHITE HUNTER, BLACK HEART 9607082
TEENAGE MUTANT NINJA
TURTLES (THE MOVIE) 8034032

GREMLINS 2 THE NEW BAT:H 9545032 NINOTCHKA 2693082

BATMAN 1191391 6425042 ANOTHER 48 HRS. 8278082 PET SEMATARY 4479042 AN AMERICAN IN PARIS 2533022

TEQUILA SUNRISE 6389082 LETHAL WEAPON 6308062 COMING TO AMERICA 4416002 WHEN HARRY hET SALLY 3914092 THE BIG CHILL 1527022

THE WITCHES 9609062 LETHAL WEAPON 2 6427022 FATAL ATTRACTION 4393072 BEETLEJUICE 6330082 CINEMA PARADISO 3815092

THE NEVERENDING STORY 6046032 GLORY 8557002 TOP GUN 42E9082
SEVEN BRIDES FOR
SEVEN BROTHE 85 2518012ROCKY

THE FABULOUS BAKER BOYS 8134022

THE NEVERENDING STORY II 9690062 RAIN MAN 2869062 CASABLANCA 0507082 0563092

INTRODUCING THE COLUMBIA HOUSE 8MM VIDEO CLUB
At last, you can purchase your favorite
movies on 8MM. to enjoy with your 8MM
camcorder, deck, or Video Walkman.
The 8MM format is widely recognized for
its superior picture and sound quality,
portability. and handy compact size.
8MM provides video entertainment in the
home and on the go.

Now you can build an entire
collection of your favorite movies by
joining the Columbia House 8MM Club.
Just write in the numbers of the three
selections you want for $1.00 each, plus
shipping and handling. In exchange. you
simply agree to buy two more 8MM
selections in the next year, at regular
Club prices (currently as low as $29.95.
plus shipping and handling)-and you
may cancel membership at any time
after doing so.

Approximately every six weeks (up to
9 times a year), you'll receive a Club
mailing, reviewing our Director's Selec-
tion-plus scores of alternate choices,
including many lower -priced 8MM titles.
And you may also receive Special
Selection mailings up to five times a year.
(That's up to 14 buying opportunities a year.)

You buy only what you wary-when you
want it! If you want the Director's
Selection, do nothing-it will be sent
automatically. If you'd prefer an alternate
selection, or none at all. just mail the
response card always provided by the
date specified. And you'll always have
14 days to decide. if not, you may return
the selection at our expense.

There's a money -saving bonus plan.
If you continue your membership after
fulfilling your obligation. you'll be eligible
for our generous bonus plan. It enables
you to enjoy great savings on the movies
you want-for as long as you decide to
remain a member.

And there's a 10 -day risk -free trial.
We'll send details of the Clun's operation
with your introductory package. If not
satisfied, return everythirg within 10
days for a full refund and no further
obligation.

For fastest service, use your credit
card and our toll -free number. Call 24
hours a day:

1-800-538-4411 Dept.DYX
c. 1991, The Columbia House Company

rColumbiaHouse 8MM VIDEO CLUB
Dept. 1/1. \ P.O. Box 1112, Terre haute, Indiana 47811 - 1 112

Yes, please enroll me under the terms outlined in this advertisement. As a member,
I need buy only 2 more selections, at regular Club prices, within the coming year.
Send me these 3 selections for $1.00 each plus SI .50 each shipping and handling (fatal S7 501

Please Check How Paying: My check is enclosed 20R/20S
Charge my introductory 8MM selections and future Club purchases to:

MasterCard Diners Club AMEX VISA

Acct No. Exp.

Signature

Name

Address Ap..

City State

Zip Phone No. (
Note Membership is limited and Columbia House 8MM Club reserves the right to reject or can. el any
membership Offer limited to continental U 5 (excluding Aloskol Applicable sales tax odded to all orders

1
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The 2nd best thing that ever happened
in the back seat of your car.

WE WANTED TO SHOW YOU A FULL-BLOWN SHOT OF OUR

1000 WATT WOOFER, THE JBL 1800GTi. BUT WE CAN'T.

THIS PAGE IS TOO SMALL WHICH BRINGS US TO PLAN B.

You KNOW THE 18 -INCH WOOFER YOU SEE AT CON-

CERTS? THE ONE WITH THE COSMIC BOTTOM END?

THAT'S THE 1800'S DADDY WE SWIPED THE IDEA

FROM OUR STAGE STACK AND PUT IT IN A CAR.

SOUNDS AWESOME WHY SHOULDN'T IT? JBL HAS

or SPENT FORTY YEARS IN THE STUDIO PERFECTING

THE SAME TITANIUM TRANSDUCERS, SAME RICH

BASS, SAME STUDIO MONITOR SOUND YOU HEAR

IN OUR GRAND TOURING AUTOMOTIVE SERIES.

2 AND 3 -WAY SYSTEMS. SEPARATE HIGH, MID

The JBL

1800 GTi

shown here

actual size.

AND LOW -FREQUENCY TRANSDUCERS.

MATCHED COMPONENT SYSTEMS.

FULL -FREQUENCY SPEAKERS. THIRTY-TWO DROP -IN

PIECES. SO IF YOU'D LIKE TO UPGRADE TO SOMETHING

ALLY HOT, TEST DRIVE THE WHOLE JBL LINE. (IF YOU'D JUST

IKE TO GET TO FIRST BASS, PICK UP THE 1800GT1.) JBL

1-1 1 HARMAN INTERNATIONAL COMPAN7 240 CROSSWAYS PARK WEST, WOODBURY,
NEW YORK 11797 8500 BAL3OA BCULEVARD. NORTHRIDGE, CALIFORNIA 91329



LETTERS
Nip 'n' Tuck

Ken Pohlmann's September "Sig-
nals" column, "Nip 'n' Tuck," put a
radar -lock on the authenticity issue as it
affects artistic performance. Today's fo-
cus on high technical perfection, spurred
by advances in audio and video, may
lead to a kind of inferiority complex in
performers. They may feel that their
performances must be artificially en-
hanced, whether dubbed, doubled, or
lip-synched, to create an accepted look
and sound, at the expense of authen-
ticity.

PETER VAN RUSBERGEN
Novato, CA

I was extremely happy to see Ken
Pohlmann point out that technological
"tricks" permeate every aspect of the
recording field, not just those that are
readily visible or audible. Like Mr. Pohl-
mann, I am doing the same kind of
editing in writing this letter as do those
who splice and dice the music we all
listen to today. The only remedy: Go to a
club, see a show, experience it live. But

who knows? The same thing is probably
going on there, too!

GREGORY N. POLLETTA
Waterbury, CT

I don't feel that musicians "cheat"
listeners by implementing various studio
editing techniques to record their materi-
al. Rather, given the plethora of high-
tech equipment for cutting, pasting, edit-
ing, and creating music, I expect them to
record with such tools.

Musicians are artists-they should
use whatever means are available to
express themselves. If that entails en-
hancing a recording so that the final
version is pleasing from beginning to
end, then so be it. Indeed, it's when a
musician could have improved a record-
ing but chose not to that I feel cheated.

RICHARD STUART
Vashon, WA

In September's "Signals," Ken Pohl-
mann said that "at best, smash recording
artists like Paula Abdul, Milli Vanilli,
and Vanilla Ice are clearly much better
dancers than musicians." Where does

he get off putting Paula Abdul in the
same category as Milli Vanilli and Vanil-
la Ice? True, she is a dancer, but she is
also a singer, actor, and all-around enter-
tainer. I suggest that before Mr. Pohl-
mann judges Abdul again, he pick up her
latest CD, "Spellbound," and listen to
her sweet vocals. He may never think of
Paula Abdul as just a dancer again.

KEVIN SCHWAB
Cincinnati, OH

MAS DCC-1
Julian Hirsch is to be commended for

his in-depth and complete analysis of the
numerous features of the MAS DCC-1
Digital Control Center in July. Unfortu-
nately, the frequency -response measure-
ments published in the review are not
representative of our product. I strongly
suspect that you received a miscalibrated
unit. We would like very much for STE-
REO REVIEW to test another sample to
confirm its performance in this respect.

MEL SCHILLING
Music & Sound Imports
Huntingdon Valley, PA

Strike Up A Deal With Sony.

NOM

Buy any Sony home or car CD player...
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Music & Sound Imports supplied Hirsch -
Houck Laboratories with a second DCC-
1 , whose frequency response proved ex-
ceedingly flat-within 0.3 dB from 20 to
20,000 Hz. We agree that the response
error recorded for the original unit, which
was surprising in view of its other mea-
surements, probably was the result of a
sample defect rather than a design flaw.

DAT Deterioration?
My local dealer told me that record-

ings on digital audio tape deteriorate
after a few plays, to the point where
analog cassettes sound superior. Is this
true? If so, do DAT's suffer any deterio-
ration if they are rerecorded?

LOGAN SMITH
Cape Girardeau, MO

Although a digital audio tape, like any
other tape, will eventually deteriorate,
there should be no audible falloff in fideli-
ty after "a few plays"-or many plays.
The same goes for rerecording a tape over
and over. The longevity of a DAT should
be comparable to that of an analog cas-

sette. The main difference is that changes
in the sound quality of a DAT will tend to
be abrupt rather than gradual.

Johnnie Johnson
In reviewing Johnnie Johnson's album

"Johnnie B. Bad" in September, Steve
Simels stated that it was his "first -ever
solo album." It isn't. I own an album by
Johnson titled "Blue Hand Johnnie,"
Pulsar Records PUL 1002 (pressed on
blue vinyl), that I purchased a few years
ago in St. Louis.

JAMES BIEDERT
Laramie, WY

Steve Simels replies: Perhaps what you
have is a small private -label production,
as Johnson lives in St. Louis. In any case,
'Johnnie B. Bad" is his first -ever major -
label solo album.

Corrections
The cover -photo caption on page 3 in

the September issue failed to identify the
speaker stands in the picture. They were

from Sanus, 3178 Ryan Lane, Little Can-
ada, MN 55117; (612) 482-1019.

Also, the suggested retail price for the
Altec Lansing System 3 three-piece
speaker system was misstated in Sep-
tember's article on "The Sub/Sat Solu-
tion," page 45; it is $600. And the correct
price of the Sparkomatic STW-800 Bass
Cannon in October "New Products,"
page 9, is $89.99. 0

Get Pie great Jerformance of a Sony and your choice of three CD's
free when yot. purchase a Sony home or car CD plimer between
Oct. ", 1991 a 3d Jan. 31, 1992. Choose any 3 of the!e CD's.
Midi., Rollo, MOW Bolton 38537 Peter Tosh legalin It 34753

Heart Tittle been 34799 Luther Von& ass Neer 'too Much 37451

The lycds Greatest Has 09516 Gloria ',elan Eyes of lenience 39672

Orion *ingot. Wild Innocent, Sode Strong, Than Pride 44210

E Street Shuffle 32437 Am °smith Gems 44487

Julia 1g esias Julio 38640 lower Taylor 11 34811

Johnny Mathis Johnny s Greatest Hrts 34667 Sarah Vaughan Btatiii in Rotuma 42519

Simon 2 Garfunkel Sounds of Silence 09269 loco Pastorius Jam Pi stows 33949

Neil Diamond Hearilight 38359 Bob Junes Touthown 35594

Oooy Osh No Rest for the Wicked 44145 Stan Gen The BE, of Him Worlds 33703

Quiet I iot Mental Health 38443 Placid° Domingo Perhaps Lon 37743

Ted Nu gent Ted Nugent 33697 'Dont otd Marsolis Romarn So: Saxophone 47177

Marvin Gaye Midnight Jr., 38197 Leonard Bernstein Ehildrens Elmo 46717

Isley I:others Greatest Hits Vol 1 39740 Leonard lernsteir bootie Orertuces 46713

To receive your (D's mail this coupon postmarked no later than 2/29/92 along with the original

bar code (with then odel number on ill from the carton of your Sooy CD ployer, a copy of your

dated soles receipt and a check or money order (no cash) for S2 00 (mai le to Sony Corp.) for

shippirg B handling to. Sony 3-(2 OFFER, PO. Box 1141. Terre Haute. India la 47811.

Clearly print your 3 selection numbers below:

Name

Male

Address

City

Model rt

)

loptrorol choice if one of your

preferred titles is unavailable)

femole Age

Stole

Serial Number

Lip

Date purchased

Offer good only onrSony home or car 0 players-those model numbers beginning with (DP
(DP -C. (DP -K, (DP X, MH(, 181, (DX, (DX A, and XES-C. Model numbers beginning with D.

D.180K, MDP and CV D are not considered home or car 0 players and are not eligible. Sony
reserms the right to substitute compact discs based on supply or oveila6ility L mit one 530
Value Package per qualifying Sony (D Player purchased. Offer valid only or the Continental
U.S. l'neludes Alaska, excludes Hawaii). Void where prohibited by low. Me use of offer will void

coupon. Please allow 61 weeks for delivery.

©PM Sony Lorporation of Americo. All rights reserved. Sony is o trodemork o Sony 0006



Up Close Number 9

Dots Will
Echo is: Nick
Berry, guitar
and vocals:
Bob Albanese.
bass and
synthesizers:
Steve Meltzer,
drums.

You Should Hear
The Latest Dirt.

Dots Will Echo
The trio Dots Will Echo plays flat-out, high-

octane New Jersey garage band rock and roll.

The producer of their new CD,

ironically, is purist Will Ackerman

founder of Windham Hill.

So at first it is jarring to hear him

say, "I wanted to throw 'dirt' into the pristine

digital recording process. This is not a con-

cert grand beingheard in Symphony Hall. It's

three scrapping rockers trying to be heard

above the drink orders. My first concern was

re-creating in the studio the raw ambience of

a bar. A small room with smoke."

He close-miked the drum kit to get the

punch of the snare and kick drum. He let

Berry severely overdrive his guitar amps,

capturing the warmth and ensuing distortion

with digital accuracy. He let in the electronic

hiss, which resembles tape hiss, from the

synthesizers - the kind of electronic distortion

you typically hear at a live performance.

The resulting mix puts you on a bar stool

at the Bitter End.

Filled with solid hooks, "their music

combines intellect and hormones," says

Ackerman. "And I think this new High Street

Records release nails it."

Visit a Boston Acoustics dealer and lis-

ten to Dots Will Echo on a pair of HD10

loudspeakers.

Music this good should be heard on

speakers this good.

BostonAcoustics

The top of our
HD series, the

HDIO high
definition

speakers are
clear, detailed,

and realistic.
They are likely

the finest
bookshelf
speakers

available, at
any price.

GET AN 11 SONO UP CLOSE CD FEATURING DOTS WILL ECHO.
Send $8 check to. Boston Acoustics, Dept S9. PO Box 625, Holmes. PA 19043. Allow 4-8 weeks. Otter good until Dec. 31, 1991 or while supplies lest.



NEW PRODUCTS

Audio Electronics
Systems

The AES-.5 full -range in -wall speaker
(left in photo) was designed to be used
with the AES-4 in -wall subwoofer
(right). Each satellite has a 51/4 -inch poly-
propylene woofer and a 21/4 -inch ferro-
fluid-cooled tweeter with an on -board
thermal -protection circuit and five -way
binding -post connections. Frequency
response is rated as 70 to 20,000 Hz, and
recommended amplifier power is 10 to 50
watts rms per channel. The AES-4 dual -
voice -coil subwoofer uses a 6 x 9 -inch
polypropylene cone and includes a
crossover network to divide program
signals between it and the satellites. Fre-
quency response is rated as 28 to 90 Hz,
and recommended amplifier power is 10
to 100 watts rms. Both speakers are 8
inches wide and 111/4 inches high; mount-
ing depth is 31/4 inches for the AES-.5, 35/8
inches for the AES-4. Prices: AES-.5,
$100 each; AES-4, $295 each. Audio
Electronics Systems, Dept. SR, 22 Par-
sons Dr., Swampscott, MA 01907-2930.

JBL
The L7 is the flagship of JBlEs new L

Series of loudspeakers. The four-way
tower system has a 1 -inch, pure -titanium
dome tweeter, a 5 -inch mineral -filled
polypropylene upper -midrange, an 8 -
inch high -polymer -laminate lower -mid-
range, and a 12 -inch sidemounted woof-
er whose cone is made of Aquaplas. The
speaker's narrow front baffle is said to
optimize sound dispersion in the middle -
and high -frequency ranges. Bandwidth
is given as 30 to 27,000 Hz, sensitivity as
91 dB. Nominal impedance is 8 ohms.
Crossover points are at 200, 900, and
4,000 Hz. Recommended maximum am-
plifier power is 400 watts. Dimensions
are 91/2 x 451/2 x 171/2 inches. Finish is a
black -ash veneer. Price: $925 each. JBL,
Dept. SR, 240 Crossways Park West,
Woodbury, NY 11797.
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Onkyo
The Onkyo TA -207 is a three -motor,

three -head cassette deck with a closed -
loop, dual -capstan transport. It has an
isolated transformer and a low -imped-
ance linear -switching power supply.
Features include Dolby B and Dolby C
noise reduction, Dolby HX Pro head-
room extension, a bias -adjustment con-

trol. forward and reverse music search, a
switchable FM -multiplex Me-, and a
peak -hold function for recording CD's.
The TA -207 is supplied with a remote
control and is compatible with Onkyo's
Remote Interactive system. Price: $530.
Onkyo, Dept. SR, 200 Williams Dr.,
Ramsey, NJ 07446.

Sanyo
Sanyo's CPM5 10 five -disc carousel

CD changer features thirty -two -track
programming, random play, intro -scan,
continuous play, and repeat of one or all
tracks of a disc. The CPM510 plays 3 -
inch discs without an adaptor. Technical
features include an eight-times-over-
sarapling, 18 -bit digital filter and dual 16 -
bit digital -to -analog converters. A re-
mote control is included. Price: $200.
Sanyo, Dept. SR, 21350 Lassen St.,
Chatsworth, CA 91311.
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NEW PRODUCTS

Kenwood's KA-V9500 audio/video
integrated amplifier features Dolby Pro
Logic circuitry with normal, wide, and
phantom center -channel modes. It also
uses digital signal processing to recreate
six sound fields: arena, jazz club, stadi-
um, discotheque, cathedral, and movie
theater. A digital parametric equalizer is
built in. The KA-V9500 delivers 90 watts
each to the main front speakers and 45
watts each to one or two center speakers

and two rear speakers. It also has a line
output for a separately powered sub -
woofer. There are six audio and six
video inputs and outputs, with switching
for easy dubbing. The supplied system
remote control is preprogrammed to op-
erate many Kenwood components and
can learn control codes for other models.
Price: $1,499. Kenwood, Dept. SR, 2201
E. Dominguez, P.O. Box 22745, Long
Beach, CA 90801.

Pioneer
Pioneer's PD -M650 six -disc maga-

zine -type CD changer incorporates an
eight-times-oversampling digital filter
and a 1 -bit digital -to -analog converter
with noise shaping, which is said to
eliminate nonlinearity and zero -crossing
distortion. The rigid honeycomb chassis
was designed to protect the laser pickup
and disc drive from external vibration.
The player can automatically adjust out-
put levels from each loaded disc to pro-
vide a uniform preset level for recording,
and a time -fade edit function enables
users to fade out selected tracks auto-

matically. The CD -Deck Synchro func-
tion pauses a tape in a compatible re-
corder while the player searches for the
next programmed track. The display fea-
tures message prompts to help users
operate the player. Disc information
such as programmed and deleted tracks
can be stored for as many as twenty
magazines, which can be classified ac-
cording to the type of music and identi-
fied as such on the display. Price: $440.
Pioneer Electronics, Dept. SR, 2265 E.
220th St., P.O. Box 1720, Long Beach,
CA 90801-1720.

Bishop Plastics
The Bishop Plastics Clear Series of

CD and component racks, made of Y8-
inch clear acrylic, interlock for stacking.
Open in front and back to prevent heat
build-up, the component racks measure
171/2 inches wide inside, 181/4 inches out-
side, 141/2 inches deep, and 41/2, 5, or 6
inches high. The company recommends
that racks be at least 1/4 inch taller than
the components. The CD rack, which
can hold forty-two discs, measures 6Y8
inches high and deep and 181/4 inches
wide (outside). A base unit (shown at
bottom) is recommended for stabiliza-
tion of stacks more than 3 feet high.
Custom sizes are also available. Price:
$30 for each module. Bishop Plastics,
Dept. SR, 2065 Bascomb Carmel Rd.,
P.O. Box 1123, Woodstock, GA 30188;
(800) 786-9851.

Earthquake
Earthquake's PA -4030 multichannel

car power amplifier is rated at 30 watts
each for four channels into 4 ohms or 45
watts each for four channels into 2 ohms
and 90 watts each for two channels into 4
ohms. Tone controls offer 18 dB of boost
or cut at 40 Hz and 12 dB at 20,000 Hz.
Total harmonic distortion is given as
0.02 percent and signal-to-noise ratio as

% dB. Other features include a pulse -
width -modulation power supply, metal -
oxide -semiconductor field-effect tran-
sistors (MOSFET's), and protection
against short-circuits, thermal overload,
and DC overload. The PA -4030 mea-
sures 9 x 21/4 x 10 inches. Price: $495.
Earthquake, Dept. SR, 1418 E. 3rd
Ave., San Mateo, CA 94401.
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EVEN IF SOME OF TODAY'S MUSIC IS DIRTY,
THAT SHOULDN'T STOP YOU FROM USTENING TO IT.
The Technics SL-PC705 5 -Disc

Top Loading CD Changer is designed to
prevent skipping over a piece of music,
even if the disc is off center, warped,
or dirty.

Compact discs can become
scratched, warped or smeared with
finger prints.Any of these common
defects can cause skipping.

The Technics Digital Servo
System helps correct this
Obi Swam

Win 11. OM.

USA
OQQK

problem. Available on all new Technics
component CD players, it reads every
disc individually. So the SL-PC705 recog-

nizes imperfections that threaten to
disrupt the music, and helps circumvent
the defect. Together with Technics'
MASH* Digital -to -Analog Converter you
can be sure that virtually every nuance

of the music is faithfully reproduced.
After all, what you listen to is up

to you. The new line of Technics CD
players and changers makes sure
that you hear the music exactly
as it was performed.

Technics
The science of sound Technics developed the world's first MASH type DAC. MASH tec h,iuiogy

was invented by NTT (LSI Labs) MASH is a trademark of NT T



NEW PRODUCTS

Alphasonik
Alphasonik's D Series of car loud-

speakers includes (from top) the D-265,
D-250, and D-240, all with integral
grilles, heavy-duty construction, damped
paper cones, and a nominal impedance
of 4 ohms. The 4 -inch dual -cone D-240
has a rated frequency response of 55 to
22,000 Hz, power -handling capacity of
60 watts, and 113/16 -inch mounting depth.
The 5 -inch coaxial D-250 has a I -inch
tweeter, rated response of 45 to 22,000
Hz, power handling of 80 watts, and 21/2 -
inch mounting depth. The two-way, 6%2 -
inch coaxial D-265 can handle 100 watts,
is rated for 35 to 22,000 Hz, and has a 25/8 -
inch mounting depth. Prices (per pair):
D-240, $69; D-250, $160; D-265, $175.
Alphasonik, Dept. SR, 701 Heinz Ave.,
Berkeley, CA 94710.

MB Quart
MB Quart's Quart Two bass -reflex

loudspeaker has a 1 -inch titanium -dome
tweeter and a 61/2 -inch woofer with a
butyl -rubber surround. Its seven -ele-
ment crossover uses high-grade Mylar
capacitors; the crossover point is at
2,800 Hz, with 12- and 18 -dB -per -octave
slopes. Frequency response is given as
42 to 32,000 Hz, sensitivity as 88 dB, and
power handling as 80 watts. Nominal
impedance is 8 ohms. The black -finished
cabinet comes with injection -molded,
nonresonant end caps, removable
spikes, and heavy-duty, five -way, gold-
plated binding posts. Dimensions are 81/4
x 281/2 x 9'/z inches. Price: $499 a pair.
MB Quart Electronics, Dept. SR, 25
Walpole Park S., Walpole, MA 02081.

Universal
The Universal VX-6 remote control

can learn the functions of as many as six
different infrared remotes. There are
thirty-two color -coded buttons, and five
LED's indicate the status of the learn,
send, and delete functions as well as
warn of errors and low battery charge. A
memory back-up circuit stores pro-
grammed information while the four
AAA batteries are being changed. The
VX-6 measures 63/4 x 21/4 inches. Price:
$49.95. Universal Security Instruments,
Dept. SR, 10324 S. Dolfield Rd., Owings
Mills, MD 21117.
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Allen Products Co.
Allen Products Co.'s Headliner CD

Tower compact disc rack, made of a
tubular -steel frame with anodized -alu-
minum backing, stores up to two hun-
dred CD's. Its shelves are tilted to make
it easier to read CD titles. The 511/2 -inch -
high stand, which comes assembled, is
12 inches square at the base. Price: $299
(California residents add 7 percent sales
tax) plus $12 shipping. Allen Products
Co., Dept. SR, 279 S. Beverly Dr., Suite
1188, Beverly Hills, CA 90212.

All product information is provided by
the manufacturers and does not represent
the results of tests or evaluations by
STEREO REVIEW. Suggested retail prices
were current as of press time but
are subject to change without notice.



What you

$00

s what you

Surround Sound decoders and acoustic environment simulators are supposed to give you a heightened sense
of reality when you're listening to music or watching a movie. Unfortunately, most of their effects circuitry robs the

original performance of fidelity.
That's why Denon created the AVC-3020 Surround Amplifier and the AVR-810 and AVR-610 Surround

Receivers. Their special Dolby" Pro -Logic'" Surround Sound processor outperforms all previous analog ordigital
decoding circuitry in terms of delivering true high fidelity. You'll hear greater dynamic range, more channel separation,
lower distortion and precise low level steering-the ability to place sounds exactly where the director intended them.

Remember, without high fidelity, there can be no "reality' And what's the
point of a Surround Sound system, if it doesn't sound real? '"P'w"Ink""*" DENON
Dolby all the double hsymbol are trademarks of Dolby taboralorres LCOnStryl COlpOralido

Denon America, Inc .222 New Road Parsippany, New Jersey 07054 (201)575-7810 Call 11100-34648774 The first name in digital audio.
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I- course you can read this sen-
tence, thanks to the fact that
much of written English is redun-
dant-thus, it is easy to compress
the data involved. If we ran short
of paper to make magazines, it

would be entirely possible to print
articles in a fraction of the space.
Although purists might scream in hor-
ror at the idea, there is no question that
in the future data compression will
become standard practice in virtually
any application where information is
stored or transmitted. And that in-
cludes audio.

Don't worry. STEREO REVIEW won't
be printed in pidgin English on the
backs of postcards, and recordings of
Beethoven won't be limited to every
fourth note. The beauty of data com-
pression is that when properly han-
dled, the information conveyed is rela-
tively unaffected. You see, the aim of
data compression is to reduce the
amount of data used without signifi-
cantly degrading the message repre-
sented by the data. This is accom-
plished by examining the message and
eliminating redundant or extraneous
data and packaging the remaining data
in a more efficient way.

When it comes to audio recordings,
there is considerable opportunity to
reduce the bulk of the data because we
are able to perceive only a fraction of
the sound represented by a recorded
signal. For example, it has been esti-
mated that 73.4 percent of the sound in
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SIGNALS
by Ken C. Pohlmann

a Mozart wind -ensemble performance
is inaudible.

Both the Digital Compact Cassette
(DCC) and Mini Disc (MD) formats
will use data compression. The MD,
for example, uses an adaptive -trans-
form algorithm to reduce the data rate
by nearly four -fifths, from 1.41 mega-
bits per second to 300 kilobits per
second. The system identifies the au-
dio components that are audible and
encodes them as efficiently as possible
by assigning bits as needed according
to the amplitude of the signal to be
recorded. Inaudible material is dis-
carded. The trick is knowing which
data can be safely discarded.

To solve that problem, psycho -
acoustic models of the ear are used to
specify the dynamics of hearing and
the parameters of the signal the ear is
sensitive to. For example, sound be-
low a certain amplitude cannot be de-
tected; in particular, very low and
very high frequencies are not audible
unless their amplitude is relatively
high. Only tones whose amplitudes are
above the threshold of audibility at
their frequencies can be heard.

Amplitude masking also plays a ma-
jor role in audio data compression.
Depending on their relative amplitude,
soft (but otherwise audible) tones are
masked by louder tones at nearby fre-
quencies (within 100 Hz at low fre-
quencies). A loud tone shifts the audi-
bility threshold in its frequency range
upward, masking the nearby softer
tone. Because the softer tone is now
inaudible, it need not be coded. Also,
as the overall sound level increases,
the ear's sensitivity decreases, shift-
ing the threshold curve upward.

Similarly, temporal pre -masking
and post -masking take place. A louder
tone appearing just before a softer
tone (within 3 milliseconds) or after it
(within 200 milliseconds) will mask the
softer tone. Stereo itself presents op-
portunities for data reduction because
of the considerable redundancy be-
tween channels. Using signal analysis
of the diverse and dynamically chang-
ing psychoacoustical cues in a sound,
inaudible components can be removed
with little or no sonic degradation.

The success of an audio data -com-
pression system depends on the acuity
of an individual's auditory perception,
which is often difficult to assess, par-

Doinitive Technology
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Az- Audio Video Emporium: Tucson. Hi Fl Sales Mesa.
.c& Audio Concepts: Long Beach, San Gabriel.
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Modesto. Performance Audio: San Francisco. Shel-
ley's Stereo: Santa Monica. Sound Co.: Escondido,
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Systems Design: Redondo Beach.
CO- Listen Up: Denver, Boulder, Colorado Springs.
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Carston's: Danbury- Robert's Music: New London.
DC Suburbs- Audio Associates.
EL- Absolute Sound: Winter Park. All Pro: Pen-
sacola- Audio Ctr.: Ft. Lauderdale* Sound Ideas:
Gainesville- Sound Insight: Ft. Pierce. Stereotypes:
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Most of the
World's

Finest Sounding
Loudspeakers

Cost Over $5000.
Only One Sells for Under $375 Each:

The Definitive Technology DR7!
"Incredible"

- Peter Moncrieff, IAR

When Peter Moncrieff of
International Audio Review,
one of the world's most well
respected high end audio
journals, heard Definitive's
new DR7 he had only one
word for it, "Incredible."

At under $375 each, the
DR7's breathtaking three-
dimensional imaging,
lifelike clarity, natural
musicality, astounding bass,
and elegantly sleek designer
styling make it simply the
best value in the history of
hi fi.

How does Definitive do
it? Advanced technologies
and components, like
imported European cast
basket drivers, computer
synthesized transmission
line bass tuning, low
diffraction monocoque
cabinets and Linkwitz-Riley
crossovers, all help. But
most importantly, we hear
very well and we care.

"Incredible," you bet!
Hear them for yourself and
you will agree.

Definitive Technology
11105 Valley Heights Drive  Baltimore, MD 21117

1301)363-7148
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BBE Reveals all the Sound
You've Never Heard
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POWER

BSE SOUND NC MODEL 10,7,2

"New layers of detail were revealed . . . the soundstage was deeper and
more three dimensional . . . proved totally addictive to these ears!"

Andre Everard, High Fidelity, UK

Available at fine retailers such as:

 Tops Appliance, NJ
 Sound City, NJ

Or order direct: (800) 233-8346

Visit Your Local Electronics Store and Hear the Superb New

AIWA
Audio Products Featuring BBE High Definition Sound.

Hear the BBE car stereo model at auto sound specialists.

BBE Sound  5500 Boise Ave.. Suite 245. Huntington Beach. CA C

92649. Send me BBE 1002 unit(s) at $229 each. Measures Sgnalre
16.5' X 9" X 1.75'. (US currency only. Calif. residents add sales Mx. Name (print,
Includes UPS ground charges. UPS overnight - $19. 2nd day - 59.) Address

Enclosed is a check for CityrStatelip

Exp Date

L
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7111,1111

The response has
proven superb.

p

"Few speakers at its price would be
likely to equal it, much less surpass it "

Julian Hirsch. Stereo Review
on Model V620

"...surprisingly hefty bottom. The rest of
the spectrum is just right, too - smooth,
sweet and accurate. PP

Hans Fantel, Rolling Stone
on Model V62

"...excellent highs and very good
imaging and sound stage. If

Harry Somerteld, San Francisco Chronicle
on Model V630

"The startlingly powerful bass makes
drums sound magnificent",

Richard Warren, Chicago hibune
on Model V620

Prove it for yourself at select audio
retailers. Better yet, hear it straight from
the source.

America, 895-E, Hampshire Road,
Stow, Ohio 44224, Telephone 216928.2011
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SIGNALS

ticularly because listeners can learn
over time and sharpen their acuity.
Success also depends on the type of
audio program being processed.

So how good is audio data compres-
sion? It can be very good, or very bad,
depending on the algorithm used. For
example, if I were to compress a 16 -bit
recording by simply discarding 12 bits,
it would sound slightly worse than an
Edison wax -cylinder recording. On
the other hand, if my encoding/decod-
ing algorithm were more sophisticat-
ed, you might never hear the compres-
sion. I recently played a series of
compressed and uncompressed re-
cordings to a group of college musi-
cians-people with keen ears in-
deed-and no one (including myself)
could hear any difference between 16 -
bit uncompressed recordings and the
same recordings compressed by a fac-
tor of four.

The aim of data
compression is to reduce
the amount of data used
without significantly
altering the message it
represents.

Based on that and other critical lis-
tening tests, it seems that compression
ratios of 4:1 or perhaps more using
an adaptive -transform coding method
hold great promise for high-fidelity
audio recording. But that is just the
beginning. Other compression algo-
rithms are rapidly being developed.
For example, the modified discrete -
cosine transform used in the proposed
MPEG- 1 standard video -coding algo-
rithm enables pictures coded at 165
megabits per second to be reduced to
1.2 megabits per second, a compres-
sion ratio of 140:1. But that's kid's
stuff compared to algorithms still be-
ing researched. The hot item now is
wavelet -transform coding, which can
achieve unprecedented video -com-
pression ratios-with extremely high
quality. Can wavelet encoding be ap-
plied to audio signals? It looks promis-
ing, but we'll have to W8 N C. 0

Distributed in Canada exclusively by Linear Marketing Corporation, 2197 Dunwin Drive, Mississauga, Ontario L5L IXZ



Wanted Dead Or Alive:
Your AM/FM Receiver.

an the

obsolete receiver.

Because with the superior performance and reasonable prices

of our separate components, there is no reason to listen to

the compromise of a common receiver. Adcom is making a

limited time offer that puts an end to compromising sound.

Our most popular cure for the

common receiver: Adcom's

GTP-400 Preamp/Tuner and

GFA-5351/ Power Amplifier with

60 watts/channel. (Continuous

both channels driven into 8 ohms,

20 Hz < 0.09% THD.)

Now through January 31, 1992, bring your receiver to

your participating Adcom dealer. Buy any combina:ion of an

Adcom power amplifier and preamplifier or preamp/tuner

and get a $100 trade-in allowance on your receiver. It's time

to put an end to compromising sound. Just listen to Adcom

separate components. And take us up on our rewarding offer.

Adcom. As always, giving you more sound for less money.

9E3

a

ADCOM 2

O

Odetails you cin hear

11 Elkins Road, East Brunswick, NJ 08816
U.S.A. (908) 390-1130
Distributed in Canada by PRO ACOUSTICS INC.
Pointe Clare, Quebec H9R 4X5



THE SCIENCE BEHIND MAX

Maxell XLII-S achieves new highs in
Maximum Output Levels, offers wider
dynamic range, along with significant
reductions in AC Bias Noise and Modula-
tion Noise. This is an all -new Maxell audi-
otape formulation capable of blowing you
away like never before.

We started from scratch, creating

eirommiwalielmo.
NEM
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Smooth Side. Rough Side.
Maxell dual -surface base film reduces tape jitter.

XLII-S from the base -film up. In fact, the
base -film is unlike anyone else's and our
patent on it is pending.

We call it "dual -surface base -film:'
One side is smooth, the other rough. The
smooth side provides the sound and the
rough side provides a stable, non -sticky ride
through the tape deck's transport mecha-
nism with the least possible tape jitter.

Excessive tape jitter causes phase
deviation which results in echo "shading:'

© 1991 Maxell Corporation of Amenca

Musically, this would make the violinists
in a symphony orchestra sound as though
they were strolling around the stage
instead of sitting still. You don't want
gypsy violinists wandering through your
symphony.

The stan-
dard mag-
netic coating A powerful reason for trying Maxell XLII-S

on nearly all audiotapes today consists of
gamma ferric oxide particles.

But standard wasn't what we were
shooting for when we developed XLII-S.
Instead, we harnessed a higher energy
magnetic particle we call Black Magnetite.
It has 13% greater magnetic power and
is a major con-
tributor to the
outstanding
MOL of this
new tape.

Another is
the superior
dispersion
technique we
employ in plac-
ing the Black
Magnetite par-
ticles onto the
tape.

BLACK MAGNE7iTE

Ark
Many tapes'

magnetic
particles go on

in a snarl.



ELL'S BLOW -AWAY SOUND.
During manufacture, some tapes are

run through a magnetic field and the mag-
netic particles adhere to the film in a willy-
nilly, helter-skelter
pattern-similar to
the arrangement
you'd find on the end
of a magnet if you
dunked it into a bowl
of metal filings.

At Maxell, we
use a unique and
complex process
called "multi -orien-
tation:' Simply stated,
it allows us to place
smaller, Black Mag-
netite particles onto
the tape in greater
density, in near perfect alignment. The
result is a smoother, more uniform coating
which produces less AC Bias Noise.

Finally, there's a newly engineered
cassette shell that doesn't merely house
the tape. It contributes to the tape's out-

standing perfor-

Maxell's
"multi -

orientation"
technology sets
the particles

straight.
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The XLII-S Performance Story.

mance.
Through

the use of a new
composite mate-
rial-a blend of
ceramic and pol-
ymer resins-we
created a high
resonance -
damping cassette
shell. More rigid
and weightier
than standard

cassettes, it reduces modulation noise and
helps maintain phase accuracy. Also, by
making the window smaller, we were able
to improve the cassette's overall struc-
tural integrity, building in five support
points instead of the standard three.

All in all, we think you'll find that
Maxell XLII-S is the finest High Bias audio
cassette available today.

Make it your first choice for program
material that demands the highest stan-
dards of performance. Buying anything
less is like knowingly setting out to take
your music to the min.

XLII-S vibration -damping cassette shell has five support points
for increased rigidity and durability.

TAKE YOUR MUSIC
TO THE MAX.



TEST REPORTS

Sansui AV -7000 Audio/Video
Integrated Amplifier

Julian Hirsch, Hirsch -Houck laboratories

SANSUI'S AV -7000 is a full -fea-
tured surround -sound A/V inte-
grated amplifier whose video
functions consist largely of signal -
switching features. It has two sets
of rear -apron video and audio in-

put and output connectors for compo-
nents such as a TV set and VCR, plus
two more sets of inputs for a videodisc
player and another video source. One
set of the input connections can be
switched to duplicate jacks on the
front panel to simplify playback from a
camcorder.

There are also provisions for con-
necting an external video processor
(used to modify the appearance of the
picture) and an output for driving a
video monitor. All video signal con-
nections provide both phono-type
composite -video jacks and S -video
jacks.

The AV -7000's audio facilities in-
clude five channels of amplification
(for front, center, and rear speakers in
a surround -sound system) and a
choice of six surround modes as well
as normal two -channel stereo opera-
tion. In addition to Dolby Pro Logic
decoding circuits, there is a Dolby 3
Stereo mode that "folds over" the
surround channels into the two regular
stereo speakers while still feeding the
center channel to one or two center
speakers. If the center speaker has
limited low -frequency capability, the
system can be set to send center -
channel frequencies below 100 Hz to
the left and right front speakers.

The other surround modes are iden-
tified as Natural, Stadium, Hall, and
Matrix. According to the instruction
manual, the Natural mode is designed
for use with sources containing a rich

echo component, and Stadium pro-
vides the sense of space experienced
at outdoor concerts and sports events.
Stadium is also the only one of the
surround modes that provides output
to the rear speakers from monophonic
sources. The Hall mode, as its name
implies, is intended to simulate the
effect of a typical concert -hall envi-
ronment. Matrix provides an unmodi-
fied signal to the front speakers, with a
delay of the same signal fed to the rear
speakers.

The audio -only inputs are identified
as phono, tuner, CD, Tape I/DAT,
and Tape 2/Monitor. The selected
source can be recorded on either tape
deck, and tapes can be dubbed from
Tape 1 to Tape 2 (but not in the other
direction).

The AV -7000's amplifiers are all rat-
ed to drive 8 -ohm loads, from 20 to
20,000 Hz, with less than 0.02 percent
total harmonic distortion (THD). The
left, right, and center front amplifiers
are all rated at 70 watts output and the
rear amplifiers at 35 watts per channel.

The AV -7000's three front -channel
amplifiers have separate preamplifier
outputs and main -amplifier inputs
joined by removable jumpers on the
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IT'S OUTRAGEOUS.

THE MOST ACCURATE COLOR AND SHARPEST PICTURE OF ANY
BIG -SCREEN TV IS JUST THE BEGINNING.

NEXT, YOU ADD THE STUNNING RESOLUTION AND CD SOUND OF
PIONEER' LASERDISC.

THEN, THE PIONEER A/V RECEIVER WITH DOLBY' PRO LOGIC
SURROUND SOUND BRINGS IT ALL TOGETHER.

.  .   .. 4.  ***** 0  : :  , 0 +

ACTUALLY, GIVEN OUR EXPERTISE IN BOTH' AUDIO AND VIDEO, IT'S
NO SURPRISE WE BRING YOU THE BEST IN HOME THEATER.

Call 1-800-421-1606, ext. 423, for the dealer nearest you. 'Actual on -screen image.

Q PIONEER
The Art of Entertainment

VSX-99005 A/V Receiver. Pioneer SD-P5057Q 50" Projection TV* and S -T500 Soeakers CLD-3090 CD/LaserDisc Player.



TEST REPORTS
back panel. This simplifies using ex-
ternal amplifiers for greater power ca-
pability or to drive multiple speaker
systems. There is also a line -level
mono output, controlled by a front -
panel knob, for driving a powered
subwoofer.

All the input selectors and sur-
round -sound selectors are pushbut-
tons, but most of the other controls are

full-size knobs, clearly marked and
easy to use. Across the bottom of the
panel are bass, midrange and treble
tone controls, level controls for the
mono output and the input to the sur-
round circuits, and a channel -balance
knob. A video recording selector
switches the program source to be re-
corded on a VCR connected to Video 1
or Video 2. The large volume knob,

FEATURES

 Dolby Pro Logic decoding with Dolby
3 Stereo mode

 Digital signal processing to simulate
four different acoustic environments

 Audio inputs for phono, tuner, CD,
and tape, plus audio channels of all
video sources

 Inputs for four video sources, two with
recording outputs; Video 3 inputs
duplicated on front panel

 All video input/output circuits have
both composite and S -video
connectors

 Video -processor loop

 Video -monitor output

 CD Direc mode bypasses all signal -
processing circuits

 Bass, midrange, and treble tone
controls

 Video recording source selector

 Center- and rear -channel levels
adjustable relative to main front -
channel level

 Delay times of surround outputs
adjustable

 Line -level mono output (level
adjustable from front panel)

 Front -panel headphone jack

 Outputs for main front, rear, and
one or two center -channel speakers

 Separate preamplifier outputs and
main -amplifier inputs for main front
and center channels

 Three AC outlets, one switched

 Supplied system remote control
duplicates all operating functions
and can control compatible Sansui
components; programmable to
control other components

LABORATORY MEASUREMENTS

All figures for main front channels only,
except as specified.

1,000 -Hz output power at clipping:
88 watts into 8 ohms

Clipping headroom (relative to rated
output): 1 dB

Dynamic power output: 120 watts
into 8 ohms, 200 watts into 4 ohms, 255
watts into 2 ohms

Dynamic headroom (8 ohms): 2.34 dB

Maximum distortion (20 to 20,000 Hz
into 8 ohms): 0.05% at 20 Hz and 70
watts

Frequency response: + 0, -1 dB
from 20 to 20,000 Hz; CD Direct, +0,
-0.23 dB from 20 to 20,000 Hz

Sensitivity (for a 1 -watt output into 8
ohms): CD, 18 mV; phono, 0.35 mV

A -weighted noise (referred to a 1 -watt
output): CD, - 79.5 dB; phono,
- 75.6 dB

Phono-input overload (1,000 -Hz -
equivalent levels): 147 to 157 mV from
20 to 20,000 Hz

Phono-input impedance: 48,000
ohms in parallel with 170 pF

Tone -control range: 100 Hz, ± 5.5
dB; 1,000 Hz, ±6.5 dB; 10,000 Hz,
-±8 dB

RIAA phono equalization error:
+0.04, -0.8 dB from 20 to
20,000 Hz

with a red LED serving as its pointer, is
at the right of the display window. It is
motor driven in remote operation.

Other pushbuttons switch the front
speakers off and on, engage the video -
processor loop, and switch the Video 3
inputs to their front -panel jacks. The
CD DIRECT button, usable only with the
CD input, bypasses all tone controls
and signal -processing circuits, con-
necting a CD player through the vol-
ume control directly to the front -chan-
nel power amplifiers.

The display window in the upper
center of the panel shows the selected
source in large letters and numerals
and the status of other controls in
smaller letters. To its right, two pairs
of buttons control the levels of the rear
and center channels; the relative set-
tings (from +15 to -50 dB in 1 -dB
steps) are displayed in the window
while the adjustment is being made.
Another pair of buttons performs a
similar function for delay time, which
is adjustable in 1 -millisecond (ms)
steps from 0 to 100 ms except in the
Dolby Pro Logic mode, where the
range is limited to 15 to 30 ms by Dolby
licensing requirements. The specific
delay set for each surround mode is
retained in memory until changed. The
remaining front -panel features are the
headphone jack (carrying only the
front -channel program) and the large
power pushbutton. In its off setting, a
small red LED shows that the amplifi-
er is in a standby mode, from which it
can be turned on or off by the supplied
remote control.

In addition to the many line -level
input and output jacks, the AV -7000's
rear apron has three pairs of speaker -
output binding posts, which accept
only stripped wire ends (banana plugs
cannot be used). The center -channel
amplifier's output can be routed to one
or two speakers, and an adjacent
switch adapts it to the different load
impedances presented in these two
modes. A pair of jacks enables the AV -
7000 to tie a compatible Sansui cas-
sette deck and CD player to its remote
control. There are three AC outlets,
one switched.

The AV -7000's remote controller
duplicates virtually all the operating
functions of the amplifier and has but-
tons dedicated to compatible Sansui
components. In addition, it can learn
the commands for components from
other manufacturers, making it an ef-
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Vision, Sound and Time:

Redefined.

Proton offers you the deep satisfaction of a new, more
graceful lifestyle. Savor it in the award -winning picture of our large
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TEST REPORTS
fective system remote control. The
Sansui AV -7000 measures 17 inches
wide, 173/K inches deep, and 61/4 inches
high, and it weighs 32 pounds. Price:
$1,000. Sansui USA, Inc., Dept. SR,
1290 Wall St. W., Lyndhurst, NJ
07071.

Lab Tests
Our measurements were limited to

the AV -7000's audio functions, and
then to only the main front channels
except for clipping -level power mea-
surements of the center channel. All
three front channels clipped at about
88 watts into 8 ohms, corresponding to
a clipping headroom of 1 dB. We also
drove 4 -ohm loads briefly, measuring
a clipping level of 106 watts. Dynamic
power output into 8 ohms was 120
watts, indicating a dynamic headroom
of 2.34 dB. Into 4 and 2 ohms, respec-
tively, dynamic power was 200 and
255 watts.

The 8 -ohm power output versus fre-
quency at a constant distortion of 0.1
percent was 88 watts from 400 to
10,000 Hz, decreasing to 84 watts at
20,000 Hz and 68 watts at 20 Hz. Into 4
ohms, the output was 106 watts from
2,000 to 3,000 Hz, dropping to 100
watts at 20,000 and 60 Hz and to 82
watts at 20 Hz.

The total harmonic distortion plus
noise (THD + N) of one front channel
into 8 ohms at the rated 70 watts was
0.044 percent over virtually the full
audio range. The distortion at 1,000
Hz reached its minimum of 0.01 per-
cent at 85 watts, just before clipping
occurred. A spectrum analysis of the
1,000 -Hz output distortion showed
about 0.006 percent (excluding noise)
at I watt and 70 watts output.

Frequency response through the
CD Direct input was very flat (within
0.1 dB) from 10 to 10,000 Hz, falling to
-0.5 dB at 30,000 Hz and - 3.5 dB at
100,000 Hz. Even through the normal
CD input, which included the tone
controls and considerable internal cir-
cuitry in the signal path, the response
was + 0, - 0.2 dB from 70 to 20,000 Hz
and -1 dB at 20 Hz.

The bass and treble tone controls
affected only the frequency ranges be-
low 200 Hz and above 2,000 Hz, and
the midrange control affected most of
the range between 100 and 10,000 Hz,
though its maximum effect was much
less than that of the other controls.

The RIAA phono equalization was

also very accurate, varying +0.04,
-0.4 dB from the standard response
over a range of 26 to 20,000 Hz. Pho-
no-input impedance was 48,000 ohms
in parallel with 170 picofarads. The
phono stage overloaded at about 150
millivolts (referred to 1,000 Hz) over
the range of 20 to 20,000 Hz.

The amplifier's input sensitivity for
a 1 -watt reference output was 18 milli-
volts (mV) through the CD inputs and
0.35 mV through the phono input. Its
corresponding A -weighted noise lev-
els, referred to 1 watt, were - 79.5 and
-75.6 dB.

Comments
Despite its apparent complexity, the

Sansui AV -7000 was very easy to in-
stall and operate (we used it in a four-
speaker surround -sound system). Its
controls proved to be logically placed,
and their operation quickly became
intuitive.

All we had to do to appreciate the
signal -processing features was to push
the buttons and listen. The differences
between the several modes were plain-
ly audible, and-as with most digital
signal processing (DSP) components
-one can get almost as much fun out
of varying their parameters as from the
subsequent listening.

The instruction manual was quite
complete, and some time reading it
would be well spent. All DSP compo-
nents we have used call for some ex-
perimentation to achieve the best re-
sults, but almost any of their simulated
environments is likely to be an im-

provement over ordinary two -channel
stereo. The AV -7000 was no exception
to this rule.

Using the AV -7000's programmable
remote control proved an unexpected
pleasure. Most devices intended to
provide complete system control are
impossibly cluttered and illogically
laid out. The remote control supplied
with the AV -7000 was easily the best
we have used so far. About half of its
buttons are duplicates of the amplifi-
er's controls, identical in marking as
well as function. The other buttons, in
several logical groupings, are designed
to operate a compatible Sansui tape
deck, CD player, tuner, and equalizer,
and no doubt they would be easy to
control with this handset.

The real surprise came when we
tried to program the controller for a
totally different CD player, several
years old and not of Sansui manufac-
ture. The process was so quick and
foolproof that within a few minutes we
had the CD player at the beck and call
of the AV -7000's remote control,
which was even easier to use for this
purpose than the one that came with
the player. Memorizing commands
from the CD player's remote took no
more than a couple of seconds each
and never required a second try (in
sharp contrast to most "learning" re-
motes we have used in the past). Over-
all, using the AV -7000 was an unal-
loyed pleasure. Its straightforward
operation, strong performance, and
versatility make it a fine value among
today's AN amplifiers.

CENTRAL
ADC

"Danny's the hest installer in the business. . .
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WITH THE NEW KENWOOD UD-90,
THINGS JUST WON'T BE THE SAME AROUND THE HOUSE.

.
.

Orchestra
Level

Here's a compact audio/video system that will
redefine your living room. The new UD-90.

It's designed with our Digital Front Presence circuitry,
which uses Digital Signal Processing, or DSP in order to
optimize the simulation of actual music envircnments.
So now, the push of a button turns your home into a
huge rock concert. A hot jazz club. Or four other venues.
Adding to the realism are two built-in Digital Front

Row A, Seat 12

Festival Seating
.......... .

.
Mezzanine

Section

Presence speakers. Angled outward, they simulate
home theater surround sound all by themselves. (But
you can still add a pair of rear speakers if you wish.)

There's also Audio Intelligence for high-speed CD
to tape dubbing. Automatic equalization. Plus other
advanced functions. So call 1-800-4-KENWOOD for a

dealer near you. Then sit
back and enjoy the show. KENWOOD

0 1991 Kellwood 1 S A Corporation
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"AT LOWER LEVELS THE SOUND CHARACTER OF

THE PN5+ SYSTEM WAS AMAZINGLY CLOSE TO

THAT OF OUR REFERENCE SPEAKERS WHICH COST

NEARLY TWENTY TIMES AS MUCH!... QUITE

REMARKABLE...!"

- Julian Hirsch, January 1988

"THE LARGER PN8+ WAS SHOCKINGLY GOOD FOR

THE MONEY..."

- Peter Mitchell, April 1990

"FOR LISTENERS WANTING LOTS OF LOW SOUNDS

AT LOW PRICES, THE PINNACLE MAY BE TOPS."

Hans Fantel, October 21, 1990

"GOOD SPEAKERS FOR LESS THAN $200 ARE

HARD TO FIND. THE PINNACLE PN5+...BOASTS

TRUE HIGH FIDELITY SOUND IN SMALL CABINETS."

Cary Lu, September 1990

"HEAR THE PN8+...ESPECIALLY IF YOU ARE

LOOKING FOR AN EXCEPTIONAL VALUE IN A

SPEAKER."

Julian Hirsch, July 1990

Unsurpassed Value in Bookshelf
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HIGH FIDELITY

"MODELS LIKE...THE PINNACLE PN8+ SHOW A

DEGREE OF SONIC REFINEMENT UNHEARD OF IN

SPEAKERS OF SIMILAR SIZE TEN YEARS AGO."
E Brad Meyer, August 1990

"PINNACLE LOUDSPEAKEF:S HAS ACHIEVED

WONDERS WITH ITS PATENTED VERSION OF A

BASS REFLEX ENCLOSURE.

Hans Fantel, October 21, 1990

"...THE PN6+ IS A MUST HEAR MODEL FOR YOUR

AUDITION LIST."

Robert Lang, November 1989

Heard
Enough?

Speakers PIVOCLE°
255 Executive Drive, Plainview, N.Y. 11803 (516) 576-9052 Model PN13+



TEST REPORTS

Altec Lansing Model 508A
Loudspeaker System

Julian Hirsch, Hirsch -Houck laboratories

THE Altec Lansing Model 508A is
a three-way acoustic -suspension
speaker system constructed in the
popular tower format. Its rugged-
ly built, rigid wooden cabinet is
attractively finished on all visible

surfaces in walnut veneer. The cabinet
measures 40'/2 inches high and 11 inch-
es square, plus an additional inch of
depth for the removable grille. Each
speaker weighs almost 60 pounds.

The frequencies below 750 Hz are
radiated by two 8 -inch woofers with
carbon -fiber cones. Middle frequen-
cies are handled by a 21/2 -inch polyi-
mide-and-titanium dome driver, and
there is a second crossover at 3,500 Hz
to a 1 -inch polyimide/titanium dome
tweeter. The drivers are vertically
aligned and mounted flush with the
front panel for minimum boundary dif-
fraction. The two gold-plated multi -

way binding posts near the bottom of
the rear panel, which also accept sin-
gle or dual banana plugs, are recessed
and angled for easy cable connection.

Altec Lansing specifies the imped-
ance of the Model 508A as 6 ohms, its
sensitivity as 90.5 dB, and its band-
width as 24 to 22,000 Hz. The system
is designed for use with power amplifi-
ers rated from 125 to 250 watts per
channel. Price: $1,100 a pair. Altec
Lansing Consumer Products, Dept.
SR, Milford, PA 18337.

Lab Tests
We placed the two Altec Lansing

508A speakers about 9 feet apart and 3
feet out from the wall behind them. As
usual, we measured the room re-
sponse with the microphone about 12
feet in front of the left speaker, on its
forward axis, and approximately 30
degrees off the axis of the right speak-
er. The speakers were driven one at a
time with a sine wave that was warbled
over a one -third -octave range as it
swept slowly from 20 to 20,000 Hz.

The curves for both speakers, plot-
ted automatically on a single sheet of
logarithmic chart paper, followed sim-
ilar trends but usually had opposite
narrow -band variations over most of
the frequency range. We averaged the
curves visually to produce a single
room -response curve. The room's
high -frequency absorption character-
istics had been determined previously
with the aid of carefully calibrated
reference speakers, and we applied
the resulting response correction at
frequencies over 10,000 Hz.

Although this technique gives a rea-
sonably good indication of a speaker's
overall energy output into the listening
space, room -boundary effects make it
invalid at frequencies below a few
hundred hertz. For this part of the
spectrum, we measure the woofer out-
put separately, with the microphone
placed very close to the center of the
cone. The resulting plot gives us the
woofer's anechoic response, which
we splice to the room curve to derive a
corrected, averaged composite fre-
quency response for the speaker.

In this case, the bass -response
curve closely matched the portion of
the room curve between 80 and 500
Hz, resulting in a believable compos-
ite response curve over the full audio
range. Its shape correlated well with
what we heard from the speakers and E
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If the first phone had been one
of the AT&T Cordless 5000 Series,
these might have been the first
words spoken. Because only
the 5000 Series incorporates
Clarity Plursound technology to
virtually eliminate static and
give you crisp, clear sound. And
that's no surprise considering
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So come hear the 5000
Series from AT&T It's the first
and last word in cordless
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TEST REPORTS
showed that the Model 508Ns output
was flat within ±2.5 dB from 130 to
20,000 Hz. The output rose slightly at
lower frequencies, by an additional 3
dB between 60 and 100 Hz, and fell off
at 12 dB per octave below 60 Hz.
Overall, the variation was ±4.5 dB
from 35 to 20,000 Hz.

The speaker's measured sensitivity
was even higher than rated, producing
a 92.5 -dB sound -pressure level (SPL)
at 1 meter with a 2.83 -volt input of full -
range pink noise. Minimum system
impedance was about 4.5 ohms be-
tween 100 and 200 Hz, with a maxi-
mum of 14 ohms at 55 Hz and between
600 and 700 Hz. Over most of the
audio range the impedance was 6 ohms
or greater, justifying the speaker's 6 -
ohm rating.

We measured bass distortion with
the microphone close to one of the
woofers. The constant input level of
2.12 volts corresponded to the signal
that would create our reference 90 -dB
SPL. With that input, the woofer's
distortion was between 0.5 and 1 per-
cent from 50 to 300 Hz, rising to the
range of 1.8 to 2 percent from 400 to
700 Hz. Distortion rose smoothly at
lower frequencies, to 2.5 percent at 40
Hz, 4.6 percent at 30 Hz, and 6.5
percent at 24 Hz.

We measured the system's high -
frequency horizontal dispersion both
on its forward axis and 45 degrees off
it. The two curves began to diverge
slightly above 6,000 Hz, reaching a 5 -
or 6 -dB difference at 10,000 Hz and
showing a large difference above
15,000 Hz.

Our measurements indicated that
the true (acoustic) crossover between
the woofers and the midrange driver
was closer to 500 Hz than the rated 750
Hz. The crossover to the tweeter
could not be detected.

As might be expected from its driver
complement, the Altec Lansing Model
508A had an impressive power -han-
dling ability. Feeding 100 -Hz single -
cycle bursts, our amplifier clipped at
1,190 watts into the speaker's 4.6 -ohm
impedance with no audible signs of
distress from the speaker. Similar re-
sults were obtained at 1,000 and 10,000
Hz, with maximum levels of 655 and
820 watts, respectively.

Comments
The Altec Lansing Model 508A

projects an aura of quality even before

it is connected to a music system. The
cabinet finish and workmanship are
noteworthy, and it is one of a limited
number of loudspeakers whose ap-
pearance is not at all degraded by
removing its grille. The interior of the
cabinet is obviously well braced and
stiffened, since rapping any part of it
with the knuckles produced a sound
like rapping a block of concrete.

But the only real proof of a speak-
er's performance is in the listening,

The Altec Lansing 508A
generated low -distortion,
room -filling output down
to the vicinity of 30 Hz.

and here the Model 508A lived up to
expectations in full measure. Its over-
all sound quality was smooth and bal-
anced, covering the full audio range
without obvious emphasis or insuffi-
ciency. With certain program material
(notably male announcers' voices on
FM radio) there was a trace of warmth
associated with the slightly empha-
sized output in the octave below 100
Hz. On the other hand, when the pro-
gram contained any real bass content,
the two woofers made themselves
heard (and felt) in a way that cannot be
matched by the many good speakers
whose lower limits are around 50 Hz.
The Model 508A could generate low -
distortion, room -filling output down to
the vicinity of 30 Hz, and its high
sensitivity does not place unreason-
able demands on the driving amplifier.

Considering its size, the Model
508A is somewhat unusual in sounding
as good at a 2 -foot distance as at 15
feet. The contributions of its four driv-
ers were so smoothly blended that it
was impossible to localize each one
audibly at distances greater than a few
inches. This quality probably has little
importance to most listeners, but it
serves to demonstrate the successful
integration of the system into what is
effectively a single sound source.

The Altec Lansing 508A is an excel-
lent combination of first-rate sound,
attractive styling, and reasonable size.
We found nothing in its physical or
acoustic characteristics that merited
criticism.

1 Crutchfield Park, Dept. SR Charlottesville, VA 22906 32 STEREO REVIEW NOVEMBER 1991



Janet Jackson's
Rhythm Nation
(ASV) 72386
Trixter
(Mechanic -VGA) 61594

Black Box: Dreamland
(RCA) 84063
Prince: Graffiti Bridge
(Paisley Park) 34107

Traveling Wilburys,
Volume One
(Warner Bros ) 00711

Del Leopard:
Pyromania
(Mercury) 70402
Sinead O'Connor
I Do Not Want What I
Haven't Got
(Chrysalis) 33512

George Benson/
Count BasieOrch.:
Big Boss Band
(Warner Bros 113519
All The Best Of The
Lovin' Spoonful:
(Buddah) 10012
Dwight Yoakam: If
There Was A Way
(Reprise) 64310

Anne Murray: You Will
(Capitol) 73232

Bobby Brown:
Dance! ...Ya Know It
IMCA) 73660

Daryl Hall 8 John
Oates: Change Of
Season iAristai 00543
Debbie Gibson:
Anything Is Possible
(Atlantic) 24815

Charlie Parker:
Bird/Original
Recordings
(Verve 101044
Tom Petty: Full Moon
Fever (MCA) 33911
Gershwin, Overtures/
McGlinn (Angel) 70391
Madonna: I'm
Breathless (Sire) 00572
Best Of Bad Company:
10 From 6
(An.intle) 60321

Bruce Hornsby & The
Range: A Night On The
Town (RCA) 63689
Raffi : Evergreen
Everblue (MCA) 10492
Peter. Paul 8 Mary:
Flowers 8 Stones
(Gold Castle) 64074

The King And VOriginal
Cast (MCA) 64020
The Alarm: Standards

R S 124765
The Duke Ellington
Orchestra: Digital Duke
(GRP I 63356

Paul Simon: Graceland
(Warner Bros) 72315
Fine Young Cannibals:
The Raw And
The Cooked
(IRS ( 01068

Lita Ford: Stiletto
(RCA) 63893
Styx: Edge Of The
Century (ABM( 74498
Pebbles: Always
(MCA1 11001

Kane Roberts: Saints &
Sinners IDGC) 53619

Kenny G: G: Live
(Arista) 64505
The Who: Who's
Better, Who's Best
(MCA) 00790

Beach Boys: Made In
U.S.A. (Capitol) 64143
Simon & Garfunkel: The
Concert In Central Park
(Warner Bros 144006

Jimi Hendrix :
Electric Ladyland
(Reprise) 23362

Barry Manilow:
Live On Broadway
(Arista) 24805
Reba McEntire: Reba
Live (MCA) 44602
Nifty Gritty Dirt Band:
WIII The Circle Be
Unbroken, Vol. 2
(Universal) 93648
U2: Rattle And Hum
(Island) 00596

Madonna: The
Immaculate Collection
(Sire) 54164

Jasmine Guy
(Warner Bros. 154384

AC/DC: Back In Black
(Atlantic) 13772

Mark Chesnutt:
Too Cold At Home
(MCA) 24819

Megadeth: Rust In
Peace (Capitol) 11053

Quincy Jones:
Back On The Block
(Warner Bros 64116

The Cure: Mixed Up
(Elektra) 74190

Deee-Llte: World Clique
(Elektra) 52050

Neil Young: Ragged
Glory (Reprise) 34621

Va
rhrytersta!stl)ci4A0T:

Boogie Down
Productions: Live
Hardcore Worldwide
(Jive) 44584

Replacements:
All Shook Down
(Warner Bros 183585

The Oak Ridge Boys:
Unstoppable
(RCA) 64423

Deep Purple: Slaves 8
Masters (RCA) 11145

Tony! Toni! Tone!: The
Revival (Polyclort 00565

The Go-Gos : Greatest
Hits II R S 150315

Tears For Fears:
The Seeds Of Love
(Fontana) 33653

Marty Stuart: Tempted
(MCA) 70076

Anita Baker:
Compositions
(Elektra) 00921

Soul II Soul: Vol. II -
1990 -A New Decade
(Virgin) 00567

Chick Corea Akoustic
Band: Alive
(GRP, 10721

Best Of Robert Palmer:
Addictions
(Island ) 10819

Jesus Jones: Doubt
(SBK) 44654

Pump Up The Volume/
Sdtk. (MCA) 44606

Huey Lewis 8 The
News: Sports
(Chrysalis) 44448

Bob Marley: Legend
(Island) 53521

Eagles: Their Greatest
Hits 1971-1975
(Asylum) 23481

Roy Hargrove: Public
Eye (Noyusi 54579
Don Henley: The End
Of The Innocence
(Geffen) 01064

Pixies: Bosse Nova
(4AD(Elektra) 53773

James Galway:
Greatest Hits
(RCA ) 73233

Linda Ronstadt: Cry
Like A Rainstorm,
Howl Like The Wind
(Elektm) 52221

Hank Williams, Jr.:
America (The Way I See
It) (Warner Bros. I 20612

Technotronlc: Pump Up
The Jam -The Album
ISM 34781
Van Halen
(Warner Bros 114623

The Cars: Greatest Hits
(Elektra) 53702

Kenny Rogers:
Love Is Strange
(Reprise) 44593

Night Ranger: Live In
Japan (MCA( 34306

R.E.M.: Out Of Time
(Warner Bros I 24762

Kentucky Headhunters:
Plekin' On Nashville
(Mercury) 24740

Damn Yankees
(Warner Bros. 114852

Lynyrd Skynyrd:
Skynyrd's Innyrds
(MCA) 01150

Whitney Houston: I'm
Your Baby Tonight
(Arista) 10663

Pat Benatar:
Best Shots
(Chrysalis) 44319

Clint Black: Put
Yourself In My Shoes
(RCA: 24690

Jimmy Buffett Live!:
Feeding Frenzy
(MCA) 24853

Metallica: ...And Justice
For All lEiektra) 00478

The Bonnie Rale
Collection
(Warner Bros i 00569

Marcus Roberts: Alone
With Three Giants
(Novus) 54397

Too Short: Short
Dog's In The House
(Jive) 54304

Jeff Lynne:
Armchair Theatre
iReprisel 00803

John Denver's Greatest
Hits (RCA) 13777

Best Of The
Doobie Brothers
(Warner Bros i 43738

Dirty Dancing/Sdtk.
:RCA ) 82522

U Top: Afterburner
(Warner Bros 64042

Keith Sweat: I'll Give All
My Love To You
(Elektra) 51603

Vince Gill: When I
Call Your Name
:MCAt 63474

Skid Row
(Atlantic) 01038

Garth Brooks
(Capitol) 33963

The Lynch Mob:
Wicked Sensation
(Elektra) 11076

Stevie B: Love And
Emotion iRCA) 00539

Greatest Gospel Hits
(Malaco) 44366

Marion Meadows:
For Lovers Only
(Novas) 14717

Wilson Phillips
(SBKI 00726

Lorrie Morgan:
Something In Red
(RCA) 83848

Jackson Browne:
Running On Empty
(Elektra) 11056
Best Of Dire Straits:
Money For Nothing
(Warner Bros 100713

Rod Stewart:
Greatest Hits
(Warner Bros 1 33779

Jeffrey Osborne: Only
Human (Arista) 00545
Edie Brickell: Ghost Of
A Dog (Geffen) 73923

Eric Clapton:
Journeyman
(Warner Bros
53940

N

PLUS
INSTANT

50%
OFF

BONUS
DISCOUNTS

FOR MEMBERS WHO
CHOOSE CDs!

It's the BMG
difference!

You earn INSTANT
50% -OFF BONUS DIS-
COUNTS and become a
Preferred Member right
with your very first full -
price purchase unlike
other clubs, where you

must first buy 6 or more
at full price Defore you

can get savings like this!

"Members who selei CDs will be ser-
viced by the BMG Compact Disc
Club. Current BM CD Club mem-
bers not eligible. Fut membership
details will follow. with the same 10 -
day no -obligation pnv lege.

Chicago Twerty 1
(Reprise) 10533

Carly Simon: Have You
Seen Me Lately?
(Arista) 20912

Atlantic Records: Hit
Singles (1958-77)
(Atlantic) 10514

Chuck Berry: The Great
28 (Chess) 64137

En Vogue: Born To
Sing (Atlantic) 14187

Peter Frampton:
Classics (13 Greatest
Hits) IA&M) 04894
Paul Overstreet :
Heroes (RCA; 50526

Leedlid Zeppelin:
l Ej3"5-94

The Cole Porter
Songbook: Night And
Day v.,/)) 0613

Jon Bon Jovl: Blaze Of
Glory (Mercury) 44490
Paula Abdul: Shut Up
And Dance (The Dance
Mixes) (Virgin) 80326
Elton John: Your Songs
:MCA) 44452

James Taylor: Greatest
Hits (Reprise) 23790

Testa: The Great
Radio Controversy
(Geffen) 00839

Warner Bros.
Symphony Orchestra:
Bugs Bunny On
Broadway
(Warner Bros 170059

Lionel Richie:
The Composer
(Motown) 24700
Scorpions: Crazy World
(Mercury) 14795

Alias (EMI) 10039

M.C.Hammer. Please
Hammer. Don't Hurt
'Em 34791

GZ, G1u4y!7..5.The Future

Monie Love' Down To
Earth ilei),)), 44752
Glenn Miller Orchestra'
In The Digital Mood
IGRit . 43293

Depeche Mode: Violator
(Sire) 73408
Richard Marx: Repeat
Offender (EMI: 01118

Crosby, Stills. Nash 8
Young: Greatest Hits
(Atlantic 30230

Anne Murray' Greatest
Hits (Capitol 63530

Bing Crosby's Greatest
Hits (MCA) 04709
Take 6: So Much 2 Say
(Reprise) 53580

START SAVING NOW-MAIL TODAY!

YES, please accept my membership in the BMG Music Service and send me the four
selections as I have indicated here. under the terms of this offer. I need buy just one
more hit at regular Club prices during the next year. After that I can choose 3 more hits
FREE! (A stupping/handling charge is added to each shipment.)

SEND MY SELECTIONS ON (check gne only): COMPACT DISCS- 0 CASSETTES

RUSH ME THESE
4 HITS NOW

(Indicate by number)

I am most interested in the music category checked here - but I am always tree to choose from
any (check One only):

1 0 EASY LISTENING 2  COUNTRY 3 0 HARD ROCK
Bette Midler Clint Black ZZ Top
Barry ME nilow Garth Brooks Van Haien

5  CLASSICAL
Luciano Pavarotti
Vladimir Horowitz

6. 0 JAll
Kenny G
George Benson

4 0 POP/SOFT ROCK
Madonna
Elton John

5 0 HEAVY METAL
AC/DC
Poison

O Mr
0 Mrs

Ms

Address

City State Zip

First Name maim Last Name (PLEASE PRINT)

Apt.

Telephone I,

Area code

Signature

Have you bought anything else by mail in  last 6 months CI year  never

ALTFK

AS

We reserve the right to request additional information or reject any application. Limited lc new members. continental USA
only. One membership per family. Local taxes. if any, will be added



Peter Gabriel: Shaking
The Tree -16 Golden
Greats ,Getter 11089

Vanilla Ice: To The
Extreme ,SE3K, 24689

George Harrison:
Best Of Dark Horse.
,Dark Horse) 80307

Big Daddy Kane. A
Taste Of Chocolate
ICold Chinn') 01095
Faith No More: The Real
Thing (Reprise) 63719

Best 01 Eric Clapton:
Time Pieces
(Polyclorl 23385

Pretty Woman/
Original Soundtrack
(EMI) 34631

The Bobby Darin Story
(ATCO: 62521

The Escape Club:
Dollars And Sex
(Atlantic) 54291

David Lee Roth:
A Little Ain't Enough
11/Varner Bros r 10551

The Best 01
Buffalo Springfield
Retrospective
'ATCO' 00844

Garth Brooks: No
Fences (Capitol) 73266
Ralph Tresvant
(MCA: 14889
Twin Peaks/Original
TV Soundtrack
(Warner Bros 163540

Alannah Myles
(Atlantic) 30045

Guns N' Roses:
Appetite For Destruc-
tion (Geffen) 70348
Keith Whitley: Greatest
Hits (RCA) 10728
The Jeff Healey Band:
Hell To P
(Arista) 00544

The Cure:
Disintegration
(Elektra) 01109

Ran: Detonator
lAtlantic) 63335

Motley Grim: Dr.
Feelgood
E lektra 33928

Robert Plant:
Manic Nirvana
(Es Paranzal 54122

Eagles: Hotel California
(Asylum) 30030

Best Of
Aretha Franklin
(Atlantic) 20078

Don Henley: Building
The Perfect Beast
(Geffen) 50129

Linda Ronstadt:
Greatest Hits. Vol. 2

60157

INXS: X (Atlantic 64378

AC/DC: The Razors
Edge IATC01 33379
Bette Midler.
Some People's Lives
(Afant-ci 53568
Alabama: Pass It On
Down (RCA) 00531
The Police: Every
Breath You Take-The
Singles (ABM 173924
Patsy Cline: 12 Greatest
Hits ,MCA, 53849
Led Zeppelin IV (Runes)
(Atlantic 12014

Cinderella:
Heartbreak Station
(Mercury) 73694

Allman Bros. Band:
Eat A Peach
(Polydor) 63353
Concrete Blonde:
Bloodletting
(IRS:
Fleetwood Mac
Behind The Mask
(Warner Bros 43766

Collector's Records Of
The '50s 11 '60s, Vol. 1
(Laurie) 70224
k. d. tang:
Shadowland
(Sire) 34587

fee Doors,
Original Soundtrack
lElektral 54289

Randy Travis -
Heroes And Friends
(Warner Bros ) 74597

The Judds: Love
Can Build A Bridge
(RCA, 24549

Elvis Presley: The
Great Performances
(RCA) 60752

Gipsy Kings: Allegria
(Elektrai 11178

Spyro Gyra: Fast
Forward (GRP) 00829
Heart: Brigade
Capitol) 64305

Roger McGuinn: Back
From Rio Ars', 81997
Great Love Songs Of
The '50s & '60s. Vol. 1
(Laurie) 20768

The Big Chill/
Original Soundtrack
(Motown) 33970

Alice Cooper: Gt. Hits
(Warner Bros.) 70296

The Black Crowes:
Shake YoLr
Moneymaker
(De( American) 52142

Londonbeat: In The
Blood (MCA) 44569
Traveling Wilburys, Vol.
3 (Warner Bros 24817

Clint Black Killin' Time
(RCA) 0112
Horowitz A: Home
(DO) 25211

Billy Joe Royal:
Greatest Hits
;Atlantic, 5:576

Roy Orbison : A
Black And White

Night (virgin) 64495
Catchint Up With

Depeche Mode
(Sire) 00510

The Moody Slues:
Greatest Hits
(Threshold) 34284

Jane's Addiction: Ritual
de lo Habitual (Warner
Bros 11002C'

Morrissey: E ona Drag
(Sire) 00578

Billy Idol: Cl armed Life
(Chrysalis) 62264

Vixen: Rev It Up
(EMI) 54615

Big Band Bath
(21 Classics)
(Compose) 13458

Aerosmith: Pump
(Getter) 63678
Bon Jovi: New Jersey
(Mercury: 00516
Nelson: After The Rain
(DOC, 74079

Eagles: Their Greatest
Hits, Vol. 2
(Asylum ) 63318

16 81 Motown Hits
From The Late '60s
(Motown) 64334

Travis THU:
Country Club
(Warner Bros 60195

Kiss: Smashes
Thrashes And Hits
(Mercury) 00736

Lisa Stansfield:
Affection (Arista) 34198

Start with 4 CDs or CASSETTES now

Buy just 1 smash hit in one year's time

Then get 3 hits of your choice, FREE'

Enjoy 8 hits for the price of one

Nothing more to buy...EVER!
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Chris Isaak: Heart
Shaped World (Repnse)
73735

ZZ Top: Recycler
(Warner Bros 73969

Rick Astley: Free
(RCA) 53656

Alan Jackson: Here In
The Real World
Anstal 53833

Tears For Fears:
The Seeds 01 Love
,Fontana: 33653

Sandi Patti: The Finest
Moments (Word) 24761
Yanni: Reflections
Of Passion
(Private Music) 24223

Great White: Twice Shy
(Capitol) 01100

Tracy Chapman:
Crossroads
(Elektra) 42496

John Cougar
Mellencamp: Big Daddy
(Mercury) 80064

The Platters: Golden
Hits (Mercury) 01129
Kingofthehill
(SBK) 34639

Poison: Flesh & Blood
(Capitol) 50207

Reba McEntire: Rumor
Has It (MCA) 44609
Johnny Gill
(Motown) 00738
Winger: In The Heart
01 The Young
(Atlantic) 00570

Chicago: Greatest Hits
1982-1989
(Reprise) 63363

Extreme: Pornograffitti
(ABM) 43557

John Cougar
Mellencamp: American
Fool (Mercury) 40331

Foreigner: Records
(Atlantic) 53317

UB 40: Labour Of Love
(A6M1 00677

Teddy Pendergrass:
Truly Blessed
(Elektra) 14879

Bulletboys: Freakshow
(Warner Bros ( 34757

K.T. Galin: Love
In A Small Town
(RCA1 74327

Bell Bin DeVoe:
Poison (MCA) 00547
Carreras, Domingo.
Pavarotti: 3 Tenors
(London) 35078

Steve Winwood:
Refugees Of The Heart
(Virgin) 54232

The Stotler Brothers
Greatest Hits
(Mercury) 00519

Catching Up With
Depeche Mode
(Sire) 00560

Association's Greatest
Hits (Reprise) 03478

Bette Midler: Beaches/
Sdtk. (Atlantic, 00793

Best Of Little Anthony
& The Imperials
(Rhino) 33581

George Strait:
Greatest Hits. Vol. 2
(MCA) 63635

Tears For Fears: Songs
From The Big Chair
(Mercury, 43666

Elvis Presley In
Nashville ,RCA, 00833

John Denver:
Greatest Hits. Vol. 2
(RCA, 33461

New Edition:
Under The Blue Moon
(MCAI 43776

Duke Ellington:
Orchestral Works
(MCA) 53780

Rod Stewart:
Sing It Again. Rod
(Mercury) 00942

AC/DC: Dirty Deeds
Done Dirt Cheap
(Atlantic: 43944

HERE'S HOW YOU SAVE!
Start with any 4 compact discs or cas-
settes shown here! You need buy just 1

more hit at regular Club prices (usually
$8.98-$9.98 for tapes, $14.98-$15.98 for
CDs) and take up to one full year to do it.
Then choose 3 more hits FREE! That's 8
smash hits for the price of 1, with nothing
more to buy ever! (A shipping and han-
dling charge is added to each shipment.)
No Further Obligation Whatsoever! You
buy what you want when you want to.
It's all up to you!

Exciting "Members -Only" Benefits!
You'll receive the Club's exclusive maga-
zine about every three weeks. It will high-
light the Featured Selection in your favorite
music category, plus hundreds of other
hits - many at special bargain prices. In
all, you'll have 19 convenient, shop -at-
home opportunities a year. And as a mem-
ber in good standing, you need not send
money when you order ... we'll bill you later.

It's Easy To Get Your Favorite Hits! If
you want the Featured Selection, do noth-
ing. It will be sent to you automatically. If
you want other hits, or none at all, just say
so on the card always provided ... and mail
it back to us by the date specified. You'll
always have at least 10 days to decide.
But if you don't, you may return your Fea-
tured Selection at our expense. Cancel
your membership by writing to us whenev-
er you wish upon completing your enroll-
ment agreement. Or, remain a member
and take advantage of future bargains
including Instant 50% -off Bonus discounts
for members who choose CDs.

Free 10 -Day Trial! Listen to your 4 intro-
ductory CDs or Cassettes for a full 10
days. If not satisfied, return them with no
further obligation. You risk nothing! So
don't delay. Pick your hits, write their num-
bers on the postage -paid reply card and
mail it today.

A Shipping and handling charge is added to
each shipment.

MS401 BMG MUSIC SERVICE. 6550 E 30th St..
Indianapolis. IN 46219-1194 TRADEMARKS USED IN
THIS ADV'T ARE THE PROPERTY OF VARIOUS TRADE-
MARK OWNERS



TEST REPORTS

Museatex Melior
A/V Control Center

Julian Hirsch, Hirsch -Houck LEboratories

THE Melior Audio/Video Control
Center from Museatex Audio is a
unique product from a company
known for unconventional and
innovative audio components.
There is little in the external ap-

pearance of the Melior Control Center
that could give a clue to its function.
Its simple dark -gray panel has a small
LCD window but no knobs or other
visible controls, and it is framed by a
handsomely finished wooden cabinet.

A closer look reveals panel mark-
ings, barely visible against the dark
surface, reading MONITOR, RECORD,
MUTE, and LOOP plus up and down
arrows. These imply some sort of au-
dio control function, but the purpose
of the unit is still not obvious. That
question is finally answered by the
rear apron, which is filled with signal
connectors, including four pairs of au-
dio inputs with stereo RCA -type pho-
no jacks (all of the audio inputs and
outputs use standard phono connec-
tors), two sets of stereo audio/video

inputs with S -video jacks, and two sets
of audio/video inputs with phono jacks
for composite -video connections. There
are four sets of tape-recording out-
puts, two audio only, one with audio
connections plus an S -video jack, and
one for audio and composite video. In
addition, the unit has a switchable,
audio -only external -processor loop.

There are two pairs of audio output
jacks and both S -video and composite -
video output jacks. The unit also has
MIDI (musical -instrument digital in-
terface) input and output jacks, for
interconnection with a Melior Multi -
Room system or with certain electron-
ic musical instruments, and a power -
output jack for use with an optional
external phono-preamplifier module.

The Melior Audio/Video Control
Center is aptly named, for control is
its sole function. While it is intended to
be used as a preamplifier, its gain is
small and it offers none of the
frequency -response adjustments com-
monly found in preamplifiers. Its only

purpose, aside from volume and bal-
ance control, is selecting and channel-
ing audio and video program sources
to the desired listening/viewing or re-
cording devices. To this end, it not
only provides for a wide range of sig-
nal formats but is designed to preserve
the purity of audio and video signals to
the utmost degree.

All signal control and switching is
done by solid-state circuits, with no
mechanical switches or controls in the
signal path. Audio and video signals
are completely isolated from each oth-
er, with separate power supplies and
thorough shielding. Volume is adjust-
ed in imperceptible half -decibel steps
over a range of more than 60 dB.

Most of the Melior A/V Control
Center's functions can be operated
from its handful of barely vis ble front -
panel controls by pressing the yielding
plastic -covered panel in the indicated
squares, but the power can be turned
on or off only from the remote unit,
which also operates all of the many
control and programming functions.

When the power is turned on, the
display window shows which sources
have been selected for listening, which
for recording, and the current settings
of the volume and balance adjust-
ments. Although the inputs and re-
cording outputs are numbered from 1
to 8, the unit can also be programmed
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TEST REPORTS
(through its remote control) to display
an alphanumerical ID up to four char-
acters long for each selection.

In addition to its programming func-
tions, the remote control selects the
listening and recording sources, sets
volume and balance, selects muting,
and switches the external -processor
loop. Buttons on the remote step the
display through a series of volume and
balance settings. The Control Center
can also be programmed with a bal-
ance setting and up to four volume
settings for each input source.

The Museatex Melior AN Control
Center measures 141/2 inches wide,
131/2 inches deep, and 3 inches high,
and it weighs 141/2 pounds. Price:
$2,200 including a dedicated remote
control (not shown); the system Mas-
ter Remote shown in the photo is $100
extra; optional phono-preamplifier
module, $500. Museatex Audio, Inc.,
Dept. SR, 6605 Thimens, Ville St.
Laurent, Quebec H4S 1W2, Canada.

Lab Tests
We tested only the audio functions

of the Melior AN Control Center. The

manufacturer's specifications for its
video section include an excellent sig-
nal-to-noise ratio (S/N) of better than
48 dB, differential gain and phase of
less than 5 percent, and 100 percent
black -level retention thanks to its use
of direct -coupled video switching cir-
cuits. Its bandwidth is rated at 6 MHz,
which is well in excess of the 4.2 MHz
required for full broadcast -resolution
NTSC video.

The unit's sensitivity at maximum
gain was 0.28 volt input for a 0.5 -volt
output. Its A -weighted S/N was 86 dB
referred to 1 volt. Its input -overload
level (and output -clipping level) was 5
volts, more than sufficient for any
normal program source. The balance
control had a range of only ±2 dB in
steps of 0.2 dB.

Frequency response was flat within
+0.1, -0.5 dB from 10 to 100,000 Hz
and +0.05, -0.03 dB from 20 to
20,000 Hz. Channel separation was a
uniform 70 dB across the full audio
band from 20 to 20,000 Hz. The 1,000 -
Hz harmonic distortion (including
noise) was 0.04 percent at 2.5 volts
output. A spectrum analysis of the

FEATURES

 Eight high-level inputs, four audio
and four audio/video; two A/V inputs
use S -video socket

 Two sets of audio line outputs,
inverting and noninverting

 Two video outputs, one with S -video
socket

 Four tape outputs, two audio, two
audio/video; one A/V output with
S -video socket

 External -processor loop

 Two MIDI sockets for interface with
Melior Multi -Room system or
electronic musical instruments

 Power socket for operating Museatex
phono-preamplifier module

 Remote control for all functions,
front -panel control of major functions

 Isolated audio and video circuits
with separate power supplies

 LCD window shows operating status;
display programmable to show name
of each input source

 Volume adjustable in 0.5 -dB steps

 Channel balance adjustable over
±2 dB in 0.2 -dB steps

LABORATORY MEASUREMENTS

Output level at clipping: 5 volt

Sensitivity for a 0.5 -volt output:
0.28 volt

A -weighted noise (referred to a 0.5 -
volt output): -86 dB

1,000 -Hz distortion (THD + N):
0.04% at 2.5 volts

Frequency response: 20 to 20,000
Hz +0.05, -0.03 dB
Channel separation: 70 dB from 20
to 20,000 Hz

1,000 -Hz harmonics at a 1 -volt output
showed a series of odd harmonics up
to the fifteenth or higher, with levels
from 0.003 percent down to less than
0.001 percent.

Comments
The Museatex Melior AN Control

Center met all of its specifications that
we were able to test. Most impressive
was that in such key characteristics as
frequency response, channel separa-
tion, distortion, and noise it was es-
sentially of "CD quality." In other
words, it should not audibly, or even
measurably in most cases, degrade the
sound of a good CD player and a well -
made disc.

We were equally pleased with its
silky smooth operation. With one tiny
exception, all of the signal -control ac-
tions took place in complete silence,
both electrical and mechanical. When
a program was selected, it faded in
smoothly over a period of a couple of
seconds. The default volume level, to
which any selected program rises at
first, is well below normal listening
levels but quite audible. There is thus
no risk of being blasted by a sudden
high-level burst of sound.

The "tiny exception" referred to
above concerns the muting action.
When the unit was either muting or
unmuting, the transition was accom-
panied by a faint click, a quite negligi-
ble sound but one that stood out be-
cause of the total silence of every
other operation.

A useful feature of the Melior Con-
trol Center is that its two pairs of line
outputs are in opposite phase. This
enables the user to bridge any stereo
amplifier to form a mono amplifier of
roughly twice its stereo power rating,
simply by driving its two inputs out of
phase and connecting the speaker
across the "hot" sides of the amp's
two output channels.

The Melior Audio/Video Control
Center left us with nothing to fault and
much to admire. It is hard to imagine a
more ideally designed or attractive
control unit for a high -quality audio or
audio/video system. The component is
truly minimalist in its basic concept,
but a system worthy of it should have
little need of filters, tone controls, or
the like. It is also unlikely that many
people will outgrow its switching ca-
pabilities, or even use them fully. A
very elegant piece of work.
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TEST REPORTS

Cambridge SoundWorks
Ensemble II Speaker System

Julian Hirsch, Hirsch -Houck Laboratories

CAMBRIDGE SOUNDWORKS, in the
few years since its entry into the
ranks of high-fidelity speaker
manufacturers, has earned a rep-
utation for above -average sound
quality at below -average prices.

It was also one of the first audio manu-
facturers to market its products direct-
ly from the factory to the customer,
with a thirty -day full -refund return
privilege. Cambridge SoundWorks
products come with all necessary
hardware and ample connecting ca-
bles (additional lengths are available at
no charge if needed), and there is a
toll -free phone number to use if prob-
lems or questions arise.

Cambridge SoundWorks speakers
are designed by Henry Kloss, a co-
founder of Acoustic Research and
KLH and founder of Advent and
Kloss Video. His expertise in speaker

design has typically been applied to
providing the best sound for the price,
and Kloss designs include many loud-
speaker classics.

The first Cambridge SoundWorks
product was the Ensemble, a sub-
woofer/satellite system with two small
satellite speakers and two bass mod-
ules (instead of the usual one). Several
other speaker systems have joined the
Ensemble, the most recent being the
Ensemble H. Its satellites, essentially
identical to those of the original En-
semble, are 81/2 inches high, 51/4 inches
wide, and 41/2 inches deep and are
attractively finished in gray Nextel
with nonremovable metal grilles. Each
satellite is a sealed acoustic -suspen-
sion enclosure containing a 4 -inch
cone driver and a 13/4 -inch cone tweet-
er. On the back of the cabinet are
spring -loaded connectors that accept

stripped wire ends and a keyhole slot
for mounting the speaker on a wall,
although it is also suitable for stand or
shelf mounting. Despite the small size,
each satellite weighs a hefty 5 pounds.

Instead of the two "subwoofers" of
the original Ensemble, the Ensemble
II has a single bass unit containing two
compartments and two 61/2 -inch woof-
ers. In concept it is similar to the bass
modules of several other three-piece
speaker systems. The Ensemble II's
woofers operate in a single acoustic -
suspension chamber, which is coupled
to a second chamber that radiates into
the room through two 2 -inch holes on
one end of the cabinet. The bass mod-
ule, finished in matte black, measures
16 x 13'/2 x 73/4 inches and weighs 18
pounds.

Since each part of the Ensemble II
contains its own crossover filter, the
bass module has only two pairs of
spring -loaded connectors, and the
components for each channel of the
system can be wired in parallel in any
sequence. This wiring flexibility, com-
bined with the inclusion of 100 feet of
connecting wire with the system, en-
courages experimentation with place-
ment of both the satellites and the bass
module. Operating only at frequencies
below about 150 Hz, the bass unit
cannot be located by ear and can be
placed behind or under furniture as
well as in the open.

Cambridge SoundWorks does not
provide any technical specifications
with the Ensemble II other than the
information that it can be operated
satisfactorily with amplifiers capable
of delivering from 25 to more than 100
watts per channel. The company also
points out that the Ensemble II's
sound is virtually identical to that of
the original Ensemble when the origi-
nal system's separate woofers are
placed next to each other in the room.

The price of the Ensemble II system
is $399 plus shipping charges. Cam-
bridge SoundWorks, Dept. SR, 154
California St., Suite 1025, Newton,
MA 02158; (800) 252-4434.

Lab Tests
For measurements and listening, we

placed the Ensemble II satellites on
26 -inch stands about 3 feet in front of a
wall and 8 feet apart. The bass module
was on the floor midway between the
satellites, with its ports facing into the
room. We measured the room re -
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Natalie Cole -
Unforgettable (F lektra)

422.279
Spyro Gyra-Collection
(GRP) 420.950

Wynton Marsalis-Thick
In The South Vol I Soul
Gestures In Southern Blue
(Columbia) 425.587

Wynton Marsalis-
Uptown Ruler Vol II Soul
Gestures In Southern Blue
(Columbia) 425.595
Wynton Marsalis-Levee
Low Moan Vol III Soul
Gestures In Southern Blue
(Columbia) 425.579
Dave Koz (Capitol)

420.539

Lee Rltenour-Lee
Ritenour Collection (GRP)

425.876
Michel Petrucciani-
Playground (Blue Note)

423.020
Josephine Baker
(DCC Compact Classics)

420- 729/390 724
Courtney Pine -Within
The Realms Of Our
Dreams (Antilles) 420.463
The Manhattan Transfer
-The Offbeat Of Avenues
(Columbia) 420.208
Various Artists -Blue
Note Plays The Music Of
Cole Porter (Blue Note)

419.713

ANY 8 CDs
FOR

PLUS A CHANCE TO GET
ONE MORE CD -FREE!

See details below.
Don Grusin -Zephyr
(GRP) 420976
The Best Of Freddie
Hubbard (Blue Note)

419.465

LEGENDARY JAZZ PERFORMANCES
Hubbard/Turrentine/ The Best 01 Art Blakey
Hancock -In Concert And The Jazz

423.269 Messengers (Blue Note)
416.016Patti Austin -Live At The

Bottom Line
(Enic(Associateit) 423.244

Sarah Vaughan -The
Divine (Co-umasif

374.280/394-288
Bix Beiderbecke-
Volume 1- Singin' The
Blues
(CL Jazz Masterpieces)

418.335
Bill Evans -Waltz for
Debby (Riverside) 376.335

Herbie Hancock -Maiden
Voyage (Blue Note)

408.724
Billie Holiday -Lady's
Decca Days Volume One
(MCA) 407.635
Thelonious Monk -The
Genius Of Modern Music
Vol 1 (Blue Note) 407445

Ray Charles and Betty
Carter (DCC Classics)

376.293
Omette Coleman -The
Shape of Jazz to Come
(Atlantic) 371.641

John Coltrane -Giant
Steps (Atlantic) 371.591

The Best Of Dexter
Gordon (Blue Note)

409243

The Greatest Hits Of
Ramsey Lewis (Ches..)

363-895
Charles Mingus-Mingus
Ah Um (CI Jazz
/Masterpieces) 354.795

Chet Baker/Gerry
Mulligan -Carnegie Hall
Concert ICTI) 423.251
The Dave Brubeck
Quartet -Time Out
(CL Jazz Masterpieces)

353.060
Mlles Davis -Kind of Blue
(CL Jazz Masterpieces).

353.045

Lionel Hampton -Mostly
Ballads (Musicmaster)

424.309
Mingus Dynasty -The
Next Generation Performs
Charles Mingus
(Columbia) 423.079

David Sanborn -Another
Hand (Elektra/Musician)

423.103

Special EFX-Peace Of
The World (GRP) 419.960

Best Of Cannonball
Adderley-The Capitol
Years (Capitol) 419.671

Best Of Thelonious Monk
(Blue Note) 419-6E3

Tom Scott -Keep This
Love Alive (GRP) 422.022

The Best Of Earl Klugh
(Blue Note) 419.655

The Best Of Sonny
Rollins (Blue Note)419-473

The Best Of Stanley
Turrentine (Bare Note)

419.424

Jean Luc Ponty-
Tchokola (Epic) 420.224

HERE'S HOW TO GET YOUR 8 CDs FOR 10...
 Just mail the coupon together with
check or money order for $1.86 (that's 1c
for your first 8 CDs, plus $1.85 for shipping
and handling).
 You agree to buy just six more
selections in the next three years. at regular
Club prices (currently $12.98 to $15.98, plus
shipping and handling) -and you may cancel
membership at any time after doing so.
 Free Music Magazine sent every four
weeks (up to 13 times a year), describing
the Regular Selection for your listening
interest, plus hundreds of alternates. And
Special Selection mailings up to six times a
year (total of up to 19 buying opportunities).
 Buy only what you want! If you want
the Regular or Special Selection, do
nothing it will be sent automatically. If you'd
prefer an alternate selection, or none at all,
lust mail the response card always provided
by the date specified.

Dianne Reeves -I
Remember (Blue Note)

418.756
The Best Of Herbie
Hancock (Blue Note)

419.408
John Scofield -Meant To
Be (Blue Nole) 418.749
Sarah Vaughan -How
Long Has This Been Going
On? (Pablo) 418.509

George Howard -Love
And Understanding
(GRP) 416644
The Chick Corea
Akoustic Band -Alive
(GRP) 416.081
Joe Sample -Ashes To
Ashes (Warner Bros I

414.151
George Benson -
Big Boss Band Featuring
The Count Basle Orchestra
(Warner Bois ) 412.478
Bobby McFerrin -
Medicine Music IF FPI

412.064
The Rippingtons-
Welcome To The St.
James'Club- Featuring
Russ Freeman (GRP)

410.498
Earl Klugh-Midnight In
San Juan (Warner Bros )

416.776

 You always have 10 days to decide; if
not, you may return the Selection at our
expense
 Half -Price Bonus Plan. If you continue
your membership after fulfilling your
obligation, you'll be eligible for our money-
saving bonus plan. It lets you buy one CD
at half-price for each CD you buy at regular
Club price
 10 -Day Risk -Free Trial. We'll send
details of the Club's operation with your
introductory package. If rot satisfied, return
everything within 10 days for a full refund
and no further obligation.
 Extra Bonus Offer: you may take one
additional CD right now at the super -low
price of only $6.95 and you are then
entitled to take an extra CD as a bonus
FREE! And you'll receive your discounted
CD and your bonus CD with your 8 intro-
ductory selections -a total of 10 CDs in all!

Selectons %%nth Iwo numbers contain 2 CDs and count as 2 -so sense in both numbers

COLUMBIA HOUSE: Terre Haute, IN 47811
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416198

Harper Brothers-Artistry4258

Michael Brecker-Now
You See It (Now You19o7n'19)
(GRP)

Bob James -Grand Piano
Canyon (Warner Bros )

408.906
Harry Connick, Jr -We
Are In Love (Columbia)

406645
The Gary Burton Quartet
-Ret. neon (GRP) 405.118
Best Of George Benson
(CBS ssociated) 403.246
Kenny G -Live (Arista)

401.505
Stanley Jordan -
Cornucopia (Blue Note)

387.142

The Crusaders -Healing
The Wounds (GRP)

419.952
Wynton Marsalis-
Intimacy Calling -
Standard Time. Vol.2
(Columbia) 417.675
Beret' Lagrone -Acoustic
Moments (Blue Note)

421.511
Traut/Rodby-The Great
Lawn (Columbia) 420.760
Take 6 -So Much 2 Say
(Reprise) 413.310

The Best Of John
Coltrane (Atlantic) 412.114
Ella Fitzgerald -All That
Jazz (Pablo, 410.035

Larry Carlton -Collection
(GRP) 407.825
Flan & The B.B.'s-New
Pants (V)Ititt, Bros I

406017

POPULAR HITS
Boyz II Men -Cooley High
Harmony (Motown)

424.754
Sting -The Soul Cages
(A&M1 424.440
Bonnie Rain -Luck Of
The Draw (Capitol) 423.186
Van Halen-For Unlawful
Carnal Knowledge
(Warner Bros) 420.273

Paula Abdul -Spellbound
(Virgin) 420.257

R.E.M.-Out Of Time
(Warner Bros) 417.923

C & C Music Factory -
Gonna Make You Sweat
(Columbia) 416.933

Michael Bolton -Time.
Love 8 Tenderness
(Columbia) 415.711

Extreme-Pornograffilti
(A&M) 409003
Mariah Carey (Columbia)

407.510

Dave Grusin Collection
(GBH 378.398
Duke Ellington Orchestra
-Digital Duke (GRP)

357.350
George Benson/Earl
Klugh-Collaboration
(War ter Bros I 356.501

Stanley Clarke/George
Duke -3 (Epic) 403.352
Basis -London Warsaw
New York (Epic) 401.752
Grover Washington, Jr. -
Anthology Of Grover
Washington, Jr (Elektra)

338632
Diane Schuur-Pure Best Of The Manhattan
Schuur (GRP) 415.331 Transfer (Atlantic) 312.009

1991, The Columbia House Company

1OLUMBIA HOUSE, 1400 N. Fruitridge Ave. 371/F91
P.O. Box 1129, Terre House, Indiana 47811-1129
Please accept my member,hip application under the terms outl ned in this
advertisement. Send me the 6 Compact Discs listed here. I am enclos ng check or
money order for $1.86 (that's lc for the 8 CDs indicated. plus $1.85 for shipping
and handling). I agree to bur six more selections at regular Club prices in the
coming three years -and may cancel my membership at any time after doing so.

SEND ME THESE 8 CDs FOR I< (write in numbers below)

My main musical interest is (check one): (Bur I may always choose from any category)

Soft Rock . Classical
Crusaders. George Michael, Vladimir Horowitz,
Earl Klugh Michoel Bolton Itzhak Perlman

 Mr.
(i Mrs
 Miss

Address

Age

Apt.

City

(--(Extra Bonus
Li Offer: also send
me this CD for which I
am enclosing an addi-
tional $6.95.

P
...and I'm entitled to get
this extra CD FREE!

Store Zip
De you have a VCR? Tax E No 3Z3 -BF -RN
Do you have a crock cord? 7 Yes ',--. No

Note we reserve the right to rep i any application or cancel any membership These offers not
available in APO. FPO, Alaska Hawaii. Puerto Rico, write for details of alternative offer
Canadian residents serviced from Toronto. Applicable sales tax added to all orders



TEST REPORTS
sponse with the microphone about 12
feet in front of the left speaker, driving
the channels one at a time with a
sweeping warble -tone sine wave. The
response measurements of the two
channels were averaged to create a
single curve, whose high -frequency
portion (above 10,000 Hz) was cor-
rected for the known absorption prop-
erties of the room.

The bass module's response was
measured separately, with the micro-
phone at a port opening to eliminate
room interaction. We overlaid the
bass -response curve with the room
curve to form a single composite fre-
quency -response curve.

The Cambridge SoundWorks En-
semble II's room response was excep-
tionally flat above 500 Hz, varying
only ±I.5 dB from there to 20,000 Hz.
The bass module had the characteris-
tic "double -humped" response of a
double -tuned resonant -circuit band-
pass filter. Its output peaked at 50 and
120 Hz, with a minimum between 70
and 80 Hz, and fell off steeply outside
its passband, at about 30 dB per octave
below 50 Hz and 24 dB per octave
above 140 Hz.

The bass curve spliced unambigu-
ously to the room curve, resulting in an
overall composite response that
dipped to its minimum at 170 Hz and
had a maximum at 270 Hz, with a peak -
to -valley ratio of about 8 dB. Beyond
those limits the curve was very uni-
form, and the overall response, even
including the variations, was a very
good ±4 dB from 42 to 20,000 Hz. The
rise at 270 Hz may have resulted from
room interaction, but the dip at 170 Hz
seems to be an effect of a gap between
the satellites' lower limit and the bass
module's upper limit.

System impedance was less than 8
ohms from 55 to 1,000 Hz and below 5
ohms from 110 to 700 Hz. We would
consider 4 to 6 ohms to be a reasonable
impedance rating for the Ensemble H.
Its sensitivity was 87 dB sound -pres-
sure level (SPL) at 1 meter with an
input of 2.83 volts of pink noise. Woof-
er -distortion measurements at 4 volts
input, corresponding to our standard
90 -dB SPL reference output level,
produced readings between 0.5 and 2
percent from 200 to 90 Hz, rising to a
maximum of 10 percent in the 40- to
60 -Hz range. A spectrum analysis of
the bass module's output at 100 Hz
and 4 volts input showed predomi-

nantly second and third harmonics,
with a total rms distortion of 1.56
percent.

The satellite's high -frequency dis-
persion was satisfactory, but a 45 -
degree off -axis response measurement
showed a substantial drop in output (6
to 12 dB) between 6,000 and 10,000
Hz, where it briefly returned to the on -
axis reading before the normal fall -off
above 12,000 Hz. This effect appeared
to be related to diffraction from the
enclosure edges and the metal grille
(we could not remove the grille to
verify our suspicion). Group delay
varied over a 0.3 -millisecond range
between 3,000 and 25,000 Hz.

The Ensemble II showed itself capa-
ble of handling very high short-term
input levels without serious distortion.
In fact, at a 100 -Hz test frequency the
woofers accepted a I -cycle input of
900 watts into their 5.5 -ohm imped-
ance (at which point the driving ampli-
fier clipped) without reaching the lim-
its of their mechanical suspensions. Of
course, the module's sharply restrict-
ed passband prevented most harmon-
ics of the driving signal from leaving
the enclosure, but in any event no
harsh rasping sounds could be heard.
The satellite drivers also were not
bothered by the amplifier's maximum
output at 1,000 or 10,000 Hz, which
was in the 500- to 900 -watt range.

Comments
The sound of the Cambridge Sound -

Works Ensemble II was notably
smooth and balanced, without any ob-
vious emphasis or lack in any part of
the audio range. In fact, there was

nothing in its sound that suggested the
size of its components. It could be
played as loud as a reasonable listener
might wish without giving a clue to its
three-piece configuration or its low
price.

No one expects a $400 speaker sys-
tem to fully match the sound of one
costing several times as much, but it is
a fact that not all expensive speakers
produce a sound quality commensu-
rate with their price tags. The Ensem-
ble II, however, like its companions in
the Cambridge SoundWorks lineup,
performs so far beyond its price and
size class that it can be compared only
with much larger speakers at substan-
tially higher prices.

It must be said that there are other
three-piece speaker systems that sur-
pass competitively priced standard
speakers (this format has shown itself
to be one of the most effective and
versatile speaker configurations). The
Ensemble II is appreciably cheaper
than its competitors, however, yet in
our opinion it can hold its own against
any of them in overall performance.

Perhaps the closest we can come to
describing its overall sound quality is
to say that it was well balanced across
the full audio range and had a dry, tight
character. There was no trace of up-
per -bass boom or artificial heaviness
in male voices. Although the Ensem-
ble II cannot compete in the lowest
octave with larger systems, or perhaps
fill a very large room with natural -level
orchestral music, it represents an out-
standing value for the average person
who may be looking for a good music
system at an affordable price.

". . . The governor today signed the bill making the 6D.l8
dual triode the official state vacuum tube."
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Listening in the 90's
Today people have become more and more space

conscious. Many apartment dwellers don't want to
give up valuable floor space for large speaker systems.
Others who are planning a surround sound or
home theatre system simply don't have the
room for more speakers in their listening
rooms or hesitate to commit
the floor or wall space to a good
sounding pair of speakers.

Until now, serious music
lovers have had little, if
anything, to choose from
that would produce a large,

bigger -than -life sound in a

small, compact size.
Systems that fit one's space
requirements have been
woefully disappointing in
sound quality.

The RM 3000
Three Piece System

Polk's engineers had determined long ago that
there were indeed certain technical advantages in

sonic performance.
The small satellites can be located on shelves,

mounted on a wall or placed on their own floor
stands. They are very attractive and yet small enough
to he hidden from view if desired.

The RM 3000 subwoofer is also small
enough to sit behind your furniture
and can be used on its side to fit

into tight spaces. And since it is
beautifully finished, it can be
used as a piece of furniture.

The Legendary

The RM 3000's satellites measure 7"H x 4 114"W "x 5 3/8"D and
are available in black matrix, gloss black piano or paintable white.

The subwoofer is 12 112"H x 20"W x 12 112"D and is available
with black wood grain sides and a black, mar -resistant top.

Sound of Polk

In the tradition of Polk
Audio, Matthew Polk and his
team of engineers were

determined to make the RM
3000 sound better than any
other speaker of its type.

Initial reactions have been
filled with superlatives

including Julian Hirsch of
Stereo Review magazine who says, "...they sound
excellent...spectral balance was excellent-smooth and
seamless."

11111111111MMIN=MIF WNW
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small speaker systems. Both high and mid
frequencies could be faithfully reproduced with
superior transient response and dispersion
characteristics, and the convenient, more flexible
placement of small enclosures within the listening
area could create an ideal sound stage.
Unfortunately, reproducing the life -like, full body of
the lower frequencies could not be achieved in a truly
compact enclosure.

Polk's RM 3000 replaces the traditional pair of
speakers with three elements, two compact
midrange/tweeter satellites and one low frequency
subwoofer system. This configuration makes it easy

to properly and inconspicuously place the system
within your listening room while offering superior

Behind all these accolades is an impressive
technical story.

The Technical Side

The big sound of the RM 3000 is due, in part, to
the unique arrangement of the tweeter and midrange
elements. This "time aligned system" delivers the high
and mid frequencies at precisely the same instant.
The result is a clear, lifelike and expansive
presentation.

The cabinet materials selected for the satellites
are over four times as dense as typical enclosures.
The black matrix finish is a non -resonant polymer
aggregate (FOUNTAINHEAD®). The gloss black piano
and paintable white finishes are rigid ABS
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surrounding a mineral filled polypropylene inner
cabinet. Polk engineers have all but eliminated any
"singing"or resonating of the satellite enclosure. You
hear the effortless, free sound of a much larger system.

Most subwoofer systems look alike on the outside,
but the Polk is worlds apart on the inside. Utilizing
twin 6 1/2" drivers coupled to a 10 inch sub -bass

For deep, well defined
bass, Polk uses twin
drivers coupled to a
sub -bass radiator.
Normally, one sub -
woofer system is used
for both channels. For
those desiring even
greater low frequency
performance, a second
subwoojer can he
added, one fed by the
left channel, the other
by the right channel.

radiator, the bass is tight and well defined. There is

no tuned port to create "whistling" or "roominess"
of the bass frequencies.

You Have To Hear It To Believe It
You really won't believe how good the RM 3000

sounds until you hear it. We invite you to your
nearest authorized Polk dealer for a demonstration.
You'll hear sound as big as life...from a speaker you

can live with.
You'll hear the next i.ieneration of loudspeakers.

For DeAller Lociainm

4.1=1111
%MP =11.
Call 1400-909-2520

Ihe Speaker SpecialiA4

5601 Metro Drive, Baltimore, MD 21215 (301)358-3600
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UPLIFIER
SPECIFICATIONS

HE purpose of performance specifications is to define

what a product does (or is supposed to do). Thai is difficult

in the case of loudspeakers, but the electronic components of a hi-

fi system (amplifier, tuner, CD player, tape deck, and so forth)

produce simple electrical signals that can be analyzed -.0 extreme

precision and in an almost endless variety of ways with today's

computerized test equipment. Even so, technial specifications

for such components-amplifiers, especially-are oftei discount-
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ed because they do not indicate how
the equipment sounds, which certainly
is a key question where audio is con-
cerned.

It is true that specifications seldom
reveal anything about how an amplifi-
er will sound, at least under normal
operating conditions, mainly because
modern amplifiers rarely exhibit any
sound of their own unless they are
driven beyond their design limits (into
clipping, for example). Used as in-
tended, they are almost always soni-
cally neutral devices. Specifications
are still valuable, however-for deter-
mining an amplifier's operational lim-
its, its compatibility with other com-
ponents, and, thereby, its suitability
for use in one's system, as well as for
spotting the odd amplifier that may not
be an accurate reproducer.

The primary specifications of an
amplifier designed for use in a home
audio system are its power output,
frequency response, sensitivity, dis-
tortion, and noise level. For the speci-
fications to be meaningful, measure-
ments should be made in accordance
with accepted standards. Almost all
amplifiers intended for sale in this
country are rated according to the EIA
(Electronic Industries Association)
Standard RS -490.

Though not so defined or stated in
any test specification, each of the ba-
sic characteristics has a possible, but
not necessary, relationship to the
sound of the system. Even if the na-
ture of this relationship seems obvi-
ous, it is usually very different from a
layman's expectations.

Power Ratings
Consider an amplifier's power rat-

ing, which is closely analogous to an
automobile's horsepower rating (one
horsepower equals 746 watts). A pow-
erful engine may make a car faster (but
not necessarily), or it may give it more
rapid acceleration, but these results
ultimately depend on the gear ratios of
the drive system. A high horsepower
rating may, and usually does, provide
a combination of speed and rapid ac-
celeration, but most of the time the
engine will be required to deliver only
a small fraction of its maximum power
as the car moves at normal highway
speeds or in city traffic.

The same situation exists in a hi-fi
system. A 200 -watt amplifier obvious-
ly can put out far more power than a
20 -watt amplifier. Thus, we would ex-
pect it not to sound louder, but to be
able to play louder without distorting,
and it probably could do that in most
cases. Not in all cases, though. If the

20
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DISTORTION VS. POWER OUTPUT
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Distortion versus power output for a typical 100 -watt power
amplifier. Note the sharp rise in distortion after the
amplifier reaches its power limit and goes into clipping.

FREQUENCY RESPONSE

20 50 100 500 IK

FREQUENCY IN HERTZ

5K 10K

Three possible frequency -response plots for an amplifier. The flat
blue line is the ideal and is typical of modern amplifiers
with tone controls and filters defeated. The treble attenuation
shown by the gray response curve covers several octaves
and would be audible to a critical listener as a mild dulling of the
sound. The red trace indicates slightly larger response
deviations, but only at the extreme top and bottom of the audio
range, where they will he less obvious to the ear.

200 -watt amplifier is driving speakers
having an 80 -dB sensitivity rating and
the 20 -watt amplifier is driving speak-
ers rated at 90 dB sensitivity, their
maximum loudness will be equal; if the
20 -watt amplifier is driving speakers
with a 93 -dB rating, it will play louder
than the bigger one.

In actual use, however, we are no
more likely to play our systems at full
power than we are to drive our cars at
maximum throttle. Most listening is
done at levels requiring an output of a
watt or less from the amplifier, and it
will seldom exceed 5 or 10 watts in any
home environment. So we must con-
clude that equating amplifier power
with listening volume is not a valid
basis for judging amplifiers, with ex-
ceptions for special cases such as lis-

tening to rock music at close to its
"normal" level (that of a live concert).

So why be concerned about power?
There are several good reasons why a
powerful amplifier is likely to be more
satisfactory in some situations than a
lower -power model. The logarithmic
nature of human hearing requires a
much higher power level to make the
sound seem a little louder. Doubling
the power produces a barely notice-
able increase in volume; a tenfold
increase only doubles the apparent
volume. Speaker sensitivities vary
widely, and a speaker that is easy to
drive with a 100 -watt amplifier may be
disappointing with a 20 -watt amplifier.
Within reason, "more is better," and
these days amplifier power is an inex-
pensive commodity.
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Dynamic headroom is a measure of
how much additional power (above its
normal continuous -output rating) an
amplifier can deliver for a short peri-
od. As currently defined, dynamic
power is measured fora period of only
20 milliseconds (one -fiftieth of a sec-
ond), expressed relative to rated con-
tinuous power. If a 100 -watt amplifier
can deliver 200 watts during a 20 -
millisecond tone burst, it has a dynam-
ic headroom of 3 dB. It is also likely to
be less expensive than an amplifier
that can deliver 200 watts for extended
periods. For most people, a moderate-
ly powerful amplifier, rated at 50 to
100 watts per channel, that has a dy-
namic headroom rating of 2 or 3 dB
would be a more sensible purchase
than a more costly 200 -watt amplifier
with little or no dynamic headroom.

The rationale for a high dynamic
headroom is based on the transient
nature of music (or speech, for that
matter). The peak levels of most music
programs are considerably higher than
their long-term average levels. An am-
plifier whose steady-state power is
enough to handle those peaks without
clipping (distorting) will use only a
fraction of its capability most of the
time. It will thus be unnecessarily hot,
heavy, wasteful of power, and expen-
sive compared with an optimally de-
signed high -headroom amplifier.

Distortion
What about distortion? Distortion is

defined as any change in the waveform
of a signal between the input and out-
put of an amplifier or other compo-
nent. By this definition distortion may
include noise (hiss or hum), but noise
arises from different causes than non-
linear distortion and is not directly
related to signal level, nor does it
affect the sound in comparable ways.

Nonlinear distortion creates har-
monics (multiples) of the signal fre-
quency in the amplifier output. De-
pending on specific circumstances, it
can be heard as harshness, fuzziness,
or (in small quantities) merely as a
vaguely uneasy quality that disap-
pears if the cause is removed. Distor-
tion usually increases with signal
level, but some kinds (notably "cross-
over" distortion) are more bother-
some at low levels.

Distortion is usually expressed as a
percentage of the total signal power or
level. Frequently it is measured to-
gether with noise and hum, despite
their very different audible effects,
and lumped into a single figure called
total harmonic distortion plus noise
(THD + N). Alternatively, the levels

SI vpui LI 1ER
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Specification What It Means

Power output

Dynamic
headroom

The maximum
continuous undistorted
power (usually given in
watts) that an amplifier
can deliver into a
specified load
impedance (usually 8
ohms).

The amount, in decibels
(dB), by which an
amplifier can exceed its
maximum continuous
output in short bursts.

Distortion Spurious output
generated by the passage
of a signal through an
amplifier. For example,
harmonic distortion
consists of multiples of
the signal frequency.

Signal-to-noise
ratio (S/N)

Frequency
response

The ratio, in decibels, of
the output level from a
standard test signal to
the output level with no
input signal.

The amoun, in decibels,
by which output level
varies across the range of
audio frequencies when
the input signal level is
held constant.

What to Look For

In general, the more the better.
Requirements can vary widely
dependingdepending on speaker sensitivity,
room size and acoustics, the type of
music, and the desired volume level.
Power must be doubled to achieve a
noticeable increase in loudness and
multiplied by ten to get a subjective
doubling in loudness.

More is better. Because music
typically demands the greatest power
on brief peaks above its average
level, an amplifier with 3 dB of
dynamic headroom will often perform
almost as well as it would if i, were
capable of twice as much (3 dB
more) continuous output.

Lower is better, though complex
music can mask surprisingly large
amounts of distortion. Anything less
than 0.1 percent is almost certain to
be inaudible on music.

Electronic noise normally consists of
hiss and hum. The less noise (and
thus the higher the S/N), the better.
An A -weighted S/N of 75 dB is
usually adequate, and 90 dE or
better is excellent.

The smaller the variation the better.
With modern technology, any decent
amplifier should exhibit almost
perfectly flat response (no deviation)
within the audio band.
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In airline pilots, brain surgeons, and CD

players, steadiness is a pretty

fundamental requirement.

In the case of our
Professional type, balanced
outpiit jacks air groundd and
shield the signal lama noise

its rock -solid stability has rocked the world of music lovers

and audio critics. As the reviews have rolled in and the

newest CD player, the Elites PD -75,

Next, the stable platter, by supporting the entire area

of the CD disc, minimizes wobble and chatter.

A wobbling disc presents a difficult target for the

laser, while a chattering disc creates resonance, distorting

the signal, which distorts the sound.

Another problem for CDs is gravity. Spinning above

the laser pickup and supported only in the center, the

[ HowA CONCEPT CALLEDTHE STABLE PLA1 1 ER

TURNEDTHE CD UPSIDE DOWN.
awards have been bestowed, it is apparent that the standard

for CD players has been advanced dramatically. Behind this

success lies a principle that Elite has brilliantly exploited:

The mechanical elements of a CD player are just as critical

to its quality as its electronic components.

The first significant innovation to come out of this

insight is at the heart of the PD -75. The stable platter.

Two basics of physics- mass and inertia-combine

to make the stable platter an obviously superior platform

to support a disc spinning at high velocity.

The Elite PD -75 Compatt Dist Player
Its elepint unishi finish rejleas technical elegance within.

.iii advanced linear drive
motor mows the laser

pickup with smooth sped
anti prrtision.

disc sags microscopically. Which to a

laser beam is significant degradation.

But on the Elite CD platter, the disc

is turned upside down - that is, label

down, information side up. The disc

lies firmly clamped to a solid surface.

Meanwhile, the laser pickup reads

the disc's digital code from above, where it is immune to

dust settling on the laser optics.

We invite you to bring your favorite CD to an Elite

dealer and demonstrate the advantages for yourself. Give

that disc an audience on the

PD -75 for what one critic called

"a dimension of sound that you have never heard before:'

And usher in a new era of stability.

For the name of the select dealers in your area carrying the full line of Eine Stable Platter CD Players. please call 800421-1606. co. 623. C 1991 Pioneer Electronics (USA) Inc.. Long Bach. CA



of the individual harmonics alone can
be measured, combined, and convert-
ed to an equivalent percentage of the
signal power (THD).

Years ago, amplifier distortion fig-
ures were commonly as high as several
percent. They still are for the lowest -
price amplifiers, but not for any that
would be considered for use in a hi-fi
system. In general, THD or THD + N
figures of up to 2 percent at rated
power output are not audible with
complex program material, such as
orchestral music, which masks a sur-
prising amount of distortion. Up to a
point, the lower the distortion, the
better, but distortion of less than 0.1
percent is unlikely to be audible under
any but contrived circumstances.
Since the harmonic distortion of most
of today's hi-fi component amplifiers,
even in the low price brackets, is typi-
cally less than that figure, it is likely
that most of their harmonic -distortion
ratings are insignificant in terms of
providing a reason to choose one mod-
el over another. It is also worth noting
that some of the highest distortion
specifications in today's amplifiers
will be found among the very expen-
sive "high end" vacuum -tube models.

Frequency Response
Frequency response is another

specification that, although important,
is hardly worth the overemphasis it
receives in some quarters. Ideally, an
amplifier's response should be
"flat"-in other words, it should de-
liver the same output level over a wide
range of frequencies when driven with
a constant -amplitude input signal.
There are different schools of thought
as to how wide that range should be.
Some hold that an amplifier's re-
sponse should extend far beyond the
audio range, normally considered to
be 20 to 20,000 hertz (cycles per sec-
ond). Amplifiers favored by this group
may have a low-level response extend-
ing to I megahertz, well into the AM
broadcast band. No normal signal
sources or speakers come close to
such a bandwidth, but that does not
shake the faith of the wide -band
school.

Most designers, however, prefer to
roll off amplifier response somewhere
above 20,000 Hz and below 20 Hz. It is
axiomatic that a wide -band system is
more susceptible to interference and
noise from broadcast stations and oth-
er sources of radio -frequency (RF)
energy. Extending the bandwidth sig-
nificantly beyond the range of human
hearing can only add noise to the pro-
gram. Below 20 Hz a similar situation

exists, although the rumble and feed-
back problems of record players
(which mandated the use of low -end
cutoff below 20 Hz or so) are mostly a
thing of the past in this digital age.

Within the audio band, however, it
is important that the response be as
uniform as possible. Although the best
speaker ever made is hopelessly irreg-
ular in its response compared with any
ordinary amplifier, it is still desirable
to start with a uniform, full -range sig-
nal bandwidth. Even minor response
variations can be heard, especially at
middle frequencies, and since it is easy
to make a flat -response amplifier,
there is no excuse for not doing so. If a
nonflat response is desired for some
reason, the necessary alterations can
be made with tone controls or an
equalizer.

Sensitivity
Sensitivity is an important amplifier

specification, not because it influ-
ences sound quality but because it
affects compatibility with the other
system components. Sensitivity is de-
fined as the input signal voltage re-
quired to produce a 1 -watt output (or a
0.5 -volt output from a preamplifier). It
is measured at the maximum setting of
the amplifier's gain control, which is
unlikely to be used in home listening.
Although sensitivity is still frequently
quoted at an amplifier's full rated out-
put, in spite of a standard's having
existed for many years, this is mean-
ingless. The user of an amplifier is
concerned with how much signal is
needed for a typical listening volume,
and this requires the input to be re-
ferred to a fixed, realistic output level.

Signal -to -Noise Ratio
Finally, there is A -weighted signal-

to-noise ratio. This somewhat cum-
bersome name refers to the noise in an
amplifier's output, expressed in deci-
bels below a I -watt output. It is the
same here as with sensitivity: Many
manufacturers insist on specifying
noise relative to maximum output. Not
only does this defeat the intent of the
EIA standard, which is to produce a
relative indication of how audible the
noise will be when the speakers are
connected, but it produces larger and
more impressive numbers that may
confuse and mislead prospective buy-
ers comparing the amplifier with oth-
ers that have been correctly rated. The
"A -weighted" part of the rating refers
to a standard method of correlating
noise readings with human hearing
characteristics (our ears are less sensi-
tive at some frequencies than at oth-

ers). Signal-to-noise ratios greater
than 70 or 75 dB indicate a satisfactori-
ly quiet amplifier, and the best can
exceed 90 dB S/N.

All these specifications apply both
to separate power amplifiers and to the
power -amplifier sections of integrated
amplifiers and receivers. With slight
modification, they apply to preamplifi-
ers as well. In the case of a preamplifi-
er, the maximum voltage output re-
places the wattage output rating of a
power amplifier. Also, sensitivity is
measured separately for each of its
inputs. The maximum nondistorting
input signal is also measured, especial-
ly at the phono input, since there is no
volume control preceding it and a
high -output cartridge can sometimes
overload the input stage, causing dis-
tortion. Similarly, the input imped-
ance of the phono stage is important,
since it can affect the frequency re-
sponse of a magnetic cartridge.

These amplifier specifications are
only a fraction of those defined in EIA
Standard RS -490. They are, however,
the primary ratings and, in theory at
least, should be given for any amplifi-
er. In addition, there are a large num-
ber of rarely published secondary
specifications.

Beyond the Specs
As I stated at the beginning, most

amplifier specifications have surpris-
ingly little to do with the way the
amplifier is likely to "sound ' to any
individual. Yes, measuremen:s can re-
veal differences, but they rarely estab-
lish a rank order of products unless we
are talking about sheer power.

The very fact that there are so many
makes and models of amplifiers com-
peting in the marketplace shows how
widely individual needs and prefer-
ences can vary. For many people,
price is the most important specifica-
tion, although that probably does not
apply to a large segment of the audio-
phile market.

You will notice that these standard
measurements ignore almost all the
special features of today's amplifiers,
often referred to as "bells and whis-
tles." This phrase should not be taken
in a derogatory sense, since the special
control features of many amplifiers
make them especially desirable to
some people, while others prefer a
minimalist approach. It seems safe to
say that, among the hundreds of ampli-
fiers available to choose from, there is
probably something to meet the needs
of almost anyone. Just keep in mind
what is important, and what is not, and
you won't go wrong.
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For Sony Recording Media, it was just a

matter of time.

Our engineers stretched their thinking and

found a way to solve one of the biggest problems in

CD recording. Either too little tape or too much tape.
That's why Sony invented CDit audio tape

match your CD's: 54, 74, 94 and 100 minute tapes in

two high-performance grades. CDit II cassettes for full fidelity, high -bias recording.

And CDit IV cassettes for the higher music power of metal tape.

If you look elsewhere for CDit tapes, you'll be disappointed. Because only
Sony offers this innovation.

Every CDit cassette also has an ultrasonically welded shell for rigidity that

minimizes modulation noise.

And that concludes our case for filling the void with CDit audio cassettes, as

brought to you by Sony Recording Media.

The leading matchmaker between musicians and music lovers. SONY
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LIVE

CONCERT!
The performance that continues where
others end can be yours tonight with this
Optimus° carousel CD changer.
The CD -6120 plays up to five compact discs

in sequence for hours of music, or up to 32 selec-
tions in the order you desire. You can choose
random play. repeat or skip selections, even enjoy
a 10 -second "preview" before you decide. The
convenient design lets you easily view disc titles
and add or remove discs during play. Most impor-
tantly, the sound is superb-pure digital stereo
with the energy of the live performance.
Optimus brand equipment is designed, crafted
and tested to the highest quality standards in con-
sumer electronics. It's technology that performs
for you. Hear it today.

. =,===.t.^..

llathe lhacksificE 1921A
poMERICA'S TECHNOLOGY STORE
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by Mark

OBYN HITCHCOCK, singer/song-
.1 writer, college -radio rock's pre-
mier surrealist, is sitting in A&M Rec-
ords' New York offices talking about
his home on the Isle of Wight.
"There's no one there in a leather
jacket," he says. "No style victims
. . . no groovers. There are only three
people on the entire island who've
ever heard of hair dye. It's my roost.

"Just imagine it pouring with rain.
Green and damp and cold, lots of old
people shivering on the beach eating
nasty chips. Old cars bumbling around
back lanes. Pubs with really nice beer.
A lot of my songs were written down
there. lnnerscape is about the Isle of
Wight. Heaven, Glass, even crummy
songs like Tropical Flesh Mandala are
about the beach."

The pastoral beauties of life along
the English Channel may have in-
spired part of Hitchcock's latest al-
bum, "Perspex Island," which critics
are calling his best since his 1981 solo
debut, "Black Snake Diamond Role."
But long-term fans will also notice a
new tenderness in songs like Birds in

"If you're lucky, you
get to shake

hands with Arnold
Schwarzenegger."

Perspex-the sound of a soul moved
by something "so beautiful my heart
should stop."

"My life has changed for the bet-
ter," Hitchcock admits, turning to his
fiancée, Cynthia Hunt, beside him.
That's right, Robyn Hitchcock-who
once specialized in such grimly antiro-
mantic lines as, "I feel like making
love to a photograph / Photographs
don't smell"-is in love.

This is, to be sure, an unexpected
development, especially surprising for
those who've followed Hitchcock's
career from its beginning at Cam-
bridge University in 1977. Appearing
at the onset of the punk boom, Hitch -
cock's sort -of -punk band the Soft
Boys-featuring Kimberley Rew, now
of Katrina and the Waves, along with
bassist Andy Metcalfe and drummer
Morris Windsor, both in his current
back-up, the Egyptians-quickly be-
came a Cambridge supergroup on the
basis of their fabulous two -guitar wal-
lop and Hitchcock's songs, which
even then were fancifully spiky like no
one else's. But the movement thatFleischmann made stars of the Sex Pistols and Elvis
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Costello proved confining for Hitch-
cock and Company. "It was totalitar-
ian in the same way that in 1967 every-
one had to wear a caftan," he recalls.
"So in 1977 everyone had to cut their
hair short and spit."

The Soft Boys wound down after
two official albums and a greatest-
nonhits compilation, at which point
Hitchcock began an initially ill-starred
solo career. "Black Snake Diamond
Role" drew critical raves for its well -
burnished thumbnail portraits of Jim
Morrison and Margaret Thatcher, but
it wasn't released in the States (on
Glass Fish) until the CD era was well
under way.

The follow-up, the now -deleted
"Groovy Decay" (Albion), "was one
of the things that just caused me to get
rid of everybody," Hitchcock says.
Another ex -Soft Boy, Matthew Selig-
man, produced the original sessions,
then quit halfway through. Later,
Hitchcock became unhappy with the
second version, produced by Steve
Hillage-so unhappy that he reissued
the album as "Groovy Decoy," substi-
tuting Seligman's demos for all but four
of Hillage's tracks. "I felt I'd become
the property of other people's
whims," Hitchcock says. "I was being
passed around like a shopping bag."

ITCHCOCK then quit music tempo-
rarily, re-emerging in 1984 with
"I Often Dream of Trains" (on

Glass Fish again), a stripped -bare ve-
hicle for his voice, one or two over-
dubbed instruments, and deep lyrical
introspection. Shortly afterwards, he
reunited with his reliable Soft Boys
rhythm section, recruited keyboard
player Roger Jackson, and "hit the
wide-open goodies of America" to
promote 1985's "Fegmania!" (on
Slash).

"It was fun because it was the first
time the three of us had played togeth-
er for five years," Hitchcock recalls,
adding that he credits the longevity of
his relationship with Metcalfe and
Windsor to "a sense of destiny, a
sense that something's there and
we're going to get it, like blind people
going shopping-the discount baked
beans must be somewhere. We're all
timid, introverted people who are able
to turn this inside -out for a perfor-
mance. We represent a strain of Eng-
lish personality virus."

"Fegmania!" was welcomed (at
least by the cult audience that bought
it) as a triumphant return to form. It
catapulted Hitchcock to college -radio
stardom with songs like My Wife and
My Dead Wife and set the stage for

more albums and tours. "Invisible
Hitchcock" (Glass Fish, 1986) was a
compilation of odd experiments re-
corded largely without the Egyptians,
containing the now -prophetic All I
Wanna Do Is Fall in Love and Ray-
mond Chandler Evening, possibly his
best ballad. "Half of it was recorded
for free in people's houses," Hitch-
cock says. "People remember it fond-
ly as our last independent album. That
was the height of our trendiness."

Finally, Hitchcock hit major -label
land with "Globe of Frogs" (1988) and
"Queen Elvis" (1989), his first albums
for A&M. Getting in bed with a big-
time record company was not without
its perils, of course, especially since
Hitchcock has been blessed/plagued
with comparisons to John Lennon,
whom he resembles vocally, as well as
Pink Floyd's Syd Barrett and the
Byrds. "We sat around this very ta-
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Hitchcock (right) and Egyptians

ble," he says, laughing, "and I said,
'We don't want to be the new any-
thing. We are us, that's it. Don't try to
market us as somebody else.'

"In fact, there was not much
change, but gradually, everything you
said you'd never do, you do. If you're
lucky, you get to shake hands with
Arnold Schwarzenegger."

After the first two A&M albums
came "Eye" on Twin/Tone, another
album in the personal mode of
"Trains" but even more solitary.
"Every so often you wonder what it
would be like if you weren't making
decisions by committee," Hitchcock
says of his brief detour back to a small
label. "I just wanted to be on my own,
as naked and simple as possible."

The new "Perspex Island," pro-

duced by Paul Fox (who's also worked
with XTC), goes to the other extreme
with a thick stew of overdubbed gui-
tars by Hitchcock and R.E.M.'s Peter
Buck. "Paul helped tune us in to a
good state," Hitchcock says. "He
made us feel the songs were live per-
formances rather than another dreary
old studio backing track." The songs
for "Perspex Island" were written
when Hitchcock sat down at his kitch-
en table, after a six-month break from
songwriting, and composed fifty new
tunes in one burst, a process he calls
"machismo through verbiage." Elev-
en were ultimately recorded.

"When they come, they come," he
says of his songs. "It's like fishing. I
was certainly in a better state writing
than in the past. It's not quite the
disgusted -animal -looking -down -at -
its -own -body syndrome . . . not so
much existential horror."

Actually, there are love songs of
every description-songs of longing
(If You Go Away), songs of regret
(Earthly Paradise), songs of giddiness
(Ultra Unbelievable Love) and exhila-
ration (Birds in Perspex), and occa-
sional moments of philosophical na-
vel -gazing (Ride, So You Think You're
in Love). As a change of pace, of
course, there's also Vegetation and
Dimes, a characteristically furious
rant in which Hitchcock's voice rises
to condemn "this city of wolves." The
city turns out to be Los Angeles. "Ev-
eryone's varnished there," he says.
"They've all got their sell -by dates
tattooed on their necks. [The song is] a
miserable howl, basically."

Still, sure to be most astonishing to
his core audience are the many mo-
ments of overt vulnerability, the sort
of emotionalism other songwriters get
rich on but Hitchcock has never even
bothered to fake. "That's because in
the early Seventies everyone was so
painfully sincere," Hitchcock ex-
plains. "Everyone ran out of steam
and got really stoned and began feeling
sorry for themselves, and I hated that.
I couldn't stand that wimpy stuff, part-
ly because I was afraid of those same
wimpy feelings in myself and partly
because that music was genuinely
dreary. Later I began to feel more
compassion.

"I'm not trying to do the same thing
I was doing with the Soft Boys," he
says, summing up his current ap-
proach. "In those days we were trying
to demolish clichés, demolish senti-
ment, demolish good, demolish all that
yucky girly long-winded pink stuff.
And now I'm swanning around in a
tutu, happy as ever." 0
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In 1987, critics said Bose° changed the way
people thought about loudspeakers.

"Superb sound and virtual invisibility."

`.`..side by side with speakers costing
three to five times as much, the AM -5

consistently produced the more exciting
and listenable sound..!'

Julian Hirsch,
Stereo Review, 1987

Now, they're saying it about our
Lifestyle music system.

"No visible speakers, no stack of
components, nothing that looks

like sound equipment."

"Hit the start button and suddenly
the room fills with music of exemplary

clarity and fullness."

Hans Fantel,
The New York Tunes*, 1990

Call us today to arrange for a personal audition at a participating dealer near you.
Try the Lifestyle' music system in your own home for two weeks. Then part with it, if you can.

For more information and a free Lifestyle' music system video, call;

1-800.114-BOSE Ext. 13
8:3OAM-9:OOPM (ET). In Canada 9:OOAM-5:OOPM

1
Better sand through tesearth.

01991 B.< 1990 by the New York Tams G mixt, Reprinied perm.. n
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Hidden
Control
Panel

Introducing a receiver 4;ts
with so much going for it

there's hardly enou
itjustice.\ room to do

Due to Yamaha's patented
HCA Circuitry the RX950

delivers pure Gloss A
performance, yet runs
exceptionally cool The

amplifier in Yamaha's new
audio -dedicated receiver

will never degrade to Class
Ali no matter how high

the output

The RX950 delivers 120
watts RMS per channel into
8 ohms from 20-20,000 Hz

at no more than 0015%
THD. Or 180 watts RMS
per channel into 4 ohms

from 20-20,000 Hz at no
more than 003% THD.

7ss and
treble
frnover
quency
vntml

The new RX950
combines the perfor-
mance of the finest
separates with the

A massive 11 lb.
6 oz power

transformer
ensures

high output
power even

when driving low -
impedance loads.

To keep output
impedance to a mini-

mum, speakers are
switched in front of /

their terminals,
rather than at the

The RX950 fea-
tures 7613-AR7: A

new system design
that virtually

eliminates
interference

between channels
/ and delivers

/ maximum signal

swig poslon.

Ideally suited for
multiple speaker

installations. Up to
six different zones
can be controlled at
one time through

additional amplifiers
convenience of a connected to the two

receiver extra pre -amp outs.

die RX950 is designed to High Gain
re as the core component of AM Loop

Auto
Search
Tuning

Motor -driven
input selector and

volume controls
with LED indica-

Pure Direct / tors. A superior
Switch bypasses / system which elim-
all tone and bal- inates the noise
ance controls and and distortion/
the pre -main cou- inherent in elec-
pier to maximize trunk switching

signal purity.

When the RX
950 is used with

other Yamaha
RS -compatible

components, the
entire system

can be controlled
by a single

remote control

For signal purity
exceptionally thick 1.6
mm high quality wire
is used to route signals
through the amplifier

\ 1

Dimensions:
(WxHxD)
17M inches x
6% inches x
17% inches

Integrated
Multi -Function
LCD Display

The heavy chassis and extra large
feet of the RX-950 are designed for

The thick base of the

0050 has exeeP- Offers 4 dedi-
tional anti -resonance, rated audio
anti -magnetic and inputs and 2
superior damping video inputs.
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Record Oa,
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to another

Front Pan
Headpho;
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--*------Speaker ter
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Yamaha's Direct PLL
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controlled tuning sys-
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Continuously
variable loudness
control maintains
natural tonality

even at low
volume levels
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BY
DANIEL
KUMIN C

HOW TO CHOSE YOUR NEXT CD PLAYER

A' last count, eighty-three brands
of CD player were on sale in the

U.S. with no fewer than 401 distinct
models from which to choose. So iden-
tifying the perfect player is a simple
matter: Eliminate four hundred, and
the one remaining is your baby. But
seriously, how is a rational individual
to choose?

It's a good question. Every compa-
ny that makes CD players claims
unique benefits for its designs, while
the array of features, controls, tech-
nologies, and styling is staggering. The
simplest solution-and not necessar-
ily a bad one-is to decide how much
you're prepared to spend, wad it up,
and give it to your favorite audio spe-
cialist retailer, who will cheerfully ex-
change an appropriate model for your
cash. But if this sort of blind faith is
difficult for you, examine your options
carefully and-even more impor-
tant-think seriously about what sort
of functions, features, and perfor-
mance you really need.

Single -disc CD players no longer
dominate the market. The simplicity
of one -at -a -time playback is chal-

lenged by the appeal of 5 to 12 hours of
uninterrupted music offered by multi -
disc CD changers. Changers come in
two basic formats. Magazine -type
players use a pop -out cartridge that
usually holds six discs to be played in
sequence or programmed at will.
(Some models hold ten or twelve
discs, and Pioneer recently introduced
a changer that can select from three
six -disc magazines loaded at the same
time, for a total of eighteen CD's.)
Rotary, or carousel, designs use a
large turntable with recesses for five
discs (some take fewer); the big platter
rotates above the CD mechanism to
bring each disc into play.

Each changer type has both benefits
and drawbacks. Magazine models en-
able you to build a library of maga-
zines you'll want to use over and over
(additional magazines are relatively
inexpensive at about $25 or less). On
the other hand, loading and changing
these magazines is a chore, as can be
remembering just which recordings
are in which magazines. Carousel
players offer faster disc loading and
swapping and easy music ID just pop

the drawer, lift the lid, or look through
the clear plastic cover to see what's up
next. But you can't store multidisc
groupings in a carousel, and carousel
changers can't offer the marathon
playing times of the biggest -capacity
magazine -type models.

Those who live with music on all the
time find CD changers irresistible.
Folks whose listening is more focused,
on the other hand, often prefer single -
play models. There is no general sonic
penalty imposed on a CD player by
multidisc capacity, but there is a fiscal
one: A single -play model will cost
less-perhaps 40 percent less-than a
changer of equivalent quality and per-
formance.

Bit Wars
Compact disc technology has

evolved considerably since the medi-
um's advent almost a decade ago.
Most of these advances have quietly
rriadp for better, cheaper, more capa-
ble and reliable players. But one as-
pect in particular-the digital -to -ana-
log (D/A) conversion process-re-
ceives a great deal of attention.
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The Technics SL-PS700 (S450) incorporates

Matsushita's 1 -bit MASH technology to convert digital

data from a CD into an analog signal.

Most recently, this emphasis has led
to the development of a fundamentally
new category of D/A converters, or
DAC's, known generically as "1 -bit"
converters. Multibit DAC's-16-, 18-,
and even 20 -bit in some players-
translate the 16 -bit numbers encoded
on a CD to a series of output voltages
of corresponding amplitudes, creating
a stair -stepped waveform that is then
smoothed to an exact replica of the
original analog signal by a filter. A 1 -
bit converter uses sophisticated math-
ematical transformations to reduce the
stream of 16 -bit numbers from a com-
pact disc to an extremely high -fre-
quency output (256 times or more the
44.1 -kHz CD sampling rate) of con-
stant -amplitude pulses that vary only
in width or density. When this signal is
filtered, the result is, again, a precise
replica of the original analog wave-
form.

Enhancements to multibit conver-
sion have centered on using 18- and 20 -
bit DAC's for more accurate handling
of the lowest signal levels in a CD's 16 -
bit code, an area where multibit
DAC's tend to be error -prone (and 1 -
bit DAC's excel). The idea is that the
extra precision required for an 18- or
20 -bit converter will yield as a byprod-
uct higher performance in the upper 16
bits of its range. On the other hand,
tightening manufacturing tolerances
for a 16 -bit DAC to the same degree
will give essentially the same result,
and it is possible for a good 16 -bit
converter to outperform a cheap 18- or
20 -bit one, so you really need to focus
on how a player performs rather than
on its claimed conversion resolution.
An 18- or 20 -bit converter can also be
used to minimize noise and distortion
introduced by digital filters, but this is
a less significant benefit.

Comparing the performance of the
best multibit and 1 -bit designs reveals
almost perfect parity. If you need a
difference to believe in, let's inch our
way out on a limb: High -quality multi -
bit converters may have a minuscule
edge in certain engineering specifica-
tions; 1 -bit DAC's have an edge in
their simplicity, consistency, long-
term stability, and performance for the
money, particularly in low -price play-
ers. Again, don't buy a player solely
on the basis of what kind of DAC it
employs.

The same goes for another much -
touted technical feature, oversam-
pling. With multibit converters, over -
sampling is used to enable digital
filtering. A digital filter in combination
with a shallow -slope analog output
filter is easier and less costly to manu-
facture than the sort of high -precision
steep -slope analog filter that would
otherwise be necessary, and this has
led to nearly universal adoption of
four- or eight -times oversampling for
multibit D/A conversion. (The 1 -bit

designs use much higher oversampling
rates but in a very different fashion
that's not directly comparable.) Al-
though great emphasis is sometimes
put on the degree of oversampling
employed, a higher rate does not imply
higher performance. There's no reason
to choose one player over another sim-
ply because it uses four -times over -
sampling instead of two-times, or
eight -times instead of four -times.

Specsmanship
Choosing a player for its technical

characteristics alone is a risky endeav-
or at best; in fact, many feel that
properly functioning CD players are
audibly indistinguishable in most
cases and very nearly so in essentially
all. You may or may not agree, but it is
true that all CD players, even the
cheapest ones, feature superb techni-
cal performance. Nearly always, fre-
quency response is virtually flat, dy-
namic range is close to live levels, and
noise and distortion are well below
audibility.

If you're so inclined, by all means
try a listening comparison of two ma-
chines. You'll need a good pair of
headphones (preferably your own fa-
miliar set), two identical CD's, and a
willing salesperson. Both players
should feed the same receiver, inte-
grated amplifier, or preamplifier, to
which you'll connect the phones. (Us-
ing the headphone jacks on the players
can be misleading, so avoid that ap-
proach.) Level matching is critical:
The outputs of the two players must be
within 0.2 dB of each other at midband
(say 500 or 1,000 Hz); otherwise any
differences you hear are patently sus-
pect. Get the two players cued up
precisely and then listen, switching
between them. Don't feel bad if you
detect no difference-and don't try to
talk yourself into one! Probably 99

Denon's DCD-970 (S400) uses dual

Lambda Super Linear digital -to -analog converters.

a proprietary 20 -bit system.
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percent of the population will not hear
a difference between any two CD play-
ers, no matter which models are com-
pared.

One possible specification bench-
mark-a very approximate one-is
dynamic range. This indicates the ra-
tio in decibels between the lowest -
level (softest) signals and the highest -
level (loudest) signals a player can
deliver; bigger numbers are better.
Keep in mind, however, that the theo-
retical maximum dynamic range of the
compact disc medium itself is about 98
dB, and most players come pretty
close to that. The worst you should
accept is perhaps 85 dB. The range
between these two figures makes rela-
tively little real -world difference, but
it can sometimes serve as a very rough
guide to a player's overall perfor-
mance and engineering sophistication.
And since frequency -response errors
are the most likely to be audible, look
for a very flat response, especially
below 15,000 Hz.

The Features Forest
With specs so similar and audible

differences so elusive, for most people
a player's features become the most
important selection factor, then price,
overall quality, and value. CD player
features are truly legion. The basics-
found in nearly all models-include
remote control, track programming,
and displays of track numbers, timing,
and other information.

Only the most basic players come
without a wireless infrared remote
controller for easy -chair command of
(at least) such essentials as track skip,
pause, and audible fast -search. If you
tend to listen to long works straight
through, buying a player without a
remote might save you perhaps 10
percent compared to the next model
up in a manufacturer's line (which is
often exactly the same player with the
remote thrown in). Otherwise, remote
control is a very worthwhile feature,
one of the CD format's many salient
ergonomic advantages over LP's.

Only a minority of players include
remote volume control-a handy ex-
tra. If your receiver, amplifier, or
preamp does not have remote volume
control, a CD player with this feature
might be worth considering. Some au-
diophiles feel that remote volume -con-
trol circuits degrade sonic quality very
slightly (purely electronic volume con-
trols usually add some noise and dis-
tortion), but most players so equipped
also furnish fixed -level outputs, so
you can hook them up either way you
prefer.

Programming features enable you to
play tracks in any order, skipping the
ones you don't want to hear and re-
peating favorites. Most players can
program at least twenty tracks; many
handle thirty-two or even more. Some
changers can handle considerably
longer programs, and many will inter-
mix tracks from all the loaded discs.
(This slows things down, however, as
you must wait for the mechanism to
change discs.)

A number of today's players feature
elaborate file systems that store a pre-
ferred program order for dozens or
even hundreds of CD's. These work
by entering your program selection

Other user -convenience features in-
clude everything from track -random-
izing "shuffle -play" to multiple repeat
modes, indexing, and on -board equal-
ization. Which ones are for you? Be
critical, be objective, and t -y not to
spend too much for gimmicks that
you'll rarely use.

Some less apparent features matter
too. For example, more and more
players today include extensive inter-
nal antishock and antivibration treat-
ments. These are inspired by evidence
that mechanical vibrations can result
in small but measurable increases in
distortion in extreme cases. There's
not much you can do to quantify such

Kenwood's DPM-6630 changer (5329) features a

"6 + 1" design, holding six discs in a Fading magazine

and one more in a slide -out d-awer.

into long-term memory, whence it is
recalled every time a particular disc is
loaded in the future. (Each CD has a
unique identifying code embedded in
its "table -of -contents" data.) The
read-outs of many such players will
even display titles of your choosing:
"R.E. M.-OUT/TIME," for example.

The array of other features you may
encounter is vast indeed. Along with
showing track and disc numbers and
timings in several modes, displays
may show such arcana as the presence
of pre -emphasis on a disc or the occur-
ence of data errors. A variety of tape-
recording aids also exist. Some auto-
matically select tracks to fit on a tape
of a given length; others search for the
highest level on a disc to facilitate
setting the tape recording level. And
some players can communicate with a
compatible cassette deck from the
same company, largely automating the
CD -to -cassette dubbing process. This
level of convenience might be a boon
to habitual users of portable cassette
players and tape -based car stereos.

countermeasures, though rapping on
the case while a disc plays can give an
indication of the player's degree of
immunity to large impulse shocks,
which is of more practical significance
anyway.

A player's error -handling ability is
another often overlooked attribute,
important because it affects how well
it will do with dirty, worn, or less -
than -perfect CD's. Many dealers have
on hand a test disc with man-made
errors of increasing size. One of the
best comes from France's Disques
Pierre Verany (PV. 788031/032), a
two -CD set with many other useful
test tracks. (It's available from some
audio dealers or in record stores
through Allegro Imports.)

Finally, consider digital outputs.
Found more and more frequently even
in budget -price players, these permit
CD data to travel outboard for D/A
conversion or other manipulation by
another component-or for direct dig-
ital recording on a digital tape deck.
Either a coaxial electrical digital jack
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Combi-players like the Pioneer CLD-3090 (S1.200)

handle both laser videodiscs and CD's. The CLD-3090 features elaborate

programming functions and video special effects.

or a fiber-optic one will give you the
option for future direct connection of
your digital components.

Sight Plus Sound
Several CD -player variants are

available that integrate video capabili-
ties with CD sound. The most signifi-
cant such variant today is the CD/
laserdisc combi-player, which com-
bines a laser videodisc player and a
CD player in a single unit. Many of the
mechanical functions can be shared in
spite of laser video's very different
signal format, which is analog even
when the soundtrack is digital. And
combi-players with CD performance
and features rivaling those of the
spiffiest audio -only models are avail-
able, typically at about twice the price
of a comparable CD -only player.

If you are a pure audiophile, a
combi-player will hold little appeal.
For the audio/videophile, however, a
CD/laserdisc hybrid player is a real
draw, because laserdiscs are to video-
cassettes as CD's are to LP's-vastly
better in picture and sound quality,
convenience, and longevity.

Recently, a few manufacturers have
grafted a multidisc CD changer onto a
videodisc player, which yields a some-
what unusual beast that plays video-
discs as usual but can also load three
or five CD's in conventional carousel
fashion. You can have it all.

For the truly future -minded, CD -
based multimedia players are now
real, if rare. CD + Graphics players
reproduce audio programs like any CD
player, but they also glean still -frame
color graphics (to be displayed on a
connected video monitor) from spe-
cially encoded CD + G discs. There
are still relatively few CD + G re-

leases, however, and it remains un-
clear whether the format will fly in the
mass market.

Philips plans to introduce a CD -
Interactive (CD -I) player this fall. It,
too, will play ordinary compact discs
in the usual way, but with the new CD -
I discs, it becomes a sophisticated
audio/video interactive playback com-
puter when it is hooked up to a TV set.
The first CD -I discs will run the gamut
from games to educational programs
to research encyclopedias.

Finally, there are the ubiquitous
portable players. These diminutive
but crafty devices can fill multiple
roles, serving as a home player, an
occasional car stereo source, a travel
mate, a source for private headphone
listening, and an active -wear music
machine. The best portables feature

A sleek portable,

Sony's D-303 (S360)

features 1 -bit D A

conversion and an optical

digital output.

sonic and technical performance rival-
ing that of the top home players, and
they pack surprisingly powerful fea-
tures as well. A few even offer wire-
less remote control for easier domestic
use. On the downside, portables are
usually pricier than comparable sed-
entary models (though there are plenty
of truly inexpensive ones), and they
have rather fussy controls. Moreover,
portables are usually shorter -lived,
probably because of their rugged, on -
the -go existence.

The Bottom Line
Once you have identified what cate-

gory of CD player you want, you can
whittle down the hundred or so models
available to those that fit your features
list and performance needs. But by far
the most important factors in selecting
any CD player are less obvious ones:
quality, value, and the manufacturer's
reputation.

Quality is the easiest to judge. Look
at a prospective addition to your hi-fi
family as you would any appliance. Is
it well made? Carefully screwed to-
gether? Nicely finished? Does it feel
solid? Do its controls operate smooth-
ly, and are they intelligently laid out?
Granted, these factors don't necessar-
ily have anything to do with sound or
performance, but they give valuable
hints as to the care and enthusiasm
with which a player was designed and
manufactured.

Almost every manufacturer strives
to establish an excellent reputation for
reliability and customer service.
Check the warranty, which may be as
short as one year or as long as five
years, and talk to as many knowledge-
able folks as you can: reputable deal-
ers (more than one), owners, audio
enthusiasts. Factor in all their oppos-
ing prejudices and beliefs and reach
your own informed conclusion.

Value is extremely relative. A
$5,000 CD player is pure insanity (or
inanity) to the average American; to a
high -end audiophile it may be merely
acceptable. Where you fall on this
scale is a personal matter, but one rule
may help. Buy for overall quality first,
features second, and personal affinity
a strong third. You may simply fall in
love with the way a certain player
looks, feels, or operates. Don't ignore
such a passion. When you exchange
your hard-earned cash for a CD play-
er, you are the one who has to live with
it-for many years, we hope. Remem-
ber that a CD player is only a thing, but
it should be a thing that makes you
happy to look at, to touch, and-
above all-to hear.
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It's easy to see
why ONKYO sounds well made.
Unfortunately, most of us never get to see
the inside of a component before we buy it. If
we did, our choice would be narrowed down
to one brand.

Onkyo.

At Onkyo, we believe quality dictates a
component's performance, not some
meaningless techno babble or glitzy convenience feature.

That's why inside an Onkyo you'll find only heavy duty transformers and oversized heat sinks.
Independent power supplies and Discrete Outputs. Metal disc trays, face plates and chassis.
On virtually all our models, from entry level on up.

It's only then that such important home entertainment technologies like Multiple Room/Multiple
Source and Dolby Pro Logic will truly perform beyond expectation.

So when you're seriously looking at audio/video components, remember this:

It's always easy to see why Onkyo sounds well made.

1111111111111POPA=w-iriummum.

000

ONKYO.
200Williams Drive, Ramsey, N.J. 07446 201-825-7950



BUYING TIME

Decked Out In Style
Choosing a cassette recorder-the

second in a series on the practical business

of buying audio equipment

IVs hard to imagine an audio sys-
tem these days that doesn't in-
clude some form of tape record-
er. Despite the inroads of the
compact disc, cassettes are still
by far the most popular way for

most of us to buy recorded music, and
even many audiophiles who might not
choose the cassette as their primary
music source are likely to have a re-
corder for making tapes to listen to in
the car or when jogging. Such activi-
ties require that you buy a cassette
deck, but before you go shopping for
one, check out the alternatives.

If compatibility with other people's
systems is less a concern than absolute
audio quality, you might consider us-
ing a hi-fi VCR as your prime recorder.
The AFM stereo soundtracks in the hi-
fi videotape formats offer not only an
exceptionally high level of audio quali-
ty, but at the slowest speed you can
record 6 hours of nonstop music with
very little sacrifice in quality. Or if
editing is your concern, it's hard to
beat an open -reel recorder. These are
fairly scarce these days, and very ex-
pensive, but they do offer the simplest
means of sound manipulation along
with high audio quality. And, of
course, for peerless audio perfor-
mance there are the new digital re-
cording media: Digital audio tape
(DAT) is already here, and coming
next year are digital compact cassette
(DCC), offering digital recording and a
measure of playback compatibility
with your existing cassettes, and Mini
Disc, promising CD convenience and
sound in a recordable medium.

BY IAN

Even if you decide to invest in one
of the new technologies, chances are
you will want analog cassette facilities
as well. If that's only because you
intend to make dubs for your old
boombox, shoot low-there's no point
in spending megabucks if you won't be
able to hear the difference. If your
interest is playing back prerecorded
tapes or old recordings you have
made, it's safe to dispense with all but
the most rudimentary recording aids.

If, however, your cassette deck is
intended to be a major source of real
high-fidelity sound, go for features
that are likely to improve perfor-
mance, even at the cost of some con-
venience or a higher price. Forget
autoreverse and dual -well dubbing,
particularly the high-speed variety;
the first is prone to alignment prob-
lems, and the second usually results in
inferior copies. If you do have occa-
sion to make copies, two free-standing

G. MASTERS
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11111111111"VYING TIME
recorders will usually do a better job,
even if it's a more awkward proce-
dure. Features like three heads, closed -
loop dual -capstan operation, and easy -
to -use remote controls are much more
likely to increase your sound quality
and enjoyment.

WHAT MATTERS
A cassette recorder is one of the most
complicated pieces of equipment in an
audio system, as it is both a signal
source and a destination. Few ma-
chines have much problem reproduc-

ing a tape once it has been recorded, so
unless you intend to use it as a play-
back -only device, you should concen-
trate on what's offered for recording.

 WHAT'S WHERE. Because a re-
corder is an active component that you
actually have to operate, the position
of the controls and the way they work
is of vital importance. The level indi-
cators should be easily visible from
your operating position, and the
switches and knobs should be suffi-
ciently large and arranged so that mak-

The Lingo
Atape recorder does things that

nothing else in your system does, so it
naturally has some distinctive
terminology.

TRANSPORT. When most people use
the terms "tape deck" or "cassette
deck," they are referring to the whole
component. Strictly speaking, however,
"deck" refers only to the mechanical
part of a tape recorder, which is
designed to move the tape smoothly past
the heads. It is also called the
"transport" or simply the
"mechanism." The transport includes a
rotating capstan and a rubber pinch -
roller; the tape is propelled by being held
firmly between these as they turn. The
tape spools off the feed reel, past the
capstan, and onto a takeup reel. The
reels may be mechanically linked and
driven by one motor or be driven by two
or more separate motors. There may be
more than one capstan/pinch-roller
assembly as well, one placed before and
one after the heads; this is called a
closed -loop, dual -capstan configuration.
Each variant has its virtues, but the
more complicated the mechanism, the
higher the cost. There are lots of fine
recorders with very simple transports.

HEAD. An electromagnetic device that
converts audio signals to their magnetic
equivalents, and vice versa. Simpler
machines contain one head for erasing
and a combined head for recording and
playback; these are called two -head
recorders. More advanced three -head
models have separate heads for
recording and playback along with one

for erasing. This arrangement allows
each head to be optimized for its
function and permits off -the -tape
monitoring while recording.

BIAS. An ultrasonic AC signal that is
added to the audio information to permit
linear recording. The amount of bias
needed is determined by the
characteristics of the particular tape
being used, and no two are exactly
alike, so matching is crucial if you are to
realize your recorder's potential. Bias is
also used for erasure of existing signals,
but this is a less critical operation.

TYPE I, ETC. Cassette tapes are
divided into three broad categories,
determined partly by their magnetic
characteristics and to a lesser extent by
the material used to make them. Type 1
tapes are "normal" ferric -oxide tapes,
which are available in a wide range of
qualities. Type II tapes originally had
coatings composed of chromium -dioxide
particles, which require higher bias and
somewhat different playback
equalization from Type I tapes. In
recent years, the characteristics of
chromium -dioxide formulations have
been emulated by some pure -metal and
ferric -oxide tapes, which are referred to
as chrome -equivalent or high -bias tapes.
They are also classified Type II. Type /V
tapes are metal -particle formulations
that need even more bias but use the
same equalization as Type II. (When
these classifications were being
standardized, there was a layered
"ferrichrome" tape, which became
Type III; it has since disappeared.)

ing a recording involves little hunting
and fiddling. If you can, try making a
recording in the store before you de-
cide to buy a particular model. If it's
awkward to use, forget it.

 BIAS. Matching of machine to tape
is critical, and no two tapes are exactly
alike, so the ease with which you can
tailor your recorder's performance to
the tape (or tapes) you want to use will
have a direct bearing on the quality of
sound you get. Equalization is usually
no problem, but proper bias is a must.
The standard three -position bias
switch is almost never enough: Each
position is just a ballpark setting that
may or may not be correct for the tape
you use. A bias -trim control that can
be adjusted by ear may be an economi-
cal solution, but it is difficult to use
except with three -head machines that
allow you to monitor the adjustments
as you make them. The best kind of
bias adjustment (and most expensive,
natch) is a computer -controlled auto-
matic one; it's a worthwhile invest-
ment if you do a lot of taping. If you're
stuck with the standard switch, have
the dealer adjust the deck's bias for a
specific tape and use that tape only.

 NOISE REDUCTION. Noise, or
hiss, is inherent to tape recording; one
development that made the cassette a
hi-fi medium was the invention of
noise -reduction circuitry, beginning
with Dolby A, a professional system,
then Dolby B specifically for home
taping. You can count on virtually
every deck to include Dolby B, which
thus has the advantage of universality:
If you're trading tapes, it's safe to
assume that the recipient can decode
it. For your own use, however, more
advanced systems will probably be
desirable. Get Dolby C at the very
least; the new Dolby S is attractive as
well, although as yet only a few ma-
chines include it. A rival system, dbx,
is offered on some machines; it's effec-
tive, but dbx-encoded recordings can-
not be played on decks without the
system-which means most decks.
Dolby HX Pro is a worthwhile addi-
tion as well, although it's not a noise -
reduction system but rather a record -
only process for reducing high -fre-
quency distortion.

 FLUTTER AND SUCH. It's no
easy matter to keep a cassette tape
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CAN TUBES
WARM UP CD

SOUND?
How a very old technology can make a brand new compact

disc player sound extraordinarily good

Our ultra -

advanced new

SD/A-490t

includes two

vacuum tubes

whose classic design

has remained

unchanged for over 35 years.

We and many other critical listeners believe that this

anachronistic addition to an already excellent CD

player design significantly enhances its sound.

THE AMPLIFIER THAT DOESN'T AMPLIFY.

Between a CD player's D/A converter and external

outputs is circuitry called a buffer amplifier which

actually doesn't boost the signal strength at all.

Instead, the buffer amp is a unity gain device which

increases output current, and acts as a sort of elec-

tronic shock absorber, isolating the relatively fragile

D/A chip set from the nasty outside world of

demanding analog components.

TUBES VERSUS SOLID STATE.

More than 98% of all CD players use solid state

devices for buffer amplifiers. A handful of hard -to -

find, esoteric designs in the $1200 to $2500 range

employ one or more tubes instead. As does our

readily -available $699 SD/A-490t.

In ultra -expensive preamplifiers and power

amplifiers, tube sound is subjectively described as

"mellower", "warmer", "more open and natu-
ral" or simply "less harsh than solid state".

Objectively, it's safe to say that tubes: 1) Produce

even -order distortion versus transistors' odd -order

distortion, particularly 3rd harmonics which are

especially unpleasant to the ear, 2) Act as a pure

Class A device when used in a buffer stage (Class A

output is considered the optimal amplifier configu-

ration) 3) "Round off' the waveform when they

clip, while over -driven solid state devices cut off

sharply, causing audible distortion.

THE SD/A-490t'S OUTPUT SECTION.

Our new CD player uses two 6DJ8 dual triodes

placed between the digital -to -analog converter and

a motorized volume

control. Operated

at less than

30% of

their maximum

capacity, the tubes

achieve a highly linear

output voltage with

very low static and transient

distortion while providing

very high dynamic

headroom.

And because

they're "loaf-

ing" at 1/3

their rated

current capa-

bility, the SD/A-490t's tubes

are designed to last the life of the CD player without

replacement or need for adjustment.

The Carver SD/A-490t.
At $699. its suggested retail is
$500 less than the nearest com-
petitor with tube output

AN ARRAY OF FEATURES AS RICH
AS ITS SOUND.

We've designed the SD/A-490t to be both useful

and easy -to -use. 21 -key front panel or remote pro-

gramming. Fixed and variable output. Program-

ming grid display. Random "shuffle" play.

Variable length fade. Automatic song selection to fit

any length of tape. Even index programming for

classical CD's.

Plus our proprietary Soft EQ circuitry which com-

pensates for variables in spacial (L -R) information

and midrange equalization found in many CD's

mastered from analog tapes.

BRING YOUR TWO BEST CRITICS TO A
CARVER DEALER.

It's tempting to further regale you with how well

we think the SD/A-490t's tubes and Single Bit D/A

circuitry improve the sound of a compact disc. But

your own ears should be the final arbiter of quality.

Bring them to a Carver dealer and compare tube

output with solid state designs costing $1000 or

more. Suffice it to say that almost all critical listen-

ers not only are able to hear a difference, but prefer

the sound of the remarkably affordable SD/A-490t's

dual triode transfer function.

THE SD/A-490t
 Dual 6DJ8 Vacuum Tube Output Stage

 Over -sized Disc Stabilizer Transport

 24 -Track Programming with Music Calendar

Display and 21 -key front panel and

remote input

 Indexing
 Random Play
 Motorized Volume Control

 Time Edit/Fade Taping Feature with

user -variable time parameters

 2 to 10 Second Variable Length Fade

 Optical and Coaxial Digital Outputs

 Exclusive Carver Soft EQ

CARVER CORP., LYNNWOOD, WA, U.S.A.
Call 1-800-443-CAVR for information and dealer listings.

'Source: 1990 Audio Magazine Annual Equipment Directory.
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In 1986, Museatex introduced our first
power amplifiers to international critical
acclaim. They were referred to as "Mighty
Mites" and "Giant Killers" by audiophile
reviewers.

Today, the proponents of massive Class A
amplifiers are scrambling to design their
own amplifiers that meet the performance
and aesthetic standards set by Museatex.

Museatex's new Melior Amplifiers use brains
rather than brawn to give you audiophile
performance in a package that will fit
conveniently into any decor.

Museatex has always believed that performance should not have to come at the expense of convenience. That is why Ed
Meitner and the design team at Museatex rejected the idea that a superior sounding amplifier has to be big, heavy and reach
uncomfortably high operating temperatures. Our power amplifiers use several proprietary designs to provide a high current
amplifier that can drive complex speaker loads.

Our unique static fan heat sinks use asymmetrically arranged metal rods which create
convection currents to dissipate heat without resorting to unwieldy size or noisy fans.
This allows us to pack our amplifiers in attractively sized packages that are 60%
smaller than if we were to use conventional heat sinks which use fins.

The floating charge power supply isolates the transformer, rectifier stage, and power
source from the amplifier to provide cleaner sound that is not contaminated by power
line impurities. The large bank of capacitors provide seemingly unlimited head room
to handle music peaks.

The sophisticated protection circuits, incorporated completely outside the audio signal
path, prevent damage to your speakers and other associated components in the event
of system malfunctions.

Whatever your musical tastes, the Melior amplifiers will perk up your ears and blend
in with any decor without heating up or cluttering up your home.

Visit a Museatex dealer to find out more about the complete family of
Museatex audio and video products including speakers, sub -woofers,

amplifiers, FM Tuner, digital converters, projection TV, and accessories.

Our static fan heat sink can dissipate
heat better than regular heat sinks that
are up to four times larger.

MUSEATEX
(403) 273-2552 Fax: (403) 272-3860 or toll -free at 1-800-463-3447



BUYING TIME
running smoothly, considering the
slow linear speed and the difficulty of
controlling the physical effects of the
cassette shell itself, so cassettes can
be flutter -prone. The result, in ex-
treme cases, is a sort of "honky" or
underwater sound. Many companies
produce excellent transports that min-
imize these problems: Look for flutter
specs below 0.07 percent or there-
abouts, and try out a piano recording if
you can-sustained piano notes are
among the best flutter revealers. Re-
member, too, that whatever speed ir-
regularities there are will affect both
recording and playback, so don't try
your listening test with a commercial
cassette. Record it yourself, prefera-
bly from a CD.

 HEADS AND METERS. A lot is
made of the composition of a cassette
recorder's heads, but that can safely
be ignored; a tape head made today
will probably last as long as you own
the recorder-if you clean it regularly.
But the number of heads can be impor-
tant. Two -head recorders contain one
head for both recording and playback
and another for erasing earlier materi-
al; three -head devices give each func-
tion its own head, optimized for that
function. More important, three -head
decks allow off -the -tape monitoring,
which is a boon if you make a lot of
tapes. Level indicators should not
only be clearly visible, but if they are
of the common bar -graph variety they
should have enough distinct segments
to be useful. Five or six segments just
aren't enough to tell what's going on.

WHAT DOESN'T
Something as complex as a cassette
deck offers a lot of options, but most of
the bells and whistles are rarely used
and add cost. Better to spend your
money on an upgraded noise -reduc-
tion system or an extra tape head.

 SKIP AND SCAN. Various find -
and -play schemes have been devel-
oped in the attempt to make a cassette
deck as programmable as, say, a CD
player. As a rule, however, most of us
listen to our tapes straight through;
when we want to find something in the
middle of the tape, it's not that hard to
do manually.

 TIMER OPERATION. In Japan,
where most cassette recorders come

Get a deck

n ill. Dolby C noise

reduction at

the very least,

and look for

flutter specs helon

0.07 percent.

from, people do indeed time -shift ra-
dio programs. Detailed listings are car-
ried in the newspapers, and there is a
flourishing trade in audio timers. If
you are one of the few people on our
side of the ocean who want to do that,
fine; if not, pass on the timer facility.

 RECORD INTERLOCK. A num-
ber of manufacturers seek to simplify
the dubbing process by allowing their
cassette decks and CD players to be
interconnected for one -button record-
ing. The systems do work, but they
tend to simplify something that's real-
ly not very complicated, and they re-
strict your equipment choices to the
products of one company.

 ALIGNMENT. It is true that mis-
aligned heads can seriously degrade
sound quality, so a few companies
offer machines that enable a user to
make his own adjustments, particular-
ly of azimuth. Often this Mimes trou-
ble, as a user is just as likely to mis-
align things. Make sure the heads are
correct when you buy the recorder,
and have them checked by a service
facility if you find they have become
misaligned. If the heads need more
attention than that, there's something
seriously wrong.

GET WITH IT
Buying a tape recorder is really just
the beginning, so when you budget for
one, make sure you make some provi-
sion for the extras you will need. Most
important will be head -cleaning and
demagnetization devices. Cleaners
come in all sorts of forms, but usually
the most convenient are housed in a
cassette shell and operate by being
"played" for a minute or so. Cheaper,
and usually more effective, are liquid
cleaners that can be applied with cot-
ton swabs, but these work only if you
can get at the heads and tape guides,
which are frequently inaccessible. By
the same token, demagnetizers come
in cassette form or in wand or probe
style. Which you choose will depend
on your machine, but be sure to buy
one or the other and to use it, or
magnetic build-up over time may grad-
ually erase your precious tapes.

It's usually sensible to purchase a
supply of the tape brand that works
best with your machine, once you
have discovered what that is. Tape
formulations do change, and even if
yours doesn't, you may not be able to
find it when you need it. Better to have
a box of blank cassettes so you'll
always have the right tape at hand.
Some sort of storage and labeling sys-
tem is important as well; otherwise,
you run the risk of erasing an impor-
tant but unmarked recording or of
damaging tapes that are stacked in an
unruly pile.

And if you intend to do any specialty
recording, you will likely need mixers,
microphones, and other recording
aids. The cost for these can far outrun
that of the recording equipment itself,
but selecting and purchasing them can
be left to a later day. 0

NEXT: CD players and changers
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Sound Organization

HEN the cable TV company in Orlando, Florida, expanded its of-
ferings to forty-one channels, it was a snap for Lori Swanson to re-
program her TV's universal remote control to accommodate the new
channels. Her husband, Mark, had neatly organized all of the owner's
manuals for their audio and video equipment into a three-ring binder,
so she knew just where to look for instruction. And if she or Mark

wants to look up which discs and tapes they have, they refer to another
binder in which Mark has logged all of their recordings alphabetically.

Mark was just as organized when he put together their audio/video
system. Assimilating information he read in STEREO REVIEW, he built his
own rear -channel speakers using 4 -inch drivers (he decided not to connect
the passive radiators since the surround channel contains no !ow -bass
information, but he kept them for show). When constructing the pine
cabinets he rounded the corners to cut down on diffraction.

Using characteristic foresight, the Swansons had their new house wired
for rear- and center -channel speakers during construction, before the walls
went up. Mark built the TV shelf out of 2 -inch -thick butcher block, which is
suspended from two metal braces that go through the ceiling and are bolted
down in the attic. Beneath the shelf is a Radio Shack Minimus 7 center -
channel speaker, which is powered by an 18 -watt Radio Shack STA64B
amplifier hidden behind the
Laserline CD storage boxes in
the wall. unit. Mark patterned
the 20 -foot -tall pine cabinet af-
ter one he saw in a model home
and built it with wood, glue, and
molding from a local home -im-
provement store.

The electronic components
include a dbx Model 3BX2 Dy-
namic Range Expander, a BBE
Model 1002 Sonic Maximizer, a
Fosgate DSL-2 surround -sound
processor with an on -board am-
plifier for the rear surround
channel, a Nakamichi BX-2 cas-
sette deck, a Sony CDP-C15ES
ten -disc CD changer, an Acous-
tic Research ARSRC remote
control, a Hafler DH -100 pre-
amplifier and XL -Z80 power
amplifier, a Mitsubishi HS-
411UR VHS Hi-Fi VCR, and
a Sony KV-2781R monitor/
receiver. Acoustat Spectra 22
loudspeakers for the main chan-
nels are supplemented by a
100 -watt Velodyne VA -1200
powered subwoofer.

Mark and Lori relax by
watching adventure movies in
surround sound or listening to
contemporary jazz. If there's a
shelf to be built or a file to be
organized, Mark takes care of it.

,. Lori is the master of the remote
controls. "We both have trou-
ble programming the VCR,"°
Mark says, "but she's usually
the one who figures it out."

by Rebecca Day
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WE HAVE SO MANY NEW IDEAS,
THEY'RE EVEN COMING

OUT OF THE WOODWORK.

Soon theyll be tuming up everywhere. In walls.
Outdoors. And on floors. Four new speakers from
Advent.

SOUND SUITABLE FOR FRAMING.
Introducing our

first in -wall speakers,
the Gallery Seriesl' An
artistic achievement
that deserves to be
displayed in a museum
as well as the home.

Visually, they can Me Gallery Series In -Wall Loudspeakers

either fool the eye into thinking they're not there.
Or prove to be a stunning accent. Because only
the Gallery Series offers a real pecan frame that
complements the rich woodwork found in so
many new homes. Or a white frame that blends
in when painted.

The Advent tradition of producing great
sound from a compact speaker is achieved
here with a 61/2" high -excursion woofer, and 1/2"
polycarbonate ferrofluid-filled dome tweeter.
They handle 150 Watts of peak power. Because
of a simplified mounting system, installation
takes less time and less drywall cutting than
most in -wall speakers.

THE MANY FACES OF MINI.
Now, the popular Eurostyled
Indoor/Outdoor Mini -Advent
comes in white as well as black
Bringing a whole new per-
sonality to kitchens, bathrooms,
bedrooms and more. Wherever Indoor,atdoor
the new Mini goes, though, it still mini-Adven4now in white

brings 120 Watts of peak power handling.

CARVING ITS OWN NICHE.
The new Laureate will earn accolades from

audio enthusiasts.This handsome natural pecan tower
uses the famous Advent Co -active WooferT"
technology. Dual 61/2" high -excursion
woofers for tight, accurate bass, and a 1"
ferrofluid-filled soft dome tweeter for clear
highs. Easily handles the dynamic range and
power demands of digital -ready sources.

With so many new ideas, certainly
Advent can carve itself a niche in your home.
For more information, call 1 (800) 477-3257.

Sound as it was meant to be heard
0 1991, Advent Co -active Molex laureate and Gallery Series are bademarks of
International Jensen Inc In Canada. SCL Products 604-273-1095 (M.), 416890-0298 (ONT)

The Laureate



Stereo Review's critics choose the

Squeeze's "Play": Two
Lives in Three Acts

0 -HUM, it's "Play," another
splendid Squeeze album. So
what's new? A few things, actu-
ally. Keyboardist Jools Holland
has left the band again, and this
time-unlike his previous exits-

he hasn't been replaced. Without Hol-
land's comic relief, songwriters Chris
Difford and Glenn Tilbrook delve into
their more analytical, writerly sides-
and are therefore truer to their own
nature. Long celebrated for songs that
play like "suburban short stories" (in
Difford's words), they carry their
method to its next logical step here: a
suburban three -act play, hence the
album title (which doubles as a base-
ball pun). The booklet that accompa-
nies "Play" actually takes the form of
a script incorporating lyrics from vari-
ous songs. The album itself plays
through like a musical, charting the
ups and downs of a normal couple in
processed -cheese suburbia, finding a
universality in the stresses, tempta-
tions, and quarrels that forever threat-
en to pry apart even committed lovers
in this day and age.

Difford and Tilbrook are at the top
of their form in "Play." Difford is a
master of the telling detail and clever
turn of phrase, communicating pathos
and humor while never belittling his
characters with cheap satire. Tilbrook
provides appropriately understated
musical settings that open up, on re-
peated listening, to reveal a range of
emotional shadings through the subtle
swell of strings, the soulful punch of a
horn section, or wispy curlicues from
an insouciant accordion.

There's not a bad song here, but
several cut to the heart of the matter
with a resonance so truthful that ev-
eryone's bound to have shared their
sentiments at one time or another. The
round, muted tones of Tilbrook's Wes
Montgomeryish guitar set the tone for
Letting Go, an agonized look at the
moment when both parties know it's
over but neither wants to admit it.
Meanwhile, their life goes on as usual
in all its mundane rituals: "She boils
the eggs, I make the tea/Outside the

outstanding current releases

sun shines on the street." The Truth, a
first -person lament with witty guitar
filigrees that sting like a guilty con-
science, occasions this fretful admis-
sion: "When the truth has to be told/
My blood runs hot and cold/The truth
is not my middle name." The album
closes with the cheerless realization
that any kind of liaison may be
doomed from the beginning because
"there is a voice within us all that
says, 'Destruct, go to the wall. "

But "Play" is not morbid. Real -life
stories don't always have happy end-
ings either. There is, however, intense

Squeeze:
at play in
the fields
of suburbia

pleasure to be derived from such a
closely observed, well -crafted work.
"Play" is a high-water mark for
Squeeze. Parke Puterbaugh

SQUEEZE: Play. Glenn Tilbrook (lead
vocals, electric and acoustic guitars);
Chris Difford (vocals, guitar); Keith Wil-
kinson (vocals, bass); Gilson Lavis
(drums, percussion); other musicians.
Satisfied; Crying in My Sleep; Letting Go;
The Day I Get Home; The Truth; House of
Love; Cupid's Toy; Gone to the Dogs;
Walk a Straight Line; Sunday Street;
Wicked and Cruel; There Is a Voice.
REPRISE ® 26644-2 (53 min). © 26644-4.

A New Light on
Brahms's Requiem

THE conductor John Eliot Gardiner
hasn't abandoned the Baroque
and Classical repertory he has
long been associated with, but he
is so serious about authentic per-
formance of nineteenth-century

music these days that he has augment-
ed his English Baroque Soloists and
rechristened it the Orchestre Revolu-
tionnaire et Romantique. The first re-
cording by the new ensemble is
Brahms's German Requiem, a pivotal

work that has long needed rescuing
from the bloated, post -Wagnerian per-
formance style it has endured for so
many decades.

Gardiner's usual touches make the
most obvious difference: Textures are
leaner, rhythms are much clearer, and
the music builds through the cumula-
tive effect of short phrases rather than
sustaining a long line at the cost of
clarity. Thanks to Gardiner's consid-
erable intellect and imagination, these
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Gardiner: lifting the veil from Brahma

performing techniques are used in
such a way as to change one's percep-
tion of the piece profoundly. It's as if a
veil had been lifted, and the discover-
ies are thrilling.

In this performance one hears the
echoes of Brahms's more modest cho-
ral works as well as those of earlier

composers such as Heinrich Schutz.
And with this clarity comes a variety
of textures that gives the piece a cer-
tain narrative quality, almost as if it
were a drama unfolding over the
course of the seven movements. While
many conductors make dramatic
points with amplitude of sound, Gardi-

The Netherworld of Chris Whitley
CHRIS WHITLEY'S hypnotic debut
album, "Living with the Law," is
an instant transport to a grimy
world of soiled bedsheets and na-
ked light bulbs, a world you might
not want to visit but one you can't

seem to leave once you're caught up in
it. Imagine the movie Paris, Texas-its
spare, desolate Ry Cooder slide -guitar
soundtrack, its sense of vacuous, con-
fused despair-and you have a sense
of the surreal wasteland Whitley ex-
plores here. His netherworldly blues
poetry, alternately graphic and
opaque, casts a spooky spell, an eerie
ghost -town glow.

Armed with a National acoustic gui-
tar, Whitley draws his portraits with
Steve Earle -like clarity, then brings
them to life in a voice reminiscent of
rural Mississippi blues musicians
(whose bottleneck -guitar stylings he
also emulates). His grizzled mono-
logues are punctuated with heart -stop-
ping falsetto leaps.

The title song, for example, cap-
tures the itchy determination of a boy

who escapes the white -trash world of
his drunken daddy and dope -dealing
brother by doing his "dreaming with a
gun." From a reference to "milking
the trigger," Whitley segues easily to
another lyric where sex and danger co-
exist: "So fetch on up your greasy
apron/Spread your lover in the straw/
Hear me, baby, I'm nearly crazy/It's
hard living with the law." Most of
Whitley's verbal wanderings, for that
matter, including the thrilling Big Sky
Country ("On a bed of roses in the big
sky country/Spread out to love you/
Love you in your second skin"), com-
bine sensual description with exhibi-
tionism and paranoia.

Producer Malcolm Burns (Daniel
Lanois's keyboardist) rightly keeps
the instrumental tracks crisp and un-
cluttered, but he's not afraid to rub a
viola up against a brash electric guitar
(Poison Girl) or to leave such ringing
imagery as the prisoner's hallucina-
tions in Phone Call from Leavenworth
("I thought I saw Jesus coming down/
He came through the concrete baby/

o ner does the same thing more02eloquently with articulation. Un-
like some "authentic" performances,
this one never sounds undernour-
ished. Though the sound is smaller
than we're used to, the expressive
points arise from the notes themselves
rather than from effects imposed on
the music from outside.

Much of the success of the perfor-
mance, however, has nothing to do
with performance practices but with
the near -perfect intonation and diction
of Gardiner's Monteverdi Choir. The
group maintains such unanimity in the
slightest nuances that each choral part
has the emotional immediacy of a solo
voice. In fact, the two vocal soloists,
soprano Charlotte Margiono and bari-
tone Rodney Gilfry, seem a little bland
in comparison. This is no serious
drawback, however, in a recording
that's likely to set a new standard.

David Patrick Stearns

BRAHMS: A German Requiem. Charlotte
Margiono (soprano); Rodney Gilfry
(baritone); Monteverdi Choir; Orchestre
Revolutionnaire et Romantique, John
Eliot Gardiner cond. PHILIPS ® 432 140-2
(66 min).
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all music.

The M20 Reference Monitor

wonderfully illustrates the a/d/s/

philosophy of high technology and

high style. Featuring an uncommon

blend of breathtaking musical

accuracy, exciting dynamic range,

and world -class design. Just take a

look at the next generation of a/d/s/

loudspeakers. Then, take a listen.



He came through them walls without
no sound") free of instrumental glut.
Many of the songs start out with Whit-
ley's naked slide -guitar ruminations,
but they almost always build and swell
to an electric climax heavy with bass
and drums.

Whitley, who looks like a Eurotrash
fashion model, may be faulted for be-
ing pseudo -intellectual as well as being
somewhat repetitive. But he's also so
"primitive" as to be a roots revision-
ist-and enough of an original folk
storyteller to leave your hair standing
on end. When he sings, "Feel like

0
there's something bound to take
me over," you know it's already
got him by the ankles and headed for
deep water. Better play this one with
the lights on. Alanna Nash

CHRIS WHITLEY: Living with the Law.
Chris Whitley (vocals, guitars); instru-
mental accompaniment. Excerpt; Living
with the Law; Big Sky Country; Kick the
Stones; Make the Dirt Stick; Poison Girl;
Dust Radio; Phone Call from Leaven-
worth; I Forget You Every Day; Long
Way Around; Look What Love Has Done;
Bordertown. COLUMBIA © CK 46966 (47
min), © CT 46966.

Schubert's "Rosamunde" Complete
\RD on the heels of the first com-
plete recording of Schubert's op-
era Fierrabras comes a delightful
representation of his complete in-
, 'dental music for the play Rosa-
munde, performed by the same

Chamber Orchestra of Europe once
again under Claudio Abbado. Fierra-
bras never had a performance in the
composer's lifetime, but Rosamunde
was on the boards for two nights be-
fore disappearing into oblivion. Nev-
ertheless, it was Schubert's biggest
theatrical success. The play flopped
but the music did not; a good deal re-
mains familiar in one form or another.

The history of the two projects is
intertwined. Joseph Kupelwiser, sec-
retary at the Imperial Court Opera
Theater in Vienna and author of the
libretto of the ill-fated Fierrabras,
commissioned one Helmina von
Chezy to write Euryanthe for Carl Ma-
ria von Weber. The failure of this item
cost Kupelweiser his job and caused
the cancellation of Fierrabras. Noth-
ing daunted, Kupelweiser convinced
Chezy to write Rosamunde for his
mistress, an actress by the name of
Emilie Neumann, and got Schubert to
write the music, a rare example of a
score that outlived the wreckage of the
theater piece it was written for.

Some of the music is familiar, some
of it is not, but all of it is pleasing. One
solo song, several choruses, and some
wonderful entr'actes and ballet num-
bers are elegantly presented here. Ab-
bado, Schubert, and the young per-
formers are in sync; the performances
are lively, colorful, and fresh.

Schubert used two different over-
tures for Rosemunde, both written for

Abbado: in sync with Schubert

other plays. The one here was original-
ly written for a flop entitled Die Zau-
berharfe and attached to the Rosa-
munde music by the composer only at
a later date when a hoped -for revival
was in prospect. That didn't happen,
but it compounded an already con-
fused situation by giving a well-known
overture two different titles. Well, a
Rosamundeby any other name . . . .

Eric Salzman

SCHUBERT: Incidental Music to "Rosa-
munde, Flirstin von Zypern." Anne Sofie
von Otter (mezzo-soprano); Ernst Senff
Choir; Chamber Orchestra of Europe,
Claudio Abbado cond. DEUTSCHE
GRAMMOPHON © 431 655-2 (60 min).

14II Now On CD
RPM' DISCS Of

PREVIOUSLY RELEASED RECORDINGS

Popular
 FRED FRITH: Gravity. EAST SIDE DIGITAL
ESD 80452. The pre-eminent British avant-
garde guitarist's dance -inspired mid -Eighties
solo album, featuring bonus tracks.

 THE MOVE: Message from the Country. ONE
WAY/CEMA 57476. From 1971, Jeff Lynne
and Roy Wood working on the formula they'd
eventually "perfect" for the Electric Light
Orchestra.

 GRAHAM PARKER: The Real Macaw.
RAZOR EDGE RE -1983-2. One of Parker's best
post -Rumour albums, from 1983, now
including a bonus -track version of the Jackson
Five's / Want You Back.

 SOFT MACHINE: Third. COLUMBIA CGK-
30339. The British psychedelic group made its
first (and arguably best) move in a jazz
direction in this 1970 album featuring
drummer/vocalist Robert Wyatt.

 ALEXANDER "SKIP" SPENCE: Oar. SONY
SPECIAL PRODUCTS A 9831. The Moby Grape
star's only solo album, from 1969, with bonus
tracks even weirder than those on the album
proper.

Classical
 LISZT: A Faust Symphony. Riegel; Bernstein.
DEUTSCHE GRAMMOPHON 431 470-2. "An
altogether admirable performance, and
lovingly shaped, with orchestral details
realistically captured" (April 1978).

 MAHLER: Symphony No. 4. Raskin: Szell.
Songs of a Wayfarer. Von Stade; A. Davis.
SONY SBK 46535. "Exquisite control
combined with poetic sensitivity . . . a model
of fine balance, true-to-life dynamics, and
finely detailed limning of tone color" (June
1966).

 MOZART: Don Giovanni. Ghiaurov, Gedda,
Ludwig, Freni. Berry; Klemperer. ANGEL/
EMI CDMC 63841. "An exciting and
memorable achievement" (March 1967).

 MOZART CELEBRATION. Fires;
Gulschlbauer, Jordan. ERATo 2292-45657-2.
Stylish performances of eleven of the great
piano concertos, plus three rondos, in a five -
CD midprice set (also available singly).

 THE ANNA RUSSELL ALBUM. SONY MDK
47252. The English singer -turned -
comedienne's very funny. and amazingly
illuminating, analysis of everything from
Gilbert & Sullivan to Wagner's Ring.

 THE SEGOVIA COLLECTION, VOLUME 9.
MCA CLASSICS MCAD-10281. More gems
from the legendary guitarist's discography.
including solo works by Grieg and
Mendelssohn, beautifully remastered from the
earliest available tapes.
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Airily Hal 1 etinte
member Hew Kbss
createdthe dominant
speakers cf the s (AI V,

'60s (IcLip red '70s
,Athens). NowIrt =red
a new kifidiesunand
soundspeulzer
7IrSaround

His Latest Idea Seems
lb Come Out Of Nowhere.

Introducing
The Surround"'

By Henry Kloss.
The Surround is a new kind of

speaker system. One of the first spe-
cifically designed for use as rear/side
speakers in surround sound systems
of all types. Dolby Surround- and
Dolby Surround Pro Logic 11' systems
...or Digital Signal Processing (DSP)
surround systems. It will even create
surround sound effects when added
as rear speakers to a conventional
stereo system. The Surround meets
even the most stringent criteria for
use in a home surround sound
system.*

Dipole Radiator
Technology.

Unlike other speakers, the purpose of
rear/side speakers in a Dolby Surround or
DSP system is to "surround" the listener
with uniform, non -directional ambient
sounds. Conventional speakers are designed
to create a precise, "stereo
stage" -the opposite of what
you want from a surround
speaker. The Surround, how-
ever, is a dipole radiator. It
contains a 4" low frequency
driver facing "forwarc." out of
the cabinet, and two 3" high
frequency drivers-one on
each side of the cabinet.

When mounted on the side
walls of your listening room,
The Surround's two high

frequency drivers direct sound towards the
front and rear of the rocm. The sounds then
reflect off the surfaces of the room, and finally
reach the listener from all directions...almost
as if the music was "coming out of nowhere:'
The result is surround sound the way it was

meant to be heard.

Price
Breakthrough.

Like all our products, The
Surround was designed by
Audio Hall of Fame member
Henry Kloss. It is manufac-
tured in Newton, Mass., and
sold only factory -direct. Be-
cause we eliminate expensive
middle -men, our products
sell for much less than they

would n stores. % are able to introduce
The Surround at $399 7er pair-less

than half of any other surround
loudspeaker in its category.

My The Surround
Risk -Free For 30 Days.
The Surround is backed by the

Cambridge SoundWorks 30 Day
lbtal Satisfaction Guarantee. So
there's no risk. Our audio experts
(not phone clerks) are on duty 365
days a year to answer your ques-
tions. This is the simplest, most
risk -free way to get tie right deal
on the right stereo components.

Free
Audio Catalog.

Our new 48 -page color catalog
has specials on systems and com-

ponents from Pioneer, Philips, Denon,
Nakamichi, Thorens and Cambridge Sound-
Works-including complete Dclby Surround
systems that start at under $1,000.

'The Surround is manufactured under license from
Lucasarts Entertainment Company. Lucasfilm mix
is a trademark of Lucasans Entertainment company

A new kind ofaudio company,
with factory-direct savings.

CAMBRIDGE
SOUNDWORKS

154 California St., Suite , Newtrn, MA 02158

1-800-AKA-HIFI
1 -800 -AM -111H 1800-252-4434) Fax: 61 '-332-9229 Canada:

1800-525-4434 Outside U.S. or Canada: 617-332-5936
© I941 Control gr SounchtIorks. Inc. Carnbrictee ScuncWorks and The &round
are radernarks of Cambridge SoundMdts, Inc. AR and Advent are trademarks of
- Labciatoties.
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Popular Music

Recent discs and

cassettes reviewed by

Chris Albertson, Phyl Garland,

Ron Givens, Roy Hemming, Alanna Nash,

Parke Puterbaugh, and Steve Simels

ANIMAL LOGIC: //. Animal Logic (vo-
cals and instrumentals); other musi-
cians. In the Garden; Love in the Ruins
(Doctor Dear Doctor); Through a Win-
dow; Rose Coloured Glasses; If I Could
Do It Over Again; I Won't Be Sleeping
Anymore; and five others. I.R.S. ® X2-
13106 (46 min), X4 -13I06.

Performance: Spunky
Recording: Very good

I can't help wondering why Stewart
Copeland and Stanley Clarke want to be
part of the odd trio that is Animal Logic.
Copeland has been a real whackmaster
of a drummer since his days with the
Police, as well as a fairly successful TV
and film composer. Clarke earned his
stripes as a nimble -yet -thundering jazz -
fusion bassist with Return to Forever
and a band he co -led with keyboardist
George Duke. Why have these two bare-
ly containable talents, who make for a
galloping rhythm section, hitched them-
selves to romantic singer -songwriter
Deborah Holland? Maybe it's because
they like the countryish lilt of her butter-
milk soprano-which sounds like Linda
Ronstadt's when things get emotional-
or maybe they like the pop psychology
that permeates her lyrics ("Talking is
good," she opines therapeutically at one
point).

No matter why Copeland and Clarke
are here, however, Animal Logic "II,"
like its predecessor, "Animal Logic,"
combines a strong voice and a stronger
musical force. Even if the music, fleshed
out by miscellaneous guitarists and key-
boardists, seems at times a little too
rambunctious for the mood and sensitiv-
ity of the lyrics, these songs are exhila-
rating. R.G.

GARTH BROOKS: Ropin' the Wind.
Garth Brooks (vocals); Trisha Year -
wood (background vocals); other musi-
cians. Against the Grain; Rodeo; What
She's Doing Now; Burning Bridges; Papa
Loved Mama: Cold Shoulder; and three

Explanation of Symbols
= Tape cassette

(3 = LP record
= Compact disc (timings are

to the nearest minute)

others. CAPITOL ® CDP-%330 (37 min),
C4-%330.

Performance: His best yet
Recording: Very good

In the early stages of Garth Brooks's
career, his handlers worried about how
to distinguish him from the myriad of
"hat acts" then flooding the market-
place. His second album, "No Fences,"
with its provocative mix of styles and
subjects, went a long way toward mak-
ing him stand out. But it is this third
album that tells the tale, primarily
through the breadth of Brooks's song -

impersonating a country singer, and in a
cover of Billy Joel's melodramatic
Shameless. He also doesn't seem to un-
derstand that a bluegrass tune needs a
special kind of vocal treatment. But de-
spite these small failings, most of the
album is impressive. A.N.

RAY CAMPI: With Friends in Texas. Ray
Campi (vocals, guitars, acoustic bass,
dobro); Bonnie Raitt, Del Shannon, Lou
Ann Barton, Rose Maddox, Mae West
(vocals); Merle Travis (lead guitar); Joe
Ely (rhythm guitar, background vocals);
other musicians. Guitar Rag; Austin

Animal Logic's Copeland, Holland, and Clarke: strong voice, stronger

writing in a program that ranges from
bluegrass (Against the Grain) to West-
ern -swing ( We Bury the Hatchet) and pop
(What She's Doing Now).

No cardboard -cutout country singer
could have created Papa Loved Mama, a
terrific novelty tune inspired by a poem
by Carl Sandburg ("Papa loved mama/
Mama loved men/Mama's in the grave-
yard/Papa's in the pen"), which Brooks
expands into the biography of a jealous
trucker and his cuckolding wife. And
while he weakens his involving Western -
romance story song Lonesome Dove by
using an overworked title, it took a ma-
ture thinker to come up with The River, a
pop anthem about making the most of
your life and validating your dreams,
dressed here with African -sounding in-
strumentation that enhances the song's
spiritual quality. On the down side,
Brooks goes over the top vocally in
Larry Bastian's Rodeo, where he turns
so twangy as to suggest he's merely

Waltz; Quit Your Trjflin'; Wee Mouse;
Blue Ranger; Dobro Daddio from Del
Rio; Merle's Boogie Woogie; and five
others. FLYING FISH C) FF70518 (27
min), © FFC70518.

Performance: Asylum time
Recording: Good

Can this be true? Mae West, Bonnie
Raitt, Merle Travis, Joe Ely, Lou Ann
Barton, and Del Shannon in the same
album? All assembled as back-up for
somebody named Ray Campi? Affirma-
tive, Jack. Campi, an Austin, Texas,
rockabilly aficionado, came of age in the
Fifties listening to country, blues, rock,
and plain ol' hillbilly, stirring them all
into a high-energy, eclectic mix.
Through the years he's played in shows
with Gene Vincent, Bo Diddley, Dave
Edmunds, and the Fabulous Thunder-
birds, and a number of performers from
varied backgrounds have warmed to his
wild -haired kind of stylized rave-ups.

a
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That-by the grace of overdubbing-is
how we get Mae West singing with Cam -
pi on a track where Joe Ely plays guitar
and warbles background vocals; West's
vocal was originally recorded in 1973,
the rest in 1986. Similarly, Merle Travis,
who died in 1983, laid down his tracks in
1974, and the finished product was built
around them twelve years later.

The program includes a couple of coy
waltzes, Mexican -style rhythm num-
bers, a guitar rag, a cowboy tune, some
blues, and even an accordion two-step,
and most of the time the music is good
enough-though campy-to stand on its
own. Even Caterpillar, a rollicking rock-
abilly tune where Miss Come Up and See
Me Sometime handles lead vocals, holds
up to scrutiny (of course, once you real-

Fatima's Cathal Coughlan: radical, dude

ize it's Mae West doing the heavy
breathing, you're so transfixed you can't
hear anything else). I can't say I urge you
to go out and snarf this up immediately,
but if it should happen to land on your
sound system mysteriously, you'd be
most pleased-or at least temporarily
dazed-if you gave it a spin. A.N.

THE FATIMA MANSIONS: Viva Dead
Ponies. The Fatima Mansions (vocals
and i nst rumentals); other musicians. An-
gel's Delight; Concrete Block; Blues for
Ceausescu; Legoland 3; Mr. Baby; Start
the Week; You're a Rose; and thirteen
others. RADIOACTIVE © RARD- 10242
(50 min), © RARC- 10242.

Performance: Scabrous
Recording: Okay

You certainly can't accuse the Fatima
Mansions of playing it safe. This Irish
band sets forth on its debut album to
capture the world in all its confusing,

depressing, revolting glory. The songs
here are about angry revolutionaries,
deposed fascists, civil -war desperadoes,
repressive civil servants, cutthroat émi-
grés. Chaos, economic desperation,
moral confusion, and despair are every-
where in these tunes. It's not pretty.

Appropriately, considering the lack of
order and clarity in the Fatima Man-
sions' world view, the music rockets
back and forth between different
styles-sometimes in the same song-
incorporating bits of lounge -lizard
crooning, spitfire screaming, punk -gui-
tar screeching, dance -hall pounding, and
neo-Motown bouncing. When singer -
songwriter Cathal Coughlan sneers, in
Blues for Ceausescu, "God I love living in
a democracy," before proclaiming, "the
only solution, another revolution," he
may have his tongue in his cheek, but not
very far. This is powerful music made by
intelligent, impatient radicals. R.G.

GOLDEN THROATS 2: More Celebrity
Rock Oddities. Sammy Davis Jr.: John
Shaft. Mel Torme: Sunshine Superman.
Mae West: Light My Fire. Bing Crosby:
Hey Jude. Sebastian Cabot: All I Really
Want to Do. And nine others. RHINO ©
R2 71007 (53 min), © R4 71007.

Performance: In a class by itself
Recording: Good

This is Rhino's second anthology of rock
songs sung by . . . er, inappropriate ce-
lebrities, and once again it's hard to
know what to make of it. Is it a listening
experience akin to hearing medieval
peasants having their eyes gouged out
with sharp sticks? Do its fourteen selec-
tions provide a convincing argument
about the inhumanity of the capitalist
system? Does it prove that whom the
gods would destroy, they first let sing?
Well, all of the above, actually, but the
album is also-in small doses, at least-
extremely funny, so perhaps we should
abandon the quest for any higher (low-
er?) meaning and just enjoy already, as
my mom used to say.

As in the first album, the Star Trek
contingent provides the most memora-
ble moments, in this case Leonard Ni-
moy's excruciatingly off-key Put a Little
Love in Your Heart and William Shat-
ner's hallucinatory reading of It Was a
Very Good Year (yeah, right, for drugs
apparently). But I'm also much taken
with Sammy Davis, Jr.'s so -hip -it -hurts
In the Ghetto ("Dig, man"), Cassius
Clay's punch-drunk Stand by Me (would
that Rob Reiner had used it in his movie),
and the obligatory Bob Dylan selection
as read by Sebastian Cabot (All I Really
Want to Do). All in all, then, "Golden
Throats 2" is fully up to the remarkable
standards set by the first volume, and
here's hoping that the promised No. 3
will contain the Brady Bunch Kids ver-
sion of American Pie, which missed No.
2 because of a contractual snarl. Or how
about a companion video featuring the
legendary Mary Tyler Moore cover of
Sympathy for the Devil? S.S.

VERN GOSDIN: Out of My Heart. Vern
Gosdin (vocals); Ricky Skaggs (back-
ground vocals); vocal and instrumental
accompaniment. I Knew My Day Would
Come; The Garden; Love Will Keep Your
Hand on the Wheel; Out of My Heart; The
Bridge I'm Still Building On; Once and for
All; and four others. COLUMBIA © CK
47051 (32 min), © CT 47051.

Performance: Masterly
Recording: Good

People who really know country music
listen to Vern Gosdin because he's in
George Jones's league as a honky-tonk
song stylist, and that means he's one of
the best conveyors of heartbreak and
pain in the business. But there's another
reason to seek out Gosdin, and that's the
sheer pleasure of his lyric writing in lines
such as "It's gonna take a month of
Sundays/To get me over Saturday
night" and "I just wrote down the way I
was feeling/And cried while this song
wrote itself." Now, that may not sound
like T. S. Eliot to you, but coupled with a
weepy steel guitar and Gosdin's soft -
moaning baritone, it's a lot more imme-
diate than Mr. Eliot ever hoped to be,
and twice as heartfelt.

Sometimes Gosdin gets a little skewed
and left of center-in The Garden, for
instance, we think he's about to lose his
wife to another man, when it's really a
terminal illness that whisks her away-
and there are other times, such as when
he debates whether love "will wash your
clothes and cook your meals," that
you've got to wonder about the old boy.
But then comes his quintessential cheat-
er's song, Out of My Heart, with the kind
of lament that'll make potential cheaters
think twice: "When I get up in the morn-
ing/It's so hard to face my face/As it tells
me from the mirror/I'd rather be at your
place." That may not be great poetry,
but it's bare -bones honesty. Down my
way, they call that country soul. I call it
gold -100 percent hillbilly pure. A.N.

ROBYN HITCHCOCK AND THE
EGYPTIANS: Perspex Island. Robyn
Hitchcock (lead vocals, electric and
acoustic guitars); Andy Metcalfe (bass,
keyboards, mandolin, guitars, vocals):
Morris Windsor (drums, vocals); other
musicians. Oceanside; So You Think
You're in Love; Birds in Perspex; Ultra
Unbelievable Love; Vegetation and
Dimes; Lysander; Child of the Universe;
and four others. A&M © 75021 5368-2
(49 min), © 75021 5368-4.

Performance: Enchanting
Recording: Good

Because of some snappier -than -usual
songs that gush in relatively forthright
terms about love, "Perspex Island" will
no doubt be proclaimed Robyn Hitch -
cock's "most accessible record to
date," his "long -overdue bid for com-
mercial respectability," or some other
catch phrase plucked from the critic's
pickle barrel. What's really notable,
however, is the way the quartet of songs
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It's not just the technology;
it's the application of the
technolo

Denon's -Design Integrity" philoso-
phy has always held that the way a tech-
nology is employed is as important as the
technology itself.

To test this premise, Denon digital
audio and studio recording engineers com-
pare their own vast library of digital master
tapes with the Compact Discs releases of
the same material. This on -going listening
and measurement research reveals that at
present the finest CD quality can be
obtained by the meticulous application of
20 -bit digital -to -analog conversion.

Case in point: The DCD-2560
employsfour separate DACs utilizing
Denon's Lambda System Super Linear
Converter technology to eliminate the
zero -cross distortion and non -linearity that
plagues conventional CD players, especial-
ly at low signal levels. Each Denon Super
Linear Converter is factory hand -tuned for
maximu-n resolution. In addition, Denon's
unique half -sample interpolation system

oduces an effective 16x over -sampling
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rate to eliminate phase shift for a more
accurate sound stage with true three-
dimensional imaging.

20 -bit SLC s enable Denon to offer
Variable Pitch, which lets you compress
recordings, tune your CD player to musical
instruments, adjust tempo for dancing, cre-
ate perfect segues while mixing, etc. Peak
Search finds the point in a disc with the
highest level to set recording levels most
accurately. Auto Space inserts four second
pauses between tracks to help locate selec-
tions. A Digital Fader fades recordings in
and out while dubbing. Time Edit allows
you to input the tape length you are using.
Pick enhances this function by letting you
rearrange the order of tracks for the best fit
on the tape. Link extends the process over
2 CDs for longer tape lengths.

The critically -acclaimed Denon
DCD-2560. A reaffirmation of one of life's
oldest adages: It's not only whether you
win the technology race, but also how you
play the game.

DENON
The first name in digital audio.
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58.3 I.....3.....

Denon America. Inc , 222 New Road, Parsippany, NJ 07054, (201) 575-7810
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that opens the album creates a listener -
friendly appearance that will seduce the
unsuspecting into Hitchcock's realm,
wherein things are not always so four-
square and obvious.

Maybe you never thought you'd hear
him sing a song entitled So You Think
You're in Love, complete with a line
about "the look in your eyes," but the
fact that it's done with Beatlesish/
Byrdsy vigor and apparent sincerity
lends it a disarming, mop-toppish charm.
Even Birds in Perspex, with its weird
images of dead birds encased in clear
plastic, includes such nonironic senti-
ments as "I'm so lonely I could melt,"

l'ul

adds texture and tone to eight of eleven
songs. (R.E.M. vocalist Michael Stipe
turns up to add dry la -la -la's in She
Doesn't Exist.) Over the years, it's
seemed quixotic to hope the general
public would embrace someone as
quirky as Robyn Hitchcock, but maybe
that improbable moment is at hand. P.P.

VAN MORRISON: Hymns to the Silence.
Van Morrison (vocals and instrumen-
tals); other musicians. Professional Jeal-
ousy; I'm Not Feeling It Anymore; Ordi-
nary Life; Some Peace of Mind; So
Complicated; I Can't Stop Loving You;
Why Must I Always Explain; Village Idiot;

: haunted fatalism and Lou Reed covers

sung against a wistful twelve -string gui-
tar and exquisite three-part harmonies.
Then there's Ultra Unbelievable Love,
which fulfills the exaggerated promise of
its title with lyrics that commune with
the angels.

The chirpy, "Revolver" -style en-
riched poperaft soon gives way to songs
of a more cerebral cast. Ride glides
through the ether on a rich, exquisite bed
of guitars and the comforting assurance
that "all you got to do in this world is
ride." But sometimes the trip's a little
unnerving. Vegetation and Dimes con-
jures the grim reaper stalking a forbid-
ding urban landscape. "In this city of
lies/Real life is a crime," Hitchcock cries
against a stark musical backdrop. If You
Go Away finds him ruing the fate of the
planet ("It's corporation time, and the
whole world is going up in smoke to-
night") while a buzzing, modal raga
builds to an angry, hard -rocking boil.

In "Perspex Island," Hitchcock and
his back-up, the Egyptians (Andy Met-
calfe and Morris Windsor), are joined by
Peter Buck of R.E.M., whose guitar

See Me Through Part II; Take Me Back;
By His Grace; and ten others. MERCURY
® 422 849 026-2 two CD's (95 min), ©
422 849 026-4 two cassettes.

Performance: Mild
Recording: Okay

How many Van Morrisons does it take to
make a great album? Two. One to turn
loose his considerable writing and per-
forming talents, and a second to make
sure the first one maintains concentra-
tion and discipline. Unfortunately, for
"Ordinary Life" only the first Van
showed up. The tunes are pleasant, the
lyrics show his customary concern with
love and enlightenment, the singing is
easy and soulful-but almost nothing
here is truly exciting, and seldom does
Morrison sound truly excited himself. In
the past he's made music that's been
both mellow and exciting, but that hasn't
happened here.

For much of the album, Morrison
sings about being spiritually out to sea.
He longs for an earlier, happier time as if
it were now impossible to recapture that

bliss. Set to bland musical combinations
of Irish folk and American jazz, r -&-b
and blues, these songs seem like therapy
that never approaches resolution. Only
in Take Me Back, with the same kind of
singing in tongues that energized his
albums in the early Seventies, does Mor-
rison sound completely engaged with his
music. A nice album in many ways, but
never compelling. R.G.

PULNOC: City of Hysteria. Pulnoc (vo-
cals and instrumentals). It's Dangerous;
End of the World; No One No Where (CD
only); City of Hysteria; Song for Nico;
and six others. ARISTA O ARCD-8668
(63 min), © ACP-8668.

Performance: Interesting
Recording: Okay

Talk about suffering for your art. De-
cades ago, when they were known as the
Plastic People of the Universe, these
underground Czechoslovakian rockers
had to worry about secret -police raids,
arrest, and destruction of their equip-
ment merely for performing their music.
Today, the political climate has changed
radically, and as Pulnoc they've record-
ed their first aboveground album in New
York City. It's an interesting piece of
work, suggesting the Velvet Under-
ground, Kraftwerk, and a lot of obscure
European bands you've never heard of.

Without meaning to sound xenopho-
bic, I think it's fair to say that rock has
largely been a phenomenon of the Eng-
lish-speaking nations, much appreciated
but not terribly well rendered in the rest
of the world. To a certain degree, Pulnoc
bears this out. The band's doomy music
and straitjacketed rhythms have a kind
of mechanistic lockstep that lacks any of
the looseness of rock-and-roll (to be fair,
the same could be said of Depeche
Mode). In "City of Hysteria" you can
hear the toll that living under repression
must exact; freedom will probably take
some getting used to before it finds a
place in Pulnoc's music. In the mean-
time, these strident, choppy visions of
lives lived in shades of gray may pass
muster on the alternative -music scene
simply by virtue of their origins. With its
Eastern European take on the Velvet
Underground-there's an original called
Song for Nico and a cover of All Tomor-
row's Parties whose haunted fatalism
even Lou Reed couldn't have imag-
ined-Pulnoc makes for adventurous lis-
tening, though it won't exactly appeal to
all tastes. P.P.

THE SMITHEREENS: Blow Up. The
Smithereens (vocals and instrumentals);
other musicians. Top of the Pops; Too
Much Passion; Evening Dress; Get a
Hold of My Heart; Indigo Blues; and
seven others. CAPITOL © CDP 94963-2
(48 min), © C4-94963.

Performance: Not their best
Recording: Good

"Blow Up" is not the best album the L..

Smithereens have ever made, lacking a
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the consistent sizzle of "I l" and the
unassuming pop charm of "Especially
for You" and "Green Thoughts." It is a
workmanlike consolidation of their
strengths at a time when they're poised
to break through the cult barrier toward
bigger things. They've played their cards
a little close to the vest here. The mea-
sured tempos, homogenized vocals, and
unexciting production of about half the
songs-check out It's Alright or Indigo
Blues-feel perfunctory and cautious
when you'd really like to hear the band
shake loose and blow up for real. Top of
the Pops is a lukewarm rewrite of A Girl
Like You (the hit from " I I"), and Too
Much Passion suffers from too little pas-
sion despite its attempt to mimic Mo-
town. Still, there are some classic Smith-
ereens tunes scattered about, among
them Anywhere You Are, whose jazzy
organ recalls the Zombies' Time of the
Season; Girl in Room 12, a surprisingly
direct, simmering number about the lust-
ful lure of infidelity; and Tell Me When
Did Things Go So Wrong, a fuzz -toned
social -conscience number for the Nine-
ties. Just don't expect to be bowled over
by the album as a whole. P.P.

SPANIC BOYS: Strange World. Spanic
Boys (vocals and instrumentals). All
Alone; When You Travel; Strange World;

I Don't Understand; Go Around; I'm All
You Need; My Head Hurts; and five
others. ROUNDER ® CD -9027 (39 min),
© C-9027.

Performance: Retro
Recording: Good

If early rock-and-roll seems like the mu-
sic that time forgot, then the Spanic
Boys are the band that forgot time.
"Strange World," like their Rounder
debut a year ago, sounds as if it had been
trapped in a bottle since the late Fifties.
With their Everlys-on-the-edge harmo-
nies, rattling, flint -sharp guitars, and
plaintively befuddled outlook, father
Tom Spanic and son Ian Spanic manage
to seem almost obsessively innocent.
But their innocence doesn't sound af-
fected. When these guys wail about not
understanding "some people" and
"their ways" in I Don't Understand, you
know that they tried real hard and it
wasn't enough. In Strange World they
first observe, "It's a strange world that
we live in," and then conclude, "One of
these days maybe we should pack it all
up and just give in." "Strange World"
may be naïve, but it's a highly entertain-
ing throwback. B.G.

BRENT SPINER: 01' Yellow Eyes Is Back.
Brent Spiner (vocals); instrumental ac-

companiment. Time After Time; The Very
Thought of You; More Than You Know;
Toot Toot Tootsie; Zing! Went the Strings
of My Heart; Goodnight, Sweetheart; and
six others. BAY CITIES © BCD2004 (33
min), BCC2004.

Performance: All aquiver
Recording: Too clear?

With certain singers, such as Judy Gar-
land and Johnny Mathis, a degree of
vocal quiver can give the voice a distinc-
tive character. With Brent Spiner, cur-
rently playing the android on the TV
series Star Trek: The Next Generation
(thus the yellow -eyes reference in the
album title), the quiver is so wide and
obtrusive as to invite comparison with a
Coney Island roller coaster.

A few tracks-such as It's a Sin (To
Tell a Lie), with its Ink Spots -like back-
up quartet called the Sunspots (all mem-
bers of the Star Trek: TNG cast), and
Toot Toot Tootsie, where he repeatedly
omits the letter "s" in the title phrase-
make me wonder if I might not be taking
the album too seriously and missing
some kind of joke. But Spiner sings
everything so straight-as well as on -
pitch and with such innate rhythmic
sense-that if he intends his ultraquivery
style as some kind of spoof of traditional
pop singers, it doesn't work. As Molly
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often said to her husband on the popular
old Fibber McGee radio show, "T'ain't
funny, McGee!" R. H.

SQUEEZE: Play (see Best of the Month,
page 71)

DAVE STEWART AND THE SPIRITU-
AL COWBOYS: Honest. Dave Stewart
(vocals, guitar); other musicians. Hon-
est; Whole Wide World; Crown of Mad-
ness; Out of Reach; You're Lost; Fools
Paradise; Motorcycle Mystics; and six
others. ARISTA ® ARCD-8659 (55 min),
© ACP-8659.

Performance: Peripatetic
Recording: Excellent

Freed from corporate pressure to be a
hit -producing machine with Eurythmics,
Dave Stewart (the male half of that duo)
can do anything he wants on his own-
and he does just that here. "Honest,"
his second solo album, is a pleasantly
inconsequential piece of ear candy. Its
bright, playful arrangements hark back
to the cheerful eclecticism of the Sixties,
and Stewart's gruff, half -spoken vocals
and surreal lyric scenarios find their
origins in early Dylan. Stewart hops
from pad to pad on the musical lily pond.
Early in the album, he makes reference
to Lou Reed (the Sweet Jane-ish title
track), the Rolling Stones (the Jumping
Jack Flash -derived chant "mad, mad,
mad, wh000" toward the end of Crown of
Madness), and Van Morrison (the allu-
sion to Madame George in Out of Reach).
He even breaks into the Beatles' She
Loves You in the fade of one number for
no apparent reason other than it popped
into his head.

While droll and intermittently enter-
taining, too much of "Honest" mean-
ders uneventfully in search of a point,
willingly settling for glibness and craft.
Finally, even when the songs are really
good they cry out for a singer equal to
them, and Stewart is not that person.
There's one transcendent exception: the
gorgeous, glimmering Whole Wide
World. P.P.

CHRIS WHITLEY: Living with the Law
(see Best of the Month, page 72)

WILD JIMBOS. Wild Jimbos (vocals
and instrumentals). Nowlin' at the Moon;
Sarah in the Summer; Train in the Can-
yon; Let's Talk Dirty in Hawaiian; Tilt -a -
World; My New Wife; and four others.
MCA ® MCAD-10279 (34 min), MCAC-
10279.

Performance: Jimbos yes, wild no
Recording: Good

Maybe the name was just tongue-in-
cheek ballyhoo, but it seems that if you
assembled three guys named Jim and
called them the Wild Jimbos, we could
expect some, well, Big Jim -sized excite-
ment. Instead, Jimmy "Ibbo" Ibbotson
(of the Nitty Gritty Dirt Band), Jim
"Salebo" Salestrom (of Dolly Parton's
touring band), and Jim "Rattbo" Ratts

Find out how good we are: experts on call 8AM-midnight (ET) every day 1-800-AKA-HIFI



(from the Denver band Runaway Ex-
press) turn out some moderately involv-
ing music that suggests they should have
called their ersatz band Tame Jim to the
Third Power, or Mild Jim Times Three.
Since Ibbotson wrote fully half the cuts
and sings lead vocals most of the time, a
lot of this album sounds like Dirt Band
outtakes (Nowlin' at the Moon, Sarah in
the Summer, the spiritual and uplifting
Where the Light Comes From), nicely
turned out with chiming fiddle and man-
dolin fills by Sam Bush ("Sambo"), who
doubles as producer. But any record that
reprises Fred Koller and John Prine's
Let's Talk Dirty in Hawaiian can't be all
that somnambulistic, even if the Jims did
lay it back there just a tad. In the end,
this amounts to an off-the-cuff indie-label
effort released by a major record compa-
ny. And to think it could have been jim-
dandy. A.N.

Jazz
JOHNNY GRIFFIN: The Cat. Johnny
Griffin (tenor saxophone); Curtis Fuller
(trombone); Steve Nelson (vibraphone);
Michael Weiss (piano); Dennis Irwin
(bass); Kenny Washington (drums). The
Cat; Wistful; What Do You Do?; Chica-
go's Calling; Woe Is Me; and four others.
ANTILLES ® 422-848 421-2 (61 min), 422-
848 421-4.

Performance: Feline funk
Recording: Too drummy

I used to see and hear a lot of Johnny
Griffin thirty years ago, when we were
both doing our thing for Riverside Rec-
ords. Back then he was someone who
inevitably brought some levity to a re-
cording session, playing with a big tone
and a vigor that belied his diminutive size.
In his new Antilles album, "The Cat," the
big tone remains, and there are moments,
too, when the old vigor emerges, but
today's Johnny Griffin is far more laid-
back. I say that not to criticize, but to
point out that what we have here is an
album by a mature musician who rolls
his vast experience into performances of
considerable substance. The humor is
also still in evidence, as in the crawling
tempo of What Do You Do? and the
snail's pace of Woe Is Me, a haunting
tenor tale that sounds as if it might stop
at any minute but goes on for nine. Not
that the whole album is a dirge: Griffin
and company swing furiously in Hot
Sake, bounce like Basie in The Count,
and maintain a lithe, Pink Panthery gait
in 63rd Street Theme.

The stellar cast for this outing includes
trombonist Curtis Fuller, vibist Steve
Nelson, the very talented but too seldom
heard pianist Michael Weiss, bassist
Dennis Irwin, and drummer Kenny
Washington (who deserves all the work
he gets but here suffers from being too
prominent in the mix). The liner notes
are by Basie alumnus Frank Foster. C.A.

WYNTON MARSALIS: Thick in the
South (Soul Gestures in Southern Blue,
Vol. 1). Wynton Marsalis (trumpet); Joe
Henderson (tenor saxophone); Marcus
Roberts (piano); Bob Hurst (bass); Jeff
Watts, Elvin Jones (drums). Harriet Tub -
man; Elveen; Thick in the South; So This
Is Jazz, Huh?; L.C. on the Cut. COLUM-
BIA OO CK 47977 (56 min), © CT 47977.

WYNTON MARSALIS: Uptown Ruler
(Soul Gestures in Southern Blue, Vol. 2).
Wynton Marsalis (trumpet); Todd Wil-
liams (soprano and tenor saxophones);
Marcus Roberts (piano); Reginald Veal
(bass); Herlin Riley (drums). Psalm 26
(two versions); Uptown Ruler; The Truth
Is Spoken Here; The Burglar; Prayer;
Harmonique; Down Home with Homey.
COLUMBIA O CK 47976 (53 min), © CT
47976.

WYNTON MARSALIS: Levee Low Moan
(Soul Gestures in Southern Blue, Vol. 3).
Wynton Marsalis (trumpet); Wessell An-
derson (alto saxophone); Todd Williams
(soprano and tenor saxophones); Mar-
cus Roberts (piano); Reginald Veal
(bass); Herlin Riley (drums). Levee Low
Moan; Jig's Jig; So This Is Jazz, Huh?; In
the House of Williams; Superb Starling.
COLUMBIA OO CK 47975 (49 min), © CT
47975.

Performances: Have their moments
Recordings: Good

Wynton Marsalis's latest record release
is a somewhat puzzling one, consisting
of three separate albums appearing si-
multaneously. Each has its own title,
personnel, and cover art, but they are
linked under the rubric "Soul Gestures
in Southern Blue" and even designated
as "Vol. 1," "Vol. 2," and "Vol. 3." I
did listen to all three entries in this
"blues cycle" in the designated order (I
doubt many others will do so), but what I
heard was three different Wynton Mar-
salis albums, not a cohesive work.

It all begins with "Thick in the
South," a quintet set that also boasts the
presence of two jazz elders, tenor saxo-
phonist Joe Henderson and, on two
tracks, drummer Elvin Jones. Musical-
ly, this is the most eventful volume in the
trio, thanks mostly to Henderson's well -
seasoned input. The pianist in all three
albums is Marsalis's regular sidekick,
Marcus Roberts, who just keeps sound-
ing better. Marsalis calls the title tune "a
condition, a location, an attitude, a pul-
chritudinous proposition, and an occur-
rence." I call it an easy -flowing instru-
mental.

"Uptown Ruler," the middle set, con-
sists of eight tracks, six of which are
quintet performances with Roberts, sax-
ophonist Todd Williams, bassist Regi-
nald Veal, and drummer Herlin Riley.
The opening and closing selection is an
unimpressive air called Psalm 26, which
is heard in two melancholic minute -and -
a -half snippets: in trio form with Roberts
and Veal and in a dirge -like quintet ver-
sion with Veal switching to trombone,
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Roberts on alto sax, Williams on tenor,
and Riley on bass. What happens in
between is of greater musical conse-
quence, a set of shifting mood pieces in
which the leader's trumpet sounds al-
most feeble at times, but in a strangely
effective way. One track, Harmonique,
is downright soporific, but things come
together in Down Home with Homey,
which bops effortlessly for 12 minutes
and features a wonderful-at times,
slightly Dukish-piano solo by Roberts.

The final volume is "Levee Low
Moan," a sextet date with alto saxo-
phonist Wessell Anderson taking his
place beside Todd Williams. The rhythm
section again consists of Roberts, Veal,
and Riley. There are five selections, all
but one (Williams's In the House of Wil-
liams) written by Marsalis-who, re-
markably, has yet to find a composition-
al style of his own. Here he sounds like
the mellow Miles Davis of thirty years
ago, stretching plaintive notes over a
comping rhythm section, gently blazing
a trail for the rest of the group. Every-
body sparkles in this burnished, laid-
back set, but pay particular attention to
Williams, whose potent tone and well -
constructed solos are an asset to any
session and a godsend to this one.

Summing up, the meal was fine, but a
smaller serving would have made it easi-

er to savor. While I am not wild about
any of these records, I found them emi-
nently listenable and sufficiently laced
with interesting ingredients to merit at-
tention. I still think there are more excit-
ing young trumpet players than Marsa-
lis, such as Roy Hargrove and Terence
Blanchard, but I suppose we ought not
complain as long as major labels contin-
ue to issue jazz of this caliber. If you
wonder which of these albums to buy, I
recommend "Levee Low Moan." C.A.

OSCAR PETERSON TRIO: Live at the
Blue Note. Oscar Peterson (piano); Herb
Ellis (guitar); Ray Brown (bass); Bobby
Durham (drums). Honeysuckle Rose; Let
There Be Love; Peace for South Africa;
Sushi; and three others. TELARC ® CD -
83304 (73 min).

Performance: Weighty
Recording: Good remote

The combination of piano and guitar was
popular supper -club and cocktail -lounge
fare in the Forties and in the decade that
followed. Oscar Peterson and Herb Ellis
enjoyed a five-year association during
which they perpetuated this gentle style,
but the bigger -than -trio sound of Ham-
mond organs eventually dominated. In
the Sixties, organs and saxophones had
people snapping their fingers and perco-

lating on tiny dance floors throughout
the country-slowly, almost impercepti-
bly, the age of electronic jazz was creep-
ing in. While we eventually lost some
good players to electronic pop, stalwarts
like Peterson kept right on swinging the
acoustic way. Ellis, of course, was play-
ing an electric instrument all along, but
we learned to accept a plugged -in guitar
as early as 1939, when Charlie Christian
perked up a lot of ears.

"The Legendary Oscar Peterson Trio
Live at the Blue Note" was recorded in
New York in March 1990, when Peter-
son was reunited with Herb Ellis and his
original bassist, Ray Brown. To call this
a legendary trio is further to abuse a term
long since rendered meaningless, and it
isn't even a trio, though drummer Bobby
Durham is barely mentioned in the notes
and does not appear with the others on
the cover. Nevertheless, it's a fine al-
bum with typical Tatumesque flourishes
by Peterson, solid performances from
Ellis, and some piano -guitar interaction
that is clearly inspired by the Les Paul/
Nat King Cole banter that delighted Jazz
at the Philharmonic audiences more than
forty years ago. Let's call this a quartet
date, and let's hope Telarc remasters it
with smoother transitions between the
tracks-cutting the applause abruptly is
inconsiderate editing. C.A.
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B41.
The South Rises Again 711IF

SOUTHERN rock didn't fade away-it
died in violent convulsions. The
genre's two best bands splintered
under the weight of the untimely
deaths of several key members. A
series of motorcycle, car, and plane

crashes directly or indirectly claimed the
lives of Berry Oakley and Duane Allman
of the Allman Brothers Band and Ronnie
Van Zant, Steve Gaines, and Allen Col-
lins of Lynyrd Skynyrd. Others in the
circle had near brushes with death,
seemingly touched by a tragic, preor-
dained will to self-destruct. Despite re-
union tours and sporadic attempts to
keep the band names alive in the Eight-
ies, the whole notion of Southern rock as
a driving force in popular music had
apparently disappeared for good. There-

The Allman Brothers Band, 1991 version

fore it is heartening to report that both
the Allman Brothers and Lynyrd Skyn-
yrd bands are back in the saddle, making
some of the finest music of their careers.

That judgment isn't tinged by charity
or nostalgia. Both groups are blazing
forward with a determination and sense
of purpose that hark back to the fire each
summoned in its prime. The current ver-
sion of the Allman Brothers, in particu-
lar, is the strongest since the 1971 lineup
that recorded the classic "Live at Fill -
more East." The new "Shades of Two
Worlds" has the same group as last
year's "Seven Turns" except for the
departure of keyboardist Johnny Ned.
His absence has left Gregg Allman the
sole keyboardist for the first time in
almost twenty years, and the responsi-

bility has done him good. His soulful
Hammond B-3 and gruff vocals can be
heard all over the new album, and the
difference his involvement makes is cru-
cial. Whereas "Seven Turns" sounded
like an album by Dickey Betts and band,
with occasional guest vocals from
Gregg, the new one sounds like the All-
man Brothers Band, with the emphasis
on Allman and Band.

Further tightening up in the ranks is
evident -in the subtle, intricate guitar
interplay between Betts and Warren
Haynes, whose slide guitar is a powerful
echo of Duane Allman's original style.
Haynes is now fully assimilated into the
fabric of the Allmans' sound. He and
Betts take off on explosive tangents,
seamlessly trading solos and executing

parallel lines in tandem. If Gregg's signal
contribution is his clearheaded, animat-
ed presence, Betts and Haynes excel as
players and songwriters.

"Shades of Two Worlds" is an album
without a weak song, and several rank
with the best the band has ever done.
Nobody Knows is a powerhouse number
in which Gregg claws at the lyrics with
the gratitude and fear of a man who
knows he's barely made it out alive.
"Got to believe in believing/Got to be-
lieve in the dream/Freedom is never
deceiving," he sings with spine -tingling
conviction, igniting a frenzied guitar
duel between Betts and Haynes. End of
the Line, co -written by Gregg, is another
autobiographical testimonial to survival,
with the bruised intensity in his vocal

again matched by the guitarist's elo-
quent counterpoint.

Betts antes up a long, flowing instru-
mental, Kind of Bird, that jumps to a
spirited theme, giving Gregg space to
comp in a Jimmy Smith -style mode and
letting drummers Butch Trucks and Jai-
moe weave some of their syncopated
magic. The rest of "Shades of Two
Worlds" is a fine batch of blues that
ranges from feisty (Desert Blues, Betts's
ode to a Gulf War soldier) to harrowing
(Gregg's Get On with Your Life). If
you've ever liked this band, "Shades of
Two Worlds" will blow you away.

Lynyrd Skynyrd's prosaically titled
studio reunion, "Lynyrd Skynyrd
1991," finds five veteran members
joined by two recent arrivals and singer
Johnny Van Zant, who ably fills his late
brother Ronnie's shoes. From the open-
ing salvo, an ode to tomcattin' called
Smokestack Lightning (not the Nowlin'
Wolf standard), they get right down to
the business of raising a righteous ruck-
us. The three guitarists come together in
a dense, knotty mix that smokes like
tires braking on hot, dry pavement.
Johnny isn't quite the visionary conun-
drum his brother was, but his voice
packs a gritty wallop, and the band's full -
bore roadhouse rock, dusted with ele-
ments of country and gospel, is as meaty
as this stuff gets. For a shot of Southern
rock at its taut and sinuous best, check
out Keeping the Faith and Good Thing.
For bucolic and sentimental changes of
pace, cue up Pure & Simple and Mama
(Afraid to Say Goodbye), respectively.
And realize that although this band has
been down, you'd better never count
'em out. Parke Puterbaugh

THE ALLMAN BROTHERS BAND:
Shades of Two Worlds. Gregg Allman
(organ, piano, vocals); Dickey Betts
(guitars, vocals); Jaimoe, Butch Trucks
(drums, percussion, vocals); Warren
Haynes (guitars, vocals); Allen Woody
(bass). End of the Line; Bad Rain; No-
body Knows; Desert Blues; Get On with
Your Life; Midnight Man; Kind of Bird;
Come On in My Kitchen. EPIC ® EK
47877 (53 min), © ET 47877.

LYNYRD SKYNYRD: Lynyrd Skynyrd
1991. Johnny Van Zant (vocals); Gary
Rossington, Ed King, Randall Hall (gui-
tar); Leon Wilkeson (bass); Billy Powell
(keyboards); Animus Pyle (drums, per-
cussion); Custer (drums). Smokestack
Lightning; Keeping the Faith; Southern
Women; Pure & Simple; I've Seen
Enough; Backstreet Crawler; Good
Thing; Money Man; It's a Killer; Mama
(Afraid to Say Goodbye); End of the
Road. ATLANTIC ® 82258-2 (51 min), ©
82258-4.
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ORDER
TOLL
FREE

GREAT AIR BATTLES

GREAT AIR BATTLE , Includes four volumes;
 The Jet Wars
 The Fighter Aces
 Chopper Fury
 and Warbirds of World War II.

$59.95 VP008

COSMOS, This award -winning series includes
13 volumes of thought -provoking issues that are vital
to the survival of our species on earth. From the stars
and planets to the nuclear arms race, it's a treasure
for every household. VP004

$239.95

Gory

OM/ gilt Pack.,
The academy award -
winning film Glory
and a special
documentary on
the 54th regiment,
narrated by
Morgan Freeman.
VP002

$44.95

CIVIL WAR SET

CIVIL. WAR SET , Includes
3 volumes of the 125th anniversary
battle re-enactment.
 The Antietam,

(the bloodiest day in American History).VI027
 Chickamauga, (river of death(. VI028
 and New Market (field of honor(. VI029

$27.95 ea. or set for $59.95
VP003

1-800-533-9775
Ext. #/lA6/

Jacques Cousteau

Jacques Cousteau. Includes
the Amazon, Tahiti, New Guinea, Antarctica,
Australia and Pioneer of the Sea.
6 films in the collection I VP005

$145.95

Jack Nicklaus

Jack Nicklaus Golf My Way Vol. 1
(Hitting the Shots) Two hours of ball -striking
instruction Covers the full
swing of fundamentals, the short game and other
important factors. VI008

Jack Nicklaus Golf My way Vol. 2
(Playing the Game) Get lower scores through
better game management. Includes a lot of special
shot making techniques. Learn and improve From
the master. '/1009

$119.95 ea. or set for $229.95
VP007

&deed& Includes 2 videos from
the all-time great ball players from the i 950's.

i 952 & 1953 World Series Highlights. VI025
 1954 World Series Highlights. VI026

$29.95 ea. or set for $42.95 VP002

To order call our TOLL FREE LINES.
We accept Visa. MC, AE or send a check or money order
for price, item no. plus $3 95 ea. or $7.95 per se:.
New Jersey residents add 7% sales tax.
To: American Promotions Inc.

PO Box 700. Emerson. NJ 07630

Dept. #42-11A61 A6
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Receivers

Sherwood RA -1140 Stereo Receiver
with Surround Sound

 25 -watts per channel  Matrix surround
sound  Video sound input  Digital readout
 Quartz locked AM FM tuner with 24 -presets
 LED power indicators  Headphone tack

ou,L47. $9995

Sherwood RA -1142
50 veatts/channel surround sound . 51119"

Sherwood RA -1145R
 50 watts/channel. remote '149"
Technics SA -05100
dO ways/channel, remote 959"
Technics SA-GX303
85 watts/channel. Dolby Surround . . 1289"
Technics SA-GX505
010 walls/channel, Dolby Pro Logic . $369,,
Technics SA-GX710
 125 watts/ch. Dolby Pro Logic . . 5559"

(SHE RA1140)

Cassette Decks

Teac V-370
Cassette Deck

 Direct function mechanism  Dolby B noise
reduction  2 -color peak LED level meter
 3 -digit tape counter  Full auto stop

0.,
$74"

Teoc R-455CH5
Auto Reverse Dolby B/C/11X Pro . $11981

Teoc V.510
Dolby B/C /14X Pro full.logic $119
Teac AD1
CD/Cassette Dolby ITI6-track memory . 969"

Technics 55-85465
Auto Reverse Dolby 11/C/14X Pro . . . $189"
JVC TDR-441
Auto Reverse Dolby 1/C/EIXAro . . 999"
JVC TDV541
37ead. Dolby B/C/HX Pro. 3 motor . . '299"

(TEA V370)

Teac AG -1000 Remote
Stereo Receiver

 100 -watts X 2  matrix Surround sound
 Quartz PLI synthesizer tuning with I6 -presets
 Untried remote  CD VCR & Tape DAT switch
 A B speaker selector

1'$22995PIIC (TEA AGI000)
Teac AG -500
.50 watts/channel, matrix surround . 969"
Teat AGV-1200
I00 walls/channel, surround, remote . '299"
JVC 55.705
100 watts/ch. Dolby Pro Logic Surround CALL

JVC 55-805
 100 ways/channel,Dolby Pro Logic . CALL
Technics SA -05910
125 ways/channel. Dolby Pro Logic . . 699"
JVC RX-905
I20 walls/ch. Dolby Pro Logic Surround CALL

Double Cassette Decks

0 0

Teac W -580R
Double Cassette Deck

 4 -motors  Double auto -reverse  Parallel &
series recording  Dolby B & C  Twin Dolby HX-
pro  Me inputs  Bias fine tuning  Intro check
 Blank scan

O.,

PIC O° $2499$ (TEA W580R)

Teac W -450R
Autoreserse Dolby B/C/HX.Pro . . 949"
Technics 55-15212
Deck II Auto/Rev. Dolby B/C . 959"
Technics 55-15313
-Dual rev. Dolby 11/C/11Xilbo . . 5199"
JVC TDW-505
AutoRev. pitch, Dolby B/C/HX-Pro . . 1229"
Technics 55-T5515
Dualieverse Dolby B/C/HX.Pra . . . '249"
JVC TDW-805
Dual Reverse/record Dolby 11/C/NX.Pro 1299"

Audio Systems

Yamaha YST-C11
Compact Remote System

24-wa,?s ch amp  CD -player w 20 -track
programming  Auto -reverse dual cassette deck
w/Dorby B  4 -bond EQ  Digital AM FM tuner
w/10 -presets  Active Servo ProcessEhg speakers

'7. $699"
Samsung SCM-6100
Compact w/CD/duol cassette/turntable $1999s

Panasonic SC -T320
System w/dual Cassette. turntable remote1249"

Panasonic SC-TS220
Compact dual caw CD, turntable . . 129991
JVC U5-1
MIcro System dual cassette CD . . . 5499"

(YAM YSTC11)

Denon G-05
-Midi System w/dual cassette & CD . . CALL
Panasonic SC-CHIO
Mini System, dual cassette, CD . . . CALL

Equalizers

Teac EGA -22
Stereo 10 -Band Equalizer

 Multi -color spectrum display  12 db
boost cut  Two tape irqouts with dubbing  Full
monitor Capability  Switchoble EQ defeat
 Preipost EQ swatch  Block

Our
Lowe

$9995Pric (TEA EQA22)

Teac EQA-6
-Graphic. 10 Sands/channel . . . . $159"
Audio Source EQ-8/11
Graphic 10 bands/channel

$9995

Audio Source EQ-11
-Graphic 10-bands/channel . . . $1399,

Technics SH-GE70
7 bonds/channel. 12 memory presets . '149"
Audio Source EQ-10
Graphic EQ/Analyzer, pink -noise . . 0349"
DOD 5-231
31 bands/channel. 19" rack mount . . 1349"

Turntables Disco Equipment Phono Cartridges

Technics SL-BD2O Belt -Drive
Semi -Automatic Turntable

 PG Servo motor for accurate platter rotation
 Double gimbal pivot straight line tone arm
 Ant -resonant cabinet  Accepts P -mount
cartridges

O.,Low $12095
P11C WWI (TEC 51.11020)

Gemini
Sampling

. rock
 7 -band
 Removable
 Talkover

ovr

Pace

Shure V-15 Type V -MR Deluxe
Micro Ridge Phono Cartridge

 Micro ridge stylus tip  Excellent trackability
 Dynamic stabilizer  Side -guard stylus
protection  Duo -point alignment gouge  Top
rated design

:° 7. $139" (SHU VISVMR,

PDM-5008 Digital
Mixer/Equalizer

mount  8 -second digital sampling
EQ  3 phono, 4 line. 2 mic inputs

& assignable fader  Cueing
 LID meters  Master gain

$299(GMI PDMS008)"
Gemini XL -111310 Gemini HPM-I00 Grodo PETE +1
Semi Auto, bell, pitch

$8995 Headphone/Microphone mono earpiece $39" Unlversol Mount. elliptical $179$

Technics SL-DD22 Gemini Ph45.10 Stanton 500AL
Direct Drive semi -auto $1199$ -Si Mixer 2 phono /2 line

09995 Pro Disco Cartridge spherical stylus
$1995

Technics SL-QD33K
-Fully Auto. quartz. direct 1149"

Gemini MB -415
3Woy Speakers. 15' woofer . tech 979"

Stanton 500ALMP
01 Standard Mount 2 -pock 1299s

Gemini XL -1305011 Audio Technica SM-505 Audio Technic° AT-331LP
Disco Manual, direct drive 1229" Mixer 2-phono pitch transposer . 122495 Universal mount Cartridge

$3995

Gemini XL -1800Q Gemini PM5.350 Stanton 680EL
Pro Turntable manual, pitch . 1299°5 Disco Mixer. EQ 3-phono inputs . . . $249" Disco Cartridge, w/extro stylus -$5495
Technics SL -120011 Gemini PVX-125 Stanton 680-ELPAP
Pro Manual. quartz, direct CALL Power Amp. 125 watts/channel 1299°5 Standard mount, Di, 2 -pack

06995

Dia Meld
Compact Disc Specials

GRP
The Digital

Master Company
RIPPINGTONS

FEATURING RUSS FREEMAN
CURVES CHEAP

ES

yiti
GRP 9651

GRP 965

YOUR CHOICE

1199
99

GRP 9645

LEE RITENOUR
COLLECTION

Also Available
KEVIN EUBANKS:

Promise Of Tommorow(GRP 9604)
TOM SCHUMAN:

Extremities (GRP 9625)
SPYRO GYRA.

Collection (GRP 9642)
THE CRUSADERS -

Healing The Wounds (GRP 9638)
ACOUSTIC ALCHEMY.

Back On The Case. (GRP 9648)
CHICK COREA
ELEKTRIC BAND:

Beneath The Mask (GRP 9649)
A GRP CHRISTMAS
COLLECTION VOLII (GRP 9650)

IR

8111111110111111

ORDER TOLL -FREE
2

800 81804 HURS A DAutside U.S.A
7 DAYOS A 1NEEKY 1-718-O 417-3737

Call:

JAR Music Wend, Dept. SR1191, 59-50 QueensPAIdtown Expressway, Mospeth, Queens, NY 11378
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Compact Disc Specials

Mobile Fidelity

MOB 537

ria,stis
www- ererilrolece less

Also Available For $24.99 Per CD Set
BLIND FAITH:

Blind Faith (MOB 507)
STING:

Nothing Like The Sun . (MOB 546)
STEELY DAN:

Aja (MOB 515)
STEELY DAN:

Gaucho (MOB 545)
ELTON JOHN:

Madman Across
The Water (MOB 516)

PINK FLOYD:
Dark Side
Of The Moon (MOB 517)

FRANK SINATRA:
Songs For Swingin'
Lovers (MOB 538)

HARRY NILSSON.
Nilsson Schmillson (MOB 541)

BRYAN ADAMS.
Reckless (MOB 548)

Compact Disc Players

4
emerigtvive ;:zz

Technics SlPG300
Remote Compact Disc Player

 MASH 1 -bit aggtal.to-analog convert.,  (Nandi
servo system  Peak eve search  30 -key remote
 20 -hock progrorrnwg  Edit dude  Headphone
output with volume contrOl

O..

$14995ric (TEC SLPG300)

Sherwood CD -1000C
4 X sampling 16track programming . . $99"
Sharp DXR250
2 times ovenompling remote . . . $119
Technics SL -P0100
MASH D/A convener 20.track pro . . 929"
JVC XU -441
I bit 8 s OPerlOmpling remote . . . '199°'
Technics SLPS700
MASH 1 PM 32 s oversompling . . 179"
Technics SLPS900
MASH 64 X ovenampling '399"

Mini Speakers

Memorex WM 200 WeatherMate
Indoor/Outdoor Speaker System

 Weatherized bookshelf system  Polymer
coated 4 woofer  Dome tweeter  50.watt
Power handling  8 okm Impedance
 Includes mounting brocIcetS

59 995 Pair
Pric (MEM WM200)

JIt Performer
2 way mini shielded Po. CALL
Pinnacle P942+
2 way Mini 4" woofer dIoduct port . Pair 919°'
Bose 101
SAini indoor/Outdoor .0.959"
Recoton W-100
Cordleu Speakers powered . . . Pair $169"
AR 450
Powerea studio partners . . . . Pak 999"
Bose RM2
Roomate 2 with Dunn amp . . Pow $299"

Audio Accessories

Target An TM 8 Swivel Speaker
Wall Bracket

 Tilts 18 -degrees up or down  Swivels len or
right  Holds 22Ibs without movement & up to
SOlbs safely

(`)` $2995 PairPric (TGT BTI)

Sumlko Tweek
*Contact Enhancer. for A/V/Cornputers $14"
Wood Technology W-610
Ebony Speaker Stands. 29 high pair . 54995

Niles SPS1
Speaker switcner for 4 pan. . . . 69"
Sanus Systems SF -20
sosoisi stand steel 20" toll . . Porr 909°'
Russound SDB4
4 spiv 'Wither /volume control . . $169"
Niles SVC4
spenier Selector rr/voli..rne. tor 4 pr '26906

CD Changers/Combcs

Teac AD -3
CD/Cassette Combo

 CD features 16.brt 4 X oversompling  Dual
D A conceder  3 -way repeat  Casette
features auto -reverse record play  Dr .10. B
 Dolby HX.Pro  Wireless remote

 $79995
Plic

Technics SLPC505
CD Changer. &disc rotary. MASH . . . I179"
Technics SLPC705
CD Changer &disc rotary, remote . . $199"
Technics SI:Pt/607
CD Changer 5 -disc MASH D/A . . . $209"
Technics Sl-PD$07
CD Changer Sclisc 32 x tornpring . . $249"
JVC XL -14505
CD Changer 6 disc nog I. remote . 179"
JVC XLM705
6 I clanger, E X ovenornplIng . . . CALL

(TEA AD3)

budseakers

Pinnacle PN-8 +
Two -Way Speaker System

 8 black polypropylene woofer  Liquid
cooled dome tweeter  Dual dioduc ports for
supenor bass  10-125 W0115 power handling
 Oax accented cabinet

t $29995 PairPric IN PN8+ /OAK)
Advent Baby II
Booksherf System 2 -way Par $11905

Corwin Vega SW -121
Subwooter. 12' cooler ioxh 1199"
Ceneln Vega AT10
3cy. 10- eooter ftr, '349"
Advent 'MOGI?!
lower Speakers. dual 8" woofers . P.,. CALL
Jill LSOT3
3 Way 10" woofer titanium tweeter Fa, '599"

Bose A1A5-11
Acoustimass 3 -pc speaker system . . 749°'

Universal Remotes

Memorex CP8Turbo
Universal Remote Control

 Replaces up to 8 separate audio & video
remotes  Easy to prop am  1.CD-display with
real-hme clock  Stores up to 15.5 command
codes

Ourso $12995
Pro. (MEM C P8 TURBO)

JVC RE9A5
qratflod Remote lor IV/VCR '29
Memorex AV4
rereprOgrararaed Remote for 4 unit' . $39"
Memorex CP4
 ondles 4 A/V Items

One For Al 4
PreprOgrarnmea for 4 units

Gemstar VCR+
VCR instant programmer. 1.step . . . . $59"
One For A4 6
Preprograrerned ren1010 tor 6 unite . . $64"

$3995

$3995

PLEASE TURN
THE PAGE FORMORE Auciro ANDVIDEO ITEMS ALLAT DISCOUNT

PRICES!

Antennas

Teri( ram Model A13000
Amplified AM/FM Stereo Antenna

 Unmatched AM and FM reception  20
times more powerful than pas tie wire dipoles
 Ophmum AM & FM performance  High tech
design

?is.. $3495
Pric (TEE AF3000)

Parsec Stealth
FM Electronic Antenna

Terk 9300

$1995

Amplitled FM Antenna to 25411 Join . . $29"
Parsec ARC
AM /FM Electronic frequency select . $49"
Recoton TV600
VHF/UHF/FM Power Wave Antenna . . $69"
Tel AF -9925
Pi AM/FM Amplified Antenna 42 db gain $89"

Audio Prism 7500
Pouive FM 7'/2" holt wave antpnno . . 979°'

SOF
PER

Audio/Video Add-Ons

FREE MONSTER CABLE 1AFIT REMORSE
BOOSTER ($25 VALUE) 'MTH PURCHOASE

OF PERSONA ONE SPEAKERS

Monster Cable Persona One
Powered Speakers

 Excellent definition Wearily & sax/n(15,00e from
a compoct enclosure Ambience Recovery
System for increased dirnensoncl characteristics
 Ideal tor AN appbccraorts  Mognelicaly shook:led

PairPar$22995(MC PSI)
5995

$995

TDK NF -009
Digital Noise Absorber $12"

Finyl CD Clean
Compact Disc Restoration Kit 514"
Recoton CD20
CD Car Stereo Adapter

Audio Source LLC-2
CD laser Lens Clearer . '24°'

Dlsewasher CD
CD Rodiai Cleaner with fluid

DilltWOSTIOf Wet
Non abrasive wet VHS head :leaner .

$1995

Blank Audio Tape

TDK DA -R120
Digital Audio Tape

 Composed of super -Ice metal particles to
ensure Me finest dgit31 recordings  Extra
smooth surface for supenor running stability

pou: $.29p0 5 -Pack
Pric V (TOP DARI2O)

TDK D-90
Normal bias low noise cc siert° &Imo -rock $94°

Mosel XL11-110
nligh bias eo minute canette . . 10 -Pack 514"

Sony SR -90
Metal Particle COuetle rape . 10 -Pock $14°0

Sony SR -100
Metal Audio Cauenes . . . . 10 -Pork $16$0

TDK MA -110
Melal Audio Tapes pop.. k $19w

MaxeS XLI1S-90
Extended range high bias . . 10 -Pack 52390

. 

TO ORDER SY MAIL:
SEND MONEY ORDER, CERTIFIED OR CASHIER'S CHECK, MASTERCARD, VISA, AMERICAN EXPRESS or DISCOVER CARD (Include interbank No,
expiration date snature.) TO- .J&R MUSIC WORLD, DEPT. 5R1191, 80-59 OUIENS-NIDTOWN EXPRESSWAr NASPETH, QUEENS, NY II371.
Personal and bueineu chocks must clear our Authorization Confer before procisuIng Shipping, Handling & Insurance Charge Is 5%
of Total Order vrtth a S4.95 minimum (Canadian Orders Add 15% Shipping, with rr $9.95 minimum charge.) For shipments by alr, please
double those charges. $26 MINIMUM ORDER. DO NOT RIND CASH. SORRY, 140 C.O.D.'s. NEW YORK RESIDENTS PLEASE ADD SALES TAX.

ORDERS SULJECT TO VERIFICATION AND ACCEPTANCE.
ALL MERCHANDISE SHIPPED BRAND NEW, FACTORY FRESH, AND 100% GUARANTEID. Copyright 1991 AYR Music World
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Video Recorders

Samsung VR-8501
VHS Hi-Fi Video Recorder

 MIS SAP stereo decoder  4 -video 2 -audio
head system  On -screen programming
 Vanabte slow-motion  18I-ch tuner  38 key
43 -function remote

AUDIO TAPES/AUDIO ACCE ORIES/VIDEO RECORDERS/COLOR
0 TAPES/VIDEO ACCESSORIES/PERSONAL COMPUTERS BUSINESS

AR STEREO RADAR DETECTORS/CAR SECU
RTABLES CLOCK RADIOS PORTABLE CO

F77 $29995
Samsung VP -2300

(SAM VR8501)

rrrelS Video Player only remote . . . 9699'
Shinton VCR -550
VIIS Video recorder, remote . . . . $179"
JVC HR-DX20
VHS, on screen, digital tracking 5269"
Sony SL44F360
Pieto VCR HHFI. hIghres CALL
Panasont PV -4164
VHS HiP khead 1479"
JVC HRD-970
-VHS HIFI. 4treod, log/shuttle CALL

Camcorders

JVC GR-S707U Compact
Super VHS -C Camcorder

 Hi-Fi VHS stereo  Super DA -4 head system
 Flying erase head  Fl 2 hvospeed 81 power
zoom w macro  Crystal-clear still & slow
motion  Time-lapse animation & self -timer

0.,
Pric $109995 (NC GR5707)

Sony CCD.TR6
8rnm Mini zoom 4 lux CALL

. . CALL

. . CALL

Sony CC-DF301
8rnm. E Is zoom. mono. 2 -Lux .

Panasonic PV -19
VHS -C. 81. digital tracking, 4 -lux

JVC GR-AX7
VHS -C blue. digital superimpose, . . CALL

. . .1799"

ZOOM CALL

Panasonic PV -704
VHS. 81, 2.1ux, digital tracking .

Sony CCD-F401
flmrn earridYCOM. 2 -Sue. E 1 power

Cameras/Optics

Fuji Discovery Mini
Dual Mini Camera

 Dual locus  Ultra compact size  28mm 45mm
dual errs  45cm macro mode  Easy drop in
loading  Active auto locus with auto locus !MK
 Quartz data back  3 mode nosh

Price $14 9 95 (FUJ MINIDUALQD)

Bushnell 13-7710
Speclator Binocular. 10 x 50 174"
Minolta 8559-217
Compact Binocular. 10 x 23

s os

Minolta Freedom AF35
35rnm Auto focus Camera 189"
Nikon Zoom Touch 500
 3Smrn Zoom lens Camera 5229"
Olympus Zoom 230 KM
Auto locus Zoom Camera 5249"
Canon Photura
Fufuristic Camera 5299"

Laser Player/Video Recorders

_

Panasonic LX -1000
Multi Laser Disc Player

 log Shuttle on Player & remote  Digital special effects
 Auto -reverse ploys both sides or dec  All disc
capobety  MASH DA conversion  SVcieo terminal
 On -screen display

CALL (PAN LXI000)
Samsung VR-3700
VHS Video Recorder. On -screen. remote 1199"

Panasonic PV -2101
VHS VCR onscreen. digital tracking . 1229"
Panasonic PV -4110
-VHS 4 head digital tracking . . . . $289"
Panasonic PV -4160
HrFi Stereo VHS Recorder. 4 head . . $359"
Toshiba M-651
HlFi Stereo VHS Recorder, Ahead . . $399"
JVC HR -56700
SVHS Fi Recorder !head CALL

Video Add-Ons

Vidicraft
A/V Remote Transmitter

 Converts A V & Ch -3 cable to signal to UHF
 Transmits up to 120 -feet and converts it back
to A V or Ch -3  View cable at one location
& send your video to another

°": $A995
Price ,' (V1D VIDIVIEW)

Sunpak Readyllte 20
Compact Video Camcorder 1,91,1 . S49"
Recoton V-900
Wireless Video Sender

Recoton V627
-Video RF twitcher, 1248 gain

Arden WMSPro
-Wireless Mic for Camcorders

JVC CG -V60
-Chaioclergittii Generator

Videonlcs DIreciED+
Personai Movie Maker

7995

57995

. $149"

1179"

$43995

Blank Video Tapes

1.1\-N1
0120

11111\ tril

Maxon P12OEX-M
8MM Video Cassettes

 Fine ceramic armour metal particles
combined with low -friction back coating
deliver solid images & clear Hi -Fr sound
 Special binder for superior durability

2'' $1790 10 -Pack
Priepr (MAX PI20EXM)

Mosel 1,120f X
VHS Video tape standard . s0 Pent $2890

Sony L-750ES
gala tope standard grade . . 10 -Peck $29°°

Maxell T-12014GX Gold
VHS high-grade tape . . . . 10 -Peck 53390

TDK 1,120EHG
VHS tape ertrohigh grade . . so -Puck 533o0
Scotch 1,160EG+
High Grade VHS tape . . . . ro-runt $391°
TDK T-120HDX
PrO Mastering VHS tepee . . pox I. 1599°

TV/Monitors

Panasonic PV -M2021
VHS Recorder/20" Color TV

 Parra quartz tuning  Quick play  On -screen
Programming  30/6090 minute sleep timer

audio tracking  1-month:4-event
programming  Wireless remote

Our

1° $49995 (PAN PVM2021)

Sony KV-13TR24
13" TrInKron Monitor/Receiver . . . . CALL
Toshiba CF -1926
19" Color TV, on -screen, remote . . 5269"
HAD MRI3
I3" Stereo Monitor. 440 line res. remote $39985

Samsung VM-3105
VhS Recorder/13" Color IV Combo . . 1399"
Sony KV-20EXR20
20- Stereo Monitor, surround sound . . CALL
JVC AV -2781S
27" Color Monitor S -Video In, remote . CALL

Atlantic Technology Pattern 200
Instant Home Theater

 Add to a IV & a stereo VCR Or I.V disc player &
enjoy great home theater sound  Complete
system [onions 5-sattelite speakers s.ubwooler
amps. Dolby Pro -Logic decoder cables & remote

CALL (ATC PATTERN200)

Technics SIBS25
Mini Speakers 2 way

Memorex DS -10
Surround Sound Amp. Dolby Surround . 59995
Panasonic SY-DSI
Digital Surround Sound Processor . . . $99"
Audio Source SS -One II
Surround Sound Amp. Dolby . . 929"

AudioSource SS -Two
Dolby Surround Processor w/amp . . . 979"
AudloSource SS -Three
Dolby PIO Logic Surround Processor . 5299"

Electronic Keyboards

kn..

Casio RAP -1 "RAPMAN"
Rap Keyboard

 32 micl-sized keys  tempo control  Microphone
 Voice effector function  25 preset tones  30
auto -rhythms  3 effects pads  Built-in scratch disk
 Built-in speaker  Requires 5 X AA batteres

Our

47. $8995 (CAS RAPT)

Yamaha PSS-50
32 keys 100 FM voices

Casio CA -I00
-Tone sank Keyboard, 49 -keys . . . . 199"
Casio CT -656
Fun size. Al keys MIDI-compatible . . . 1189"
Yamaha PSS-795
-Al keys sequencer. drum pads . . . $259"
Yamaha PSR-300
-49 keys 100 FM voices. auto ad-lib . 5299"
Kong C800
Electronic Dlgnal Piano. w/stereo speake,CALL

$3995

T116 Matt& 9b
VHS VIDEO MOVIE SPECIALS

NEWEST RELEASES
ON VHS

$1P

Also Available At $16.95 Each:
Bad Influence
Die Hard 2 (Die Harder)
Ghost
Gremlins 2
 Hunt For Red October
Flatliners
 Cinema Paradiso (Subtitled)
 My Beautiful Laundrette
 My Blue Heaven
 Presumed Innocent
 Quick Change
Memphis Belle
SeK Lies & Video Tape
 Witches
 Man From Uncle ,
(Vol. 1-B)...$16.95 ea.

IMP
00S

Per Tape
Two Episodes

MAN FROM

Newest Music Releases

$M95,

k.d.laiig

Also New On VHS
K.D. Lang Harvest . ...$16.95
 Woodstock:

The Lost Performances $16.95
Fishbone: Past To Present $12.95
Prince: Gett OH $12.95
Guitart: (Various Artists) $16.95
Rap's Most Wanted (V/A) $16.95
The Doors: Soft Parade $16.95
Luther VandfOSS, Greatest Hits 51695

SIRE

ORDER TOLL -FREE
24 HOURS A DAY" .800- 2 21-81 /*Outside U.S.A Call:
7 DAYS A WEEK 1-718-417-3737

J&R Music World, Dept. SR1191, 59.50 Queens -Midtown Expressway, Maspeth, Queens, NY 11378 ,r1174171 IJ



UTERS PRINTERS MONITORS/COMPUTER SOFTWARE/FLOPPY DISKS/COMPUTER SOF
CHINES/TELEPHONE BUSINESS SYSTEMS/HOME SECURITY/PER
LCULATORS PEWRITERS RECORDS COMPACT DISCS PRE -R

um*dab!
Laser Disc Specials

NEWEST RELEASES
ON LASER DISC:

$3695
LASER DISC

Home Alone $26.95
Awakenings . $36.95
Hamlet (1990 LTX) $29.95
it's A Mad, Mad. Mad,

Mad World (LTX) $46.95
King Ralph $26.95
Goodfellas (LTX) $26.95
The Rookie $26.95
Predator (L -X) $36.95
The Untouchables (LTX) $3695
Lion Heart $32.95
Reversa Of Fortune $26.95
True Colors $32.95
Misery $32.95
War Of The Roses

(Special Collectors Ed) . . . $64.95

MUSIC ON LASER

$2695LASER DISC

10,000 Maniacs:
Time Capsual $22.95

ABBA (1979;. $29.95
Penguin Cafe Orchestra -

Still Life $29.99
Andres Segovia:

Song Of The Guitar $29.95
Pink Floyd: The Wall (LTX) $22.95
K.D. Lang: Harvest Of 7 Years $24.95

Sony Walkman

Sony WP&FX50 AM/FM/Cassette
Super Walkman

 Auto -reverse with direction & mode selectors
 Anti.rolling mechanism  Mega Bass with 2
" expansion circuit  Dolby B  Includes
rechargeable battery, charger & heodphones

$129"
Sony WM-F2015
AM /FM/Cassette vraikman

Sony WM-EX30
Cassette Walkman. auto ravens

Sony WIA-FX30
AM/FM /Auto -Reverse Cassette Walkman '49"

Sony WIA-EX33
AM/FM/Cauelle Walkman. 00o -reverse $59"

Sony WM-FX40
 AM/FM /Cassette Walkman, digital tuner 579"
Sony WM-FX43
AM/FM Auto -Rev Cassette Walkman . $89"

(SON WMFX50)

53495

$3995

Portable CD Players

Sony D-33 Discman Portable
Compact Disc Player

 8 X oversampling  Mego Boss  20.track
programming  Shuttle ploy  3 -repeat modes
 For home car & portable use  Includes
stereo headphones  Requires 4 X AA batteries

a:- $14995 (SON D33)

Panasonic SIMPlA
.24 step programming w/heodphones . 944"
JVC XL -P50
'Rechargeable w8h headphones . . . 979°'
Panasonic SL-NP500

oversompiing w/heoaphones . . 979"
Sony D-202
20 track programming, rechargeable . $199"
Denon DCP-50
,4 X oversompling, remote . $219"
Denon DCP-l50
 16 bit remote control

$34995

Computers & Accessories

Fl
flagera,

Premier 1510 386SX 42MB VGA System
With Lotus Worts

 IDE 42MB 28rns hard drive IMB 'zero" wait
state RAM  5 slots  800 X 500 Super VGA
card  2 serial & 1 parallel port  3.5" & 5 25 -
doves  DOS 4 01  Morutor optional

Our

Pace $89995Price V 7 (PRE I510.3865X)

Panasonic KX-P1123
Printef 240 C/PS draft/63 Nl0 . . . 5209"
Prom* PMI4V1-.31
 14 VGA Color Mondry, 31mm dot pitch '289°'

Panasonic 1381 -VGA
 14 Super VGA Monitor 28 dot pitch . '329°'
Panasonic KXP-4420
Loser Printer 6 page/minute . . . 5799"
Toshiba T1200-XE/40
286 40111 Notebook '1799"
Librex 386SX-60
414 38650 Notebook, 19ms HD . . 12499"

Personal Portables

JVC CXF-100 AM/TM Cassette
Personal Stereo

u tuft, onto reverse mecticnsm  Hyper Ross
sound system  3 -bond graphic equalizer
 Dolby B noise reduction  Anti rolling
mechanism  Includes heodohones & ben clip

ciot $7995
PrIc

Sony BRE-29
AM /FM Stereo Walkman Radic

Panasonic RF-H2A
 FM Ste.eo Headphone Radio -

Sony Mt -FM3011
AM/F14 Walkman. 10 -presets

Panasonic Re -V180
AM/FM /Cassette digital tunes . . -

Panasonic RQ-A70
Recorcing Personal AM /FM /Cauelle .

Sony TCS-430
Portabre Stereo Cassette Recorder

(NC CXF100)

'17"

51905

53405

56405

$7905

. 59905

Headphones/Speakers

Sony MDR -M44
Digital -Ready Headphones

 Sony s Acoustic Turbo Circuit for powerful
base and bright highs  30rnm drivers  Gold
Plated stereo Unimotch plug  Frequency
resporse I5-25kHz

ourir $1995
Pric (SON MD0444)

Sony MDR -114
Heodphones, turbo circa . . . $39"
Koss Pro 4/AAA+
Closec Ear Headphones. digital -ready - '39"
Sennheiser HD450
Reaapirtones open air dual pugs . . . '64"
Sony SRS-D3K
Speokon 3 -piece system active . . . 919°'
Sony SRS -I50
Arnoied weaken. shielded . . Wok '139°'

Beyer DT -990 Pro
nightweight Monitoring Headphones . 199"

AT&T 5500
Cordless Telephone

 Corded sound quality  Indoor outcoor use
 Extended tits batteries  Speakerphone
 Dual keypad  94 memory  10 crsonnels
 Digit al secunry system  lighted dial

Our

:°%,$159"
AT&T 530
12 memory phone

PhoneMate 7210
Digita Answering Machine remote . . '59"
Southwestern loll 1750
 10 chonno, cordless dual keypad - 919"
Southwestern loll 675
.Cordless phone/answering machine - $119"
AT&T 1527
Ans Machine speakerphone time/day 9159"
AT&T 5600
coraiess Answering Machine. IDchanneis5229"

(ATT 5500)

sssos

Portable Stereo

Panasonic RX-0S20
AM/FM/Cassette/CD Portable Stereo
 bonal tuner with 12.FM 12 -AM presets  Auto
reverse  CD player with 36 -track
programming  Includes AC -cord  Requires
10X0& 4 X AA batteries

Our
Low $/9995Frec (MN RXDS20)

Panasonic RX-FT510

Sony CFS-1010

. . . . 56995AM/FIA/Dual Casson* Stereo

'74
Sony CFS-W450

"Amin .ircouee .

AIA/FM /Dual Cassette. 3 -pc Stereo

Panasonic RX-CT980
AM/FM/Dual Cassette 3pc Stereo . 5199"
JVC PCX-200J
AM/FM/CD/Cassene 3pc stereo . . '279"
Sony CFD-755
AM/FM/CD/Dual Cassette 3pc Stereo '299°'

59905

Car Stereo/Radar Detector

- - - - -
" few,__An_ rem.

- -w-f-x,-rsx,1"
0 0 .7, 7 Pi 1011'1.3

Pioneer KE-1700-3R Digital
AM/FM Cassette Car Stereo

 Supertuner with 24 leattisr 'ouch presets
 Auto -reverse  8 5 -watts oh  Flex fader
 RCA preouts  Bass & treble  Amber
illumination  LCD display

Low. $5995
shfc (F10 (E17000R)

Clarion 583252
-Speakers 3 5 co as no

5r,

Pioneer TSA-1640
 Speakers 6S" 2 -way door mount . noir 549"
Whistler Spectrum 2
-Pods, Detector pulse 0/B 58905

Sherwood XR-2304
.A1A/FM/Casselle Stored autcHeverse . $129"
Sherwood SCP-1002P
110wer Ampulla,. 120 watts x 2 . . . 979°'
Sony CDX-Al5RF
CD Changer for Car remote . CALL

Home Office

Murata M750
Compact Facsimile Machine

 16-shodes of orgy  TAD port  Auto voice fo"
swatch  Frne & normal transmission  Voice
prompt  LCD display  20 number auto -dial
 Copier mode

0.,
L4% $39995

Casio SE -4100
Digital Diary 32K, raised keybcafd . . S69"
Sharp 281-5200
'Electronic Organizer, 64K, OWFRTY 5179"
Brother AX -550
-typewriter word processing features . $199"
Brother WP -3400
Word processor dual screen . . . 5379"
Canon PC -2
Copier with rapid fusing system . . 5499"
Canon PCI2
-Copier 250 sheet toed. zoom - . . '999"

(MIA M750)

TO ORDER BY MAIL:
SEND MONEY ORDER. CERTIFIED OR CASHIER'S CHECK, MASTERCARD, VISA, AMERICAN EXPRESS or DISCOVER CARD (Include Interbank No,
expiration date & signature.) TO: JAR MUSIC WORLD, DEPT. SRI191, 59-59 QUEENS -MIDTOWN EXPRESSWAY, MASPETH, QUEENS, WY II375.
Personal and business checks must clear our Authorization Center before processing. Shipping, Handling & Insurance Charge Is 5%
ef Total Order wl-h a $495 minimum (Canadian Orders Add 154 Shipping, with a $9.95 minimum charge ) For shipments by air. pleas.
double these charges $25 MINIMUM ORDER. DO NOT SEND CASH. SORRY, NO C.0.0.'s. NEW YORK RESIDENTS PLEASE ADD SABES TAX.

ORDERS SUBJECT TO VERIFICATION AND ACCEPTANCE.
All MERCHANDISE SHIPPED BRAND NEW, FACTORY FRESH, AND 100% GUARANTEED. Copyright 1991 J&R Music World
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by Maryann
Saltser &
Robert Ripps

0 ROVING that there's al-
ways room for one more,

the Capitol Records band
Crowded House has taken on a
new member, solo artist Tim
Finn, who joined forces with
brother Neil Finn and House -
mates Paul Hester and Nick
Seymour to record the band's

Crowded House: more crowded

long-awaited third album,
"Woodface."

Although the Brothers Finn
had worked together in the
early 1980's as part of the ac-
claimed New Zealand pop
group Split Enz, the new al-
bum marks the first time
they've collaborated as song-
writers. Among the songs they

Conductor Kent Nagano

wrote for "Woodface" is its
first single, Chocolate Cake.
Crowded House is currently
touring with Richard Thomp-
son, also a Capitol artist.

GICHARD STRAUSS'S Salo-
me has been sung in Ger-

man for so long that few peo-
ple are aware that the opera
was originally a setting of a
French play by the Irishman
Oscar Wilde. The first -ever
performances of the French
version, at the Opera de Lyon
in May 1990, were recorded
by Virgin Classics for release
this September. The conduc-
tor is the Japanese -American
Kent Nagano, and the Ameri-
can soprano Karen Huffstodt
sings the title role.

A champion of contempo-
rary music, Nagano has led
the premieres of works by
John Adams, Olivier Mes-
siaen, Toru Takemitsu, Mi-
chael Torke, and Frank Zap -
pa. He was named music di-
rector of the Opera de Lyon in
1989, and his recording of the
original French version of
Prokofiev's The Love for
Three Oranges with that en-
semble received a STEREO RE-
VIEW Record of the Year
award for 1990.

OHIS fall brought two new
RCA releases featuring

the versatile Grammy Award -
winning clarinetist Richard
Stoltzman. "The Essential
Clarinet" finds Stoltzman in
his familiar classical mode
performing Mozart's Clarinet
Concerto and Clarinet Quintet
with the English Chamber
Orchestra and the Tokyo
String Quartet, respectively.
In "Brasil," Stoltzman is
joined by jazz musicians Gary
Burton, Eddie Gomez, and
Danny Gottlieb in pieces by
Brazilian composers, includ-
ing Villa -Lobos and Milton
Nascimento.

OLLAND-BORN saxo-
phone player Candy

Duller is quickly making a
name for herself with "Saxu-
ality," her Arista Records de-
but. The album features a mix
of jazz and pop tunes and

0

Duller: sax appeal

R

climbed the Billboard jazz and
pop charts simultaneously.

Now twenty-one years old,
Dulfer started playing at the
age of twelve and was leading
her own band two years later.
She gained a loyal following
playing in and around her
home town of Amsterdam,
and eventually she was intro-
duced to Dave A. Stewart of
Eurythmics, who enlisted her
help in scoring a Dutch movie
called Lily Was Here. The title
song, featuring a sax solo by
Dulfer, became a hit in Europe
and ultimately led to her sign-
ing with Arista in the U.S.
Plans for a second album and
tour are in the works.

ony Bennett is celebrat-
ing his fortieth anniver-

sary in style. Columbia/Lega-
cy has released "Forty Years: I
The Artistry of Tony Ben-
nett," a four -CD or four -cas-
sette boxed set spanning his
career. The eighty-seven se-
lections include all of the
singer's greatest hits as well
as two previously unreleased
tracks. All have been digitally
remixed and remastered from
the original recording -session
tapes. The sixty -four -page ac-
companying booklet features
rare photos, a complete dis-
cography, and song -by -song
commentary provided by
Bennett himself.

OHREE titans of the piano
passed away this year,

and their record labels are
commemorating them by reis-
suing collections of their re-
cordings. Wilhelm Kempff's
recording of the complete
Beethoven piano sonatas has
been reissued on CD by Deut-
sche Grammophon, and Sony
Classical released a set offer-
ing Rudolf Serkin in piano
concertos by Mozart, Beetho-
ven, Schumann, and Brahms.
Meanwhile, Philips is releas-
ing a forty -four -disc CD edi-
tion of the recordings of Clau-
dio Arran. The first install-

Stoltzman with cover painting for "Brasil"
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8

The Juilliard Quartet

ments in the midprice series
are devoted to music of Bee-
thoven, Brahms, Chopin, De-
bussy, Liszt, and Mozart.

RATO is releasing a CD of
Poulenc's one -act, one -

singer opera La Voix Humaine
starring the American soprano
Julia Migenes, with the Or-
chestre National de France
conducted by Georges Pretre.

was simulta-
neously recorded for home vid-
eo, but admirers of Migenes's

Migenes: opera for one

acting in the movie version of
Bizet's Carmen (co-starring
Placido Domingo) will have to
wait until fall of 1992 fora U.S.
release of La Voix Humaine on
laserdisc and videotape.

HE Psychedelic Furs hit
the charts for the first

time in almost two years with
"World Outside," their latest
release on Columbia. The first
single from it, Until She
Comes, climbed to No. 1 on
the Billboard Modern Rock
chart. The album unveils a
new band lineup consisting of
original Furs Richard Butler
(vocals), Tim Butler (bass),
and John Ashton (guitar), plus
new members Joe McGinty

(keyboards), Knox Chandler
(guitar, cello), and Don Yal-
lech (drums).

Since forming in the
late 1970's, the Psychedelic
Furs have consistently main-
tained a high profile with re-
cordings and live perfor-
mances, including last year's
"Rock Against Fur" benefit
concert in New York. They
are touring in support of
"World Outside" this fall.

CVcelebrate the forty-
fifth anniversary of the

founding of the renowned Juil-
Hard String Quartet, Sony
Classical will release the
group's recording of the four
Elliott Carter quartets. One of
these quartets was actually
written for the Juilliard, which
played the world premieres of
two of them. Quite an impres-
sive addition to a recording
career that began in 1946 and
is currently unsurpassed, in
length and breadth, by that of
any other string quartet.

Oelevision-the band, not
the broadcasting medi-

um-is back. Led by New
Wave guitar heroes Tom Ver-
laine and Richard Lloyd, Tele-
vision was among the first
wave of the CBGB-era acts
(others were Talking Heads,
the Ramones, and Patti Smith)
that briefly threatened to
change the face of rock-and-
roll as we knew it back in the
middle to late 1970's. The
band's two albums, "Mar-
quee Moon" (1977) and "Ad-
venture" (1978), are still in the
Elektra catalog, and they re-
main among the most fondly
remembered and influential
records of the period. Now the
original band, including bass-
ist Fred Smith and drummer
Billy Ficca, has been signed by
Capitol. No producer had
been announced at this writ-
ing, but the first new Televi-
sion album in over thirteen
years is definitely scheduled
for release next April.

ORACENOTES. Razor and
Tie Music is releasing a

live album, "Too Hot for
Snakes," fronted by ex -Tex -

Psychedelic Furs: stepping outside

tone Carla Olson and long -
missing -in -action ex-RoHing
Stone Mick Taylor. The CD -
only release includes an up-
dated version of the Stones'
classic Sway. . . . Murray Per-
ahia's original recordings of
the complete Mozart piano
concertos were widely ac-
claimed. Now, to celebrate
the Mozart bicentennial, Sony
Classical has released Pera-

Verlaine: new Television

hia's first digital recording of
the popular Concertos Nos. 21
and 27, with the pianist con-
ducting the Chamber Orches-
tra of Europe from the key-
board. . . . Cleveland avant-
popsters Pere Ubu took an
unprecedented step when
their record label (Mercury)
refused to cover $2,500 in
travel expenses for the band's
appearance on Late Night with
David Letterman: They faxed
a fundraising appeal to hun-
dreds of pop journalists and
musicians. Said lead singer
David Thomas, "We've al-
ways depended on the kind-
ness of strangers." . . . Bridge
Records continues to reap re-
wards for its association with
crossover composer Tod Ma-
chover. Bridge CD's of Ma-
chover's Vohs, Flora, and
Spectres have received nu-
merous awards in the "new
music" field and are best-sell-
ers for the label and its distrib-
utor, Koch International. 0
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RECEIVERS

YAMAHA RX-V850
 80 Watts x 3 AN Receiver $6
 AM/FM Presets  Remo e
 Digital Dolby. Pro Logic
CARVER HR 732' 376 ONKYO TX -904'
CARVER HR 742'
CARVER HR 772'
DENON GRA 335R'
DENON DRA-43513'
DENON DRA 635R*
DENON DRA-835R"
DENON DRA-1035R'
DENON AVR 810' .
DENON AV11-1010'
JVC FIX-705VEN
JVC RX-805V1N
LUXMAN 41-341'
LUXMAN R -35r
NAD 7000*
NAD 74W
NAKAMICHI RECEIVER 3'
NAKAMICHI RECEIVER r

456
596
216
266
376
546
696
566
726

306
376
366
496
456
746
316
726

ONKYO TX -906'
ONKYO TX-SV5OPRO
ONKYO 1X-SV7OPRO
ONKYO 1X SV9OPRO
SONY STR-AV570'
SCNY STR-AV970°
SONY STR-AV1070'
SONY STR-D2070' ... 736
SONY STR-GX57ES* ............. 406
SQ4Y STR-GX67ES* 516
TANDBERG TPR-3080A 1496
TECHNICS SA-GX710 476
TECHNICS SA-GX910
YAMAHA RX-450*
YAMAHA F0(-550
YAMAHA RX 750'
YAMAHA RX V1050

6
276
356
436
596
756
176

326
436

626
236
316
396
896

A WA ADWX-888
 Dolby* HX Pro  Dolby B/C 236
 Double Cassette Deck

 Auto Reverse  Fine Bias Control
AIWA ADF-810 286 NAKAMICHI DRAGON' 1896
AIWA ADWX-616 166 ONKYO TARW-404' ....... ....... 236
CARVER 1DR 2400' 396 ONKYO TAR -301" 226
CARVER 1D 1200' 266 PHILIPS FC-415 396
DENON ORM-510' 186 SONY TCW-8 75' 376
DENON DRM-700A 306 SONY TCK 870ES" 466
DENON ORM-1300A 376 SONY tcc-o3. "OAT 626
DENON DRW-830' 286 SONY DTC-700' -OAT 636
DENON DRW-850' 376 TEAC V970X 396
DENON 0113-2000* "um .. 726 TECHNICS SV-DA10 mar 716

686 YAMAHA KXW 332* 346
NAKAMICHI CASSETTE DECK 2'316 YAMAHA KXW-952' 546
NAKANICHI CASSETTE DECKI 676 YAMAHA KX-930' 476

3CVM111.4 1 C4:

ADCOM GFA-545MKII*
 100 Watts P/C Power Amplifier $
 Hi -Current  Hi -Voltage
 Direct Coupled Design
ADCOM GFA-5.%.* 256 MUSE 100 6th Ave Priesdl
ADCOM GFA-535L' ..... ...... 316 NAD 2600A' 596
ADCOM GFA-555MKII . .. 686 ONKYO ASV -810 PRO' 766
ADCOM GFA-565* ...................676 PARASOUND HCA-1200MKII 746
ADCOM GFP-565' CALL PHILIPS AV -1001 REFERENCE
ARCAM BLACK BOX II . CALL SFERWOOD AM -7040 326
CARVER CT -17' 596 SHURE .... SURROUND SOUND
CARVER CM 1090' 436 TECHNICS S1.1290MKII Tenlabls 366
CARVER TFM-6C .. 236 THOPiNS TD280MKII Tenn.!' 276
CARVER TFM-45' 646 YAMAHA MX -830' 536
DENON PI4A-860'.................316 YAMAHA TX -540' 246
DENON AVG-3020' 746 YAMAHA AX 550' 346
DYNACO ST70MKII TUBE AMP YAMAHA DSP-A700* 746
LEXICON CPI' 996 YAMAHA DSP-Al 000' 1226

ALLISONAL120
 Floorstanding  15-200W

pATID
 Acoustic Suspension
 Two 6' Woofers V Tweeter

TOP

AU. PRICES PER PAIR $426
ACOUSTIC RESEARCH 570.266 JBL L10 013 But Buy! ... 7 96
ALLISON AL -115 296 KEF C-65*
BOSE 101 KEF C-85 
BOSE 2.2 KEF 102.2'
BOSE 4.2 KEF 103.4'
BOSE 10.2 SII KEF 104.2'
BOSE 901 CONCERTO CALL KEF 105.3'
B ACOUSTIC HD -5" 116 KLIPSCH KG -3' 416
B. ACOUSTIC HD -7" 156 KLIPSCH KG -4' 496
B. ACOUSTIC HD -8" 226 MUSE 1800 TOP RATED!
B. ACOUSTIC T-930" 566 NHT 1.3 TOP RATED!
B. ACOUSTIC T-1030" ... 796 NHT 2.3 6th Ave Priced!!
CELESTION 3 65 IN STOCK OHM 3X0 1156
CELESTION SL -6S1 Top Rated! PINNACLE PN5+ 146
CELESTION DL -12 SII 686 PINNACLE PN8.. Lowest Pries!
NFINITY REFERENCE 2' 256 POLK AUDIOMonttor 4 6 SII*226
NFINITY REFERENCE 4' 416 POLK AUDIO 5JR.SI 266
NFINITY REFERENCE 5' .516 POLK AUDIO Monitorl 0 Sll' 526
NFINITY KAPPA 7* .........946 POLK AUDIO Monitor1 2 Slr 696
NFINITY KAPPA 8' 1196 POLK AUDIO RTA1111.." ...696
NFINITY SM-15 2' 646 POLK AUDIO RTA157L" ...976

JBL 2 800 Best Buy! 2 66 POLK AUDIO SRS-3.1TL* 1396
JBL LX -44 Top Rated! 456 VELODYNE 6th Are Priced!!
JBL LX -55 576 WHARFEDALE DIAMOND ...246

146
176
276
846

BOSTON ACOUSTICS
T-830**
 3 -Way Floorstanding
 Acoustic Suspension

$386

696
826

1266
1666
2596

POLK AUDIO RM-3000
 Subwoofer/Satellite System
 3/4" Dome Tweeter

$566
BOSE AM3 BEST BUY! 399
BOSE SE -5 OR AM -5 5 99
BOSE AMSSII 749
B. ACOUSTICS SUB SATE' 376

DESIGN ACOUSTICS PS -3 296
INFINITY INFINTESIMAL 4' 396
INFINITY INFINTES MICRO' 376
JBL PRO III PLUS 496

POLK AUDIO AB-7QVL
 Architechtural Reference
 2 -Way Speaker

$266
ADS C -3001S* 256
ADS C -4001S* 376
BOSTON ACOUSTICS 325" 136
BOSTON ACOUSTICS 350" 216
BOSTON ACOUSTICS 360" 246
BOSTON ACOUSTICS 380'  336

DENON AVC-700
LUXMAN DC -113
MISSION M764
MD 7 600
NAKAMICHI OMS-5AII
NAKAMICHI CDP-2A
PROTON SD -1000
SANSUI D -X1 11HX
SONY CDP-209ES

INFINITY ERS-500* ... 1 76
INFINITY ERS-600' 236
INFINITY ERS-80 0' 376
POLKAUDIO AB -500' 196
SONANCE 6th Ave Priced!!
NILES FULL LINE IN STOCK

Raauum Satz
NY Surround Sound Amp 600 306
Remote 6 CO Changer 600 346
Flowstandine Speakers 999 666
300 Watt Reamer 1598 WS
Rwnote CO Player 1650 966
Remote CO Player 529 286
Surround Sound Rem 999 346
Cassette Deck 250 . 136
Remote CO Player 320 .. 196

E

LAYER:.

DENON DCD-1560 *
 20 Bit LAMBDA Converter
 8x Oversampling Digital

Filter  Remote Control
ADCOM GCD-5 75 456 ONKYO DX -702' 176
CARVER SDA 450' 396 ONKYO DX -704' 256
CARVER SDA-490T 496 PHILIPS COB -630 ..... ......... .396
DENON DCD-6 70' 226 PHILIPS CD -80 646
DENON DCD-9 70' 306 PHILIPS LHH-500 1396
DENON DCD-2560* 536 SONY CDP-591* 176
DENON DCD-3560' 1076 SONY CDP-991* ....... ......... .286
AI AN ALPHA CD IN STOCK SONY CDP-X222ES' 356
NAD 5000'....326 SONY CDP-XSCSES' 736
NAD 5340' 316 SONY CDP-X777ES' 1346
NAKAMICHI CD PLAYER 4' 276 YAMAHA CDX-550* 216
NAKAMICHI CD PLAYER 3' 466 YAMAHA CDX-750' 286

DENON DCP-150
 Programmable $2136
 8X Oversampling
SONY 0180K 216 SONY D555 346
SONY D-202 186 TECHNICS SLXP70 0 . .2 46
SONY 0-303 266 DE NON DCP-50. 186
SONY D-35 266 JVC XLP-5 0 166

RETAIL ONLY

331 Rt.4 WEST
PARAMUS, NJ

HOURS: 6 DAYS A WEEK MON THOU SAT 10-9

201-489-0666

10 -DAY MONEY -BACK
RETURN POLICY

Returns accepled wilhin 10 days (must be called in for prior
authorization) Products must be in original condition. Returns

subjecl to reslocking fee, shipping and handling not refundable.

NEXT DAY SERVICE
OVERNIGHT ANYWHERE IN THE

U.S., PUERTO RICO & USVI
CALL FOR PRICES SE HABLA ESPANOL

ON ALL ADVERTISED ITEMS
We do our best to have sufficient inventory

on all advertised products. Rain checks available.

t_
We want you to be acoustically satisfied. If the

speakers you buy don't sound as good as we said they
would, then lust send them back for an exchange.

PICTURES ARE FOR ILLUSTRATION ONLY. NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR TYPOGRAPHICAL ERRORS. AD REPRESENTS A SMALL



ASK ABOUT
6TH AVENUE'S

:TENDED WARRANTY
CD CHANGER

SONY CDP-0515
 5 Disc Carousel CD
 45 Bit Digital Filter  Repeat *A
 Programming  Total Remote
CARVER TLM-3600' 526 NAD 5170' 566
DENON DCM-320' 216 NAKAMICHI CD PLAYER 2' 626
DENON DCM-420' 276 ONKYO DXC-510' 326
DENON DCM-450' 346 SONY CDP-0315' 196
DENON DCM777' 496 SONY CDP-C715' 326
JVC XLM-5051N .. . 216 SONY CDP-C67ES* 326
JVC XLM-7051N 296 YAMAHA CDC -715' 346
NAD 5060' 376 YAMAHA CDC -815' 396

SONY CCD-TR8
 8:1 Zoom  Superimpose
 Palm Size  2 Lux  Hi8

$996
SONY CCD-TR6 626 CAN r A e IGI AL 1356
SONY CCD-TR7 716 CANON E08 696
SONY CCDF401 656 JVC GR-AX1OU 736
SONY CCDF501 796 PANASONIC PV41 ... ... 886
SONY CCDV801 1086 RCA PR0850 TopRatedl 899
MANUFACTURERS USA WARRANTY

E)

n

ALPI 7618*
 Removable Cassette Tuner
 Full Logic Tape 4456
 Scan  Repeal

ALPINE 7192 . ....... 256
ALPINE 7292S* 286
ALPINE 7294S* 416
ALPINE 7380 276
ALPINE 7516' 356
BLAUPUNKT VANCOUVER 346
CLARION 9771 226
CLARION 3770 246
KENWOOD KRC-430 226
KENWOOD KRC-730 296
KENWOOD KRC-830' 336
NAKAMICHI TD540' 526
NAKAMICHI TD560' 686
NAKAMICHI Tuner Deck 1* 636
NAKAMICHI Tuner Deck 2' 466
NAKAMICHI Tuner Deck 3' 326
PIONEER KEHM8200 CALL
SONY XR5500* 216
SONY XR7600* 376
SONY XR7070* 246
SONY XR7180* 316
SONY XR7280' 356
SONY DTX-10' 'DAT' _596
S STREAM TC303 286
VEC RESEARCH VM-220P 246

'01-15F.8111

KENWOODKccgoar
 9 Band Graphic EO/Crossover
*Ground Isolating
Network  Fader $326

ADS 642CSI 186
ALPINE 3331' 206
ALPINE 3319' 106
ALPINE 3339' 336
AUDIO CONTROL 2XS ........96
AUDIO CONTROL 4XS 166
AUDIO CONTROL E00 286
CLARION DSP-959E CALL
CONCORD CEO -7+ ............166
HI FONICS EPSILON .........146
NAKAMICHI EC200' 186
SONY XEC-500 116
SONY XEC-1003' 186
SONY XE-700* CALL
SONY XE-90 MKII* 166
SONY XE-8MKII* 246
TECHNICS CYDA-3000 CALL

R.
 Overload/Thermal Protection
 Hi -C urrenVPower,86
 Bridgeable Amp""*.1
ADS PH -15' 486
ADS P0-8' 166
ADS P0-10' 366
ADS P0-20' 546
ALPINE 3544' ....... ....... _ 446
ALPINE 3566' 486
CARVER M20201' 126
CARVER M20501' 276
CARVER M40501' 436
HIFONICS ...Authorized Dealer
NAKAMICHI PA -202' ..._.246
NAKAMICHI PA -302' 366
NAKAMICHI PA -304' 376
ORION Aidhorizsd Dealer
PIONEER GM3000 . .'. CALL
PPI Authorized Dealer
R. FOSGATE PUNCH 45H0'226
R. FOSGATE PUNCH 75HD'316
R. FOSGATE POWER300' CALL
SONY XM 5540F' ..... ..... 376
S. STREAM D10011' 266
S. STREAM D20011' 376
S. STREAM MC 140X* 346
S. STREAM MC 245' ....CALL

PIONEER DEN -770
 Removable CD Receiver
 1 Bil D/A Converter  Search
 Random Flay  Preset Scan
ALPINE 5903' 366ALPINE426
ALPINE 7915' 416
ALPINE 7800' 486
ALPINE 7909' 766
CLARION 5670CD 286
DE NON DCC-8770' 496
DENON DCC-9770' 566
JVC KS -M(835 tau.
JVC XL -G4500 376
KENWOOD KDC-85R' 436
KENWOOD KDC-95R* 476
NAKAMICHI CD TUNER1* 576
NAKAMICHI CD -760' 896
PANASONIC CO-DP35 296
PIONEER DEH-760 .IN STOCK
PIONEER CDX-4 CALL
SONY CDX5040' ...._........306
SONY CDX5080' 336
SONY COX7560' 326
SOUNDSTREAM CD -308 546

SON CDX-A15.
 10 CD Changer  Compact
 4X OSCual D/A

Converter $306
ALPINE 5952V' 386
ALPINE 5957' 416
ALPINE 5959' 646
JVC XL-MK1200MKII CALL
KENWOOD KRC-0300' CALL
KENWOOD KRC-C400* .... 516
NAKAMICHI CDC101' 686
SONY CDX-A15RF 386
SONY CDX-A4ORr 466
SONY 476

IN
PIONEER CDX-M40 STOCK
PIONEER CDX-FM45

=)
ADS 300IS*4ey.,
 2 -Way Plate Speakers
 1' Dome Tweeter soins
 4* WoolerX-Over
ADS 200IS' 216
ADS 32015' 386
ALPINE 6056AD' 156
B. ACOUSTICS 797" 156
B. ACOUSTICS 841" 146
B. ACOUSTICS 851" 166
B ACOUSTICS 861" 176
B. ACOUSTICS PRO 4.2" 246
B. ACOUSTICS PRO 5.2" 256
B. ACOUSTICS PRO 6.2" 276
B. ACOUSTICS PRO10.0Lr  196
BAZOOKA Authorized Dealer
INFINITY RS -693K' 166
INFINITY RS-DS12' 176
INFINITY CS -1A.._ 296
INANITY CS -5* 176
JBL 1500GTI CALL
JBL 106 106
KENWOOD KFC-6992' 156
MB OUART 0M215CS _ 236
MB QUART 0M218CS 256
MB OUART 0M328CS 436
NAKAMICHI SP1010' 136
NAKAMICHI SP65C 246
ORION XTR WOOFERS.. CALL
POLK AUDIO MM6930' 186
MTX Authorized Dealer
R.FOSGATE SPP124 276
S.STREAM SS10' 176

MITSUBISHI os-35
 35' Stereo Monitor/Receiver
 High Resolution  On Screen
Displays  Remote Control

$1696
JVC AV -2081S 416
JVC AV -2781S 696
JVC AV -3551S CALL
MITSUBISHI CS2005R 336
MITSUBISHI C.52725R 696
MITSUBISHI C53525R ....1966
PHILIPS 20K171 496
PHILIPS 276222 696
PHILIPS 31K391SB 1496
RCA F20705DG . TOP RATED
RCA 635350WK 37 TUBE
SONY KV-13TP24 246
SONY KV-19T520 336
SONY KV-20TS27 366
SONY KV-20EXR2` 426

SONY KV-27EXR2u . o66
SONY KV-27EXR90 856
SONY KV-27XBR51 796
SONY KV-27XBR55 986
SONY KV-32XBR55 1686
SONY KV-32XBR51 1526
TOSHIBA CF3063A 1299
TOSHIBA C23299K .....
TOSHIBA CF3566A ...... 2199
MOM TV VCR COMBOS fa
PANASONIC PVM-1328 446
PANASONIC PVM-2023 496
QUASAR vv -i220 ....... 546
MAGNAVOX CRM-131 496
SONY GV-300 CALL

MANUFACTURERS USA WARRANTY

SHARP VISION XV120(
 20-100' LCD Video Projection
 View From Any Angle

$500 /MORI
REBATE

SHARP VISION XV-100 ,500 MANUFACTURER'S REBATE
SHARP VISION XV-101 *750 MANUFACTURER': REBATE
MANUFACTURERS USA WARRAN'TY

ours

1111111liKIIMM=11111.11=1
--

An....

MITSUBISHI HSU-54
 4 Head Hi-Fi Stereo MTS $A ausi
 On Screen Programming
 Full Function Remote Control 1111'11;,
GO -VIDEO GV-2000 ................646 PANASONIC PV -4110 ... ..... ...246
JVC HRD-910U 376 PANASONIC P/-4160 .. . 306
JVC HRD-960U 416 PHILIPS VR-6065 496
JVC HRD 970U 446 MAGNAVOX VR-9060 336
JVC HRS-6700U 656 SONY SLV -585HF . 436
MITSUBISHI HSU55 496 SONY SLV- 686UC 476
MITSUBISHI HS U65 736 ,SONY EVS-550 NM 526
MITSUBISHI HS U82..___....1196 TOSHIBA SV-771 699_

MANUFACTURERS USA WARRANTY

P !DYERS
DENON LA -2000' 496 PHILIPS C.. N STOCK
DENON LA -300C' 696 PHILIPS COv 4y0 590
LASER KARAOKE IN STOCK SONY MOP -333' 376
PANASONIC IX 1000 966 YAMAHA CDV1700' 496

-END MINI SYSTEMS

SONY MHC-3600CD
 Surround Sound Bookshelf
System  CD Player  AM/FM

 Dual Auto Reverse Tape Deck
AIWA NSX-810 466 SGNY FHB-70CD 746
BC6Elifestylollosio3yetew1698 NAKAMICHI MINI SYSTEM' 666
DENON 260' 1146 ONKYO PCS-05' 746
DENON GOB'................626 PANASONIC SCCH1O 786
JVC MX 50 486 PROTON Ar300011... ..... _ ..... ....596
SANSUI MCX-9AV Now IN Stoold YAMAHA YSIC11* 626

PRODUCTS COME WITH 1 -YEAR 6TH AVENUE
ELECTRONICS WARRANTY ONLY 6TH AVE

ELECTRONICS IS NOT AN AUTHORIZED DEALER OF
BOSTON ACOUSTICS MERCHANDISE AND THE

MANUFACTURER'S WARRANTY DOES NOT APPLY

1M1 FEIE) 4110EMI
WE ARE PLEASED TO ACCEPT THESE MAJOR CREDIT CARDS

24 HOUR FAX ORDER LINE
201 489-1396

PLEASE INCLUDE NAME, PHONE NUMBER .5 ADDRESS

CUSTOMER SERVICE
201 489-1792

HOURS: MONDAY  FRIDAY 10 AM . 6 PM
PLEASE DO NO- CALL THIS NUMBER FOR PRICES

R E LYONVY

10a&1030
6th AVENUE, NY

HOURS: 7 JAYS A WEEK MON-SAT 10-6:30 SUe 11-5

212-391-2777
iRCENTAGE OF INVENTORY. CONSUMER AFFAIRS LICENSE MEW YORK I 805697 Nl 1816928. PRICES VALID THRU 12/1/91



WDS WISCONSIN
DISCOUNT STEREO

Call Toll Free: 1-800-356-9514
Cassette Decks

TM&

I ,

1.1_ I_ I- 0 0 fS
0

Teac V370X $79
Dolby B/C, auto tape selector

JVC TDW305 TN Special
Titanium finish, twin A/R, full logic,
continuous play

JVC TDV541 TN Special
3 head, full logic, Dolby B/C/Hx
Pro, MPX

Sherwood DD1230 $166
Auto -reverse, dubbing deck, Dolby B/C

CD Players

O
Teac AD -3 $229
Combination CD/cassette deck, Dolby
B/Hx Pro, remote

JVC XLM505 TN Special
6 disc magazine, titanium finish, 4 way
repeat, direct access remote

JVC XLZ441 Special
Single CD player, 1 bit DAC, 32 track
programmability

Sherwood CD1192R $129
8X oversampling, Digi-Link system,
remote

Magnavox CDC -552 $189
5 disc changer, 16 bit, 20 track, change
4 during play

 Best Pricing AND Best Service

 Fast Delivery
 30 -Day No Lemon
 Service Protection Plans

Available

 1000's of Products
10 -Day Returns

Some items closeouts. Some Limitod Items.

Speakers
JBL L100t3
$699 pr.
3 -way, 400 wts,
12" woofer,
5" midrange,
1" dome
tweeter V V
CLOSEOUT PRICE REDU

Car Audio

Stereo Receivers
_AelIMEN6 ra

:-.-_-==
. gime

JVC RX-705 Special
100 watts, Dolby Pro Logic Surround
Sound, 4 built-in amps

JVC RX-505 Special
80 wt, Dolby Surround Sound, 7 band EQ

JVC RX-305 Special
50 watts, A/V remote, 40 presets

Sherwood RA -1142 $128
50 watts, quartz tuning, 24 presets

1.1
Mu ni Component Systems

'03.5S: en 11'2."' -.....-fit
arm timmet «am,

Clarion 9772 $219
Removable, 20 presets, seek, scan, auto -
reverse, 60 watts

Clarion 9701 $188
Standard chassis, seek, A/R, 25 watts, bass
& treble

JBL T602 $72
6.5" 2 way speakers, 80 watts, 55-23K Hz

Pyle "Toobz" $99
Tube style bass reflex system, 8" woofer

Gift Electronics
Bearcat

Micro

RD9-XL

$88

Detector,
X, K Bands,
mute

Whistler 5000 $199
Remote sensor, 3 band, digital display

Southwestern Bell $59
Cordless Phone. Top rated, long range,
last number redial

Sony CFD454 $169
CD portable, mini component design, 5
band EQ

Sony D-303 Discman $269
1 Bit D/A converter, Mega Bass, top mount
controls

JVC MX50 Special

35 wts per channel amp, tuner, CD player,
tape deck, 2 way speakers, 7 band EQ.
5 -way program timer, full logic, Dolby B.

Denon G-05 In Stock
36 watts per channel, Tuner with 12
presets, Dolby B, music search

Panasonic SC-CH7 Special
20 watts per channel, CD with 20 track
programming, Dolby B/C

Nintendo Super NES . . . $189
Gameboy Bo Jackson $25
Titles Dr. Mario $15

Final Fantasy $27
Nintendo F-15 Strike Eagle $33
Titles Red October $36

Videomations $38
Super NES Pilot Wings $39
Titles Sim City $39

a eCa0 vrsn or COD
'10 -Day Return Policy: Return item accepted within 10 days of
purchase. (Must get prior authorization.) Original condition. 10%
restocking fee. Shipping and handling not refundable.

WDS, 2417 W. Badger Road,
Madison, WI 53713

Hours:
Monday -Friday: 8-8  Saturday: 8-5:30

Sunday: Closed

WDS-Your complete holiday shopping center for:
 Sony  Hitachi  JVC  Magnavox  Canon  Panasonic  Quasar  Zenith  Sharp  Sylvania  Toshiba  Fisher Sherwood  Soundcraftsman

 Teoc  Aiwa  Suono  Ortofon  Shure  Stanton  AAL  Bose  Advent  Design Acoustics  Infinity  Jamo  Blaupunkt  Clarion  Alphosonik
MTX  Pyle  BEL  Bearcat  Cobra  American Bell  Code -A -Phone  Bell South  Phone Mate  Freedom Phone  Koss  Brother  Smith Corona

 Nintendo  ... and many more that cannot be nationally advertised!

 Call today for current product and pricing information. 



Recent discs and

cassettes reviewed by

Robert Ackart, Richard freed, David Hall,

George Jellinek, Eric Saliman, and

David Patrick Stearns

BERNSTEIN: Candide. Jerry Hadley
(tenor), Candide; June Anderson (sopra-
no), Cunegonde; Christa Ludwig (mez-
zo-soprano), Old Lady; Nicolai Gedda
(tenor), Governor, Vanderdendur, Ra-
gotski; Adolph Green (vocals), Dr. Pan -
gloss, Martin; Kurt 011mann (baritone),
Maximilian, Captain; others. London
Symphony Chorus and Orchestra,
Leonard Bernstein cond. DEUTSCHE
GRAMMOPHON C) 429 734-2 two CD's
(112 min), © 429 734-4.

Performance: A revelation
Recording: Splendid

We must all be grateful that Leonard
Bernstein lived long enough to refash-
ion-and record-this "final" 1989 con-
cert version of Candide (the first time he
himself recorded any part of it other than
the overture). What we have here is the
full, incredible score, not only reinstat-
ing songs dropped from both the original
production and later revisions, but also
restoring the original order of the songs
(making clearer and more meaningful the
way Bernstein builds new themes from
previous ones) and giving several songs
back to their original characters.

And what a honey of a performance it
gets here, from the infectious overture,
played with a crispness and jauntiness
unlike that of any previous recording,
through the final, genuinely glowing,
typically Bernsteinian Make Our Garden
Grow. The all-star operatic cast is excep-
tionally well chosen. In the title role,
Jerry Hadley perfectly captures the dog-
ged innocence of a youth who has been
taught this is the best of all possible
worlds but keeps finding out quite the
opposite. Christa Ludwig cuts loose hi-
lariously as the Old Lady, Nicolai Gedda
is rakishly authoritative as the Governor
(and his variants), and Broadway's
Adolph Green holds his own adroitly as
Pangloss. Only June Anderson is disap-
pointing, especially with her overly arch
account of the coloratura parody Glitter

Explanation of Symbols
= Tape cassette

al = LP record
= Compact disc (timings are

to the nearest minute)

ssical Musi

Jerry Hadley: a perfectly captured Candid.

and Be Gay. Bernstein's tempos tend to
be slower than those of the earlier re-
cordings, but never at the expense of
verve or bite.

This new recording firmly establishes
Candide, along with West Side Story and
the Chichester Psalms, as one of Bern -
stein's three greatest achievements as a
composer. Roy Hemming

BLOCH: Piano Quintets Nos. 1 and 2.
American Chamber Players. KocH IN-
TERNATIONAL C) 3-7041-2 (55 min).

Performance: Sturdy
Recording: Excellent

BLOCH: Piano Quintets Nos. 1 and 2.
Paul Posnak (piano); Portland String
Quartet. ARABESQUE ® 26618 (57 min).

Performance: Hair-raising
Recording: Excellent

Like so many inexplicably neglected
works by Ernest Bloch, his piano quin-
tets are remarkably rich and ambitious
compositions, particularly the First
Quintet, written in 1923 and acclaimed
by Olin Downes as "the greatest work in
its form since the piano quintets of
Brahms and Cesar Franck." While the
quintets don't have the exoticism of
some of Bloch's violin sonatas or the
memorable melodic profile of his best
string quartets, the combination of in-
struments has textural possibilities that
Bloch exploits fully, from the most rug-
ged, primitivist unison writing to rich,
post-Straussian harmonies.

The First Quintet suggests all sorts of
elemental mysteries with its use of quar-
ter tones and its almost ferocious ener-

gy, building an almost unstoppable mo-
mentum in the final movement. The
Second Quintet, Bloch's last chamber
work, is less attractive. It occasionally
sounds like outtakes from his Fifth Quar-
tet and has a contrapuntal rigor that
makes it easier to respect than to like.

Both works depend on sympathetic
performances to make any impression at
all, and while the American Chamber
Players are the more polished of the two
groups represented in these new record-
ings, their playing is also earthbound and
not consistently interesting. Paul Posnak
and the Portland String Quartet are
much more inside of Bloch's idiom, and
the string players show more freedom,
excitability, and utter recklessness than
in their earlier set of his string quartets.
The performances sizzle, despite some
intonation lapses. This is one of the
finest chamber -music recordings of the
year. D. P. S.

BRAHMS: A German Requiem (see Best
of the Month, page 71)

GLINKA: A Life for the Tsar. Boris Mar-
tinovich (bass), Ivan; Alexandrina Pen-
dachanska (soprano), Antonida; Chris
Merritt (tenor), Sobinin; Stefania Toc-
zyska (mezzo-soprano), Vanya; others.
Sofia National Opera Chorus; Sofia Fes-
tival Orchestra, Emil Tchakarov cond.
SONY CLASSICAL ® S3K 46 487 three
CD's (210 min).

Performance: Engrossing
Recording: Excellent

Mikhail Glinka, "the father of Russian
opera," traveled in Europe from 1830 to
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1833 and became familiar with the music
of Beethoven, Weber, Donizetti, and
Bellini. There is little in A Life for the
Tsar to remind us of the German com-
posers, but there is much that recalls the
Italians, especially Bellini. Set in Rus-
sia's "time of trouble" from the death of
Boris Godunov in 1605 to the crowning
of the first Romanov tsar in 1613, the
opera describes how the country was
saved from the Polish forces through the
wily intelligence and ultimate self-sacri-
fice of a peasant, Ivan Susanin. The
opera's eminently national feelings, mel-
odies, and harmonies are interwoven
and elaborated as in an imposing early
nineteenth-century Italian opera seria-
with enjoyable and exciting results.

The present performance is spirited
and stirring throughout. Each solo artist
is fully engaged by his or her assignment,
the Sofia National Opera Chorus sings
with notable sensitivity, fire, and belief,
and the Sofia Festival Orchestra, under
the capable and convinced leadership of
Emil Tchakarov, plays in exemplary
fashion. The sound is excellent.

Boris Martinovich delineates a strong
and sympathetic Susanin; he sings well,
and his final aria, sung as the hero faces
certain death, is remarkably affecting.
Chris Merritt as Sobinin sings with taste
and with feeling for character. Alexan-
drina Pendachanska's Antonida is musi-

Conductor Jetire Tate

cally sure and strongly characterized
(her Act I cavatina is a highlight of the
set), but her voice has the sharp, even
steely quality common in Slavic singers.
Stefania Toczyska, however, seems free
of this idiosyncrasy, and her projection
of the young lad Vanya is effective; the
Act III scene with Susanin is particularly
memorable.

A great opera? Probably not. A signifi-
cant opera? Certainly. An opera to be
heard with pleasure? Yes, indeed! R.A.

GRIEG: Peer Gynt, Op. 23 (excerpts).
Petteri Salomaa (baritone), Peer Gynt;
Sylvia McNair (soprano), Solvejg, Ani-
tra; others. Ernst Senff Choir; Berlin
Philharmonic Orchestra, Jeffrey Tate
cond. EMI/ANGEL @ CDC 54119-2 (68
min).

Performance: Very good
Recording: Very good

For serious Peer Gynt enthusiasts, the
two -CD Deutsche Grammophon set
done in Gothenburg, Sweden, under
Neeme Jarvi, with all twenty-six num-
bers that Grieg composed for Ibsen's
great drama, is indispensable. For those
willing to settle for extended excerpts
with spoken dialogue, this new CD offers
seventeen numbers and ranks with the
son ically spectacular London recording
of nineteen numbers with Herbert Blom-
stedt and the San Francisco Symphony.

One would not normally associate Jef-
frey Tate with the music of Grieg, but he
and the actors, singers, chorus, and or-
chestra under his direction come
through in capital fashion. Tate puts us
right on the edge of our seats with a
wonderfully crisp treatment of the Act I
Prelude, and he achieves great elo-
quence in the music of Ingrid's lamenta-
tion in the Act II Prelude. The tempo
here is slower than usual but immensely
telling, and the same is true for Solvejg's
famous song in Act IV. Petteri Salomaa
is a most convincing Peer Gynt whether
in his acting mode with the herd -girls or
as singer in his coy serenade of Anitra.

Tate gives us one number not found in
the Blomstedt recording, and that is the
solemn, almost Wagnerian music for
Peer in Egypt at the statue of Memnon.
Blomstedt for his part gives us several
episodes Tate omits and, most impor-
tant, Aase's death music not only as the
Act III prelude but also in the final
poignant duet between her and Peer. Siv
Borg makes a splendid Aase in the parts
included here, however, and the night
scene on the heath is equally scarifying
in both the Tate and Blomstedt versions.
As a whole, Tate's performance is done
with great spirit and is powerfully re-
corded. While Blomstedt has the more
spectacular sound, Tate surpasses him
in the emotional high points of the score
and is especially graced by having Sylvia
McNair's lovely soprano in the major
female singing roles. D.H.

HAYDN: Symphony No. 85, in B-jlat Ma-
jor ("La Reine"); Symphony No. 86, in D
Major. Saint Paul Chamber Orchestra,
Hugh Wolff cond. TELDEC © 2292-
46313-2 (52 min).

Performance: No.86 better
Recording: Excellent

"La Reine" is surely the best-known of
the six symphonies (Nos. 82-87) that
Haydn composed for Paris in 1785-1786,
and No. 86, without benefit of sobriquet,
is far less familiar but perhaps the finest
component of that set. All six have been
stunningly accounted for by the Orches-

tra of the Age of Enlightenment under
Sigiswald Kuijken on two Virgin Clas-
sics CD's, but this music need not be the
exclusive property of "original -instru-
ments" groups. There is much that is
attractive in these Hugh Wolff perfor-
mances, which initiate a complete set of
his own. In No. 86 he seems particularly
comfortable in the idiom: secure yet
flexible in setting tempos, shaping
phrases, judging balances. The striking
austerity of the C. P. E. Bach -like largo
movement (headed "capriccio") and the
pointed wit of the finale are beautifully
realized.

No. 85, also handsomely played, is
somewhat less successful interpretively.
In place of the natural momentum felt
throughout No. 86, there is a touch of
squareness, and dynamic contrasts are
less subtly managed. The finale is not
merely animated but a little breathless.
The harpsichord continuo is more insis-
tent in both works, by the way, than in
Kuijken's "period" performances of
them. Teldec has provided fine sound,
but Virgin's is richer still, and although
Kuijken takes repeats in No. 85, which
Wolff does not, his disc includes a third
symphony, No. 87. R.F.

HOLST: The Planets, Op. 32. Women of
the Chicago Symphony Chorus; Chicago
Symphony Orchestra, James Levine
cond. DEUTSCHE GRAMMOPHON © 429
730-2 (49 min), © 429 730-4.

Performance: Mostly very good
Recording: Impressive

The sound of the opening "Mars" move-
ment as recorded in Chicago's Orchestra
Hall will set you right back on your
heels-it's a real blockbuster. "Venus"
is as mellifluous as can be, and the
Chicago Symphony winds and strings
clearly have a great time showing off in a
quicksilver "Mercury." "Jupiter" is a
handsomely bluff, extroverted affair-
no sentimentalizing of the big central
tune. It is only in "Saturn, the Bringer of
Old Age"-the heart of the score for
me-that I feel James Levine's reading
misfires. The opening section is so slow
that the line seems to fall apart, and it
fails to prepare effectively for the inexo-
rable momentum of the central proces-
sional. Nor do I sense the right note of
desolation in the brass outcry that gives
way at last to serene acceptance. Things
are back on track with "Uranus," where
Levine secures unusually clear articula-
tion of the ostinato timpani line in the
march episode (more often than not a
confused rumble). "Neptune" is mar-
velously disembodied, and no small part
of the credit belongs to the women of the
Chicago Symphony Chorus, directed by
Margaret Hillis, and to the engineering
staff for an elegant job of placement and
miking. D.H.

MOZART: Le Nozze di Figaro. Alan Ti-
tus (baritone), Figaro; Helen Donath
(soprano), Susanna; Julia Varady (so-
prano), Countess; Ferruccio Furlanetto
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SAVE MONEY, TIME AND FREIGHT ON FAMOUS BRAND STEREO EQUIPMENT

Mina, audio viles1:,-taliFt,;3r1.2)stati?Pr
12 E. DELAWARE PLACE  CHICAGO, IL 60611

LOUDSPEAKERS

TECHNICS SBL-40
Powerful

Loudspeaker System
 Lim- use 2 -Way Sy

Diam 10 Wordier  Antireso
 Attroctrve Woodgro

CALL FOR PRICE
JENSEN 3122
12" Swat

DIAMOND IIDIAMOND II
41/2- 2 way

JBL 3800
8" 3 way

TECHNICS SBL-60
10" 3 -way bass reties CALL FOR PRICE

JBL 62T
6"2 way

List
$84 95

List
11500 SALE5699S

PORTABLES

SONY WM-FX33
AMIFM Stereo Radio

Casette player
 Auto -reverse with direction and

mode selectors  Variable Mega Bass
 Ultralight MDR headphones

SALE $4995

SONY D-33
Discman Port
CD Player

SONY CFD-50
AM FM COCass

mic mixing

SONY CFD-460
CD,Cass AM,FM.
Dubbing. 3 pc

JVC PCX-200
AM FMCDCass
3 -pc

TECHNICS
SLXP-300
Port CD

Ls
17095 SALE$139"

Lost
19995 SALE$149$5

List
28995 SALE$189"

List
39995 SALE527500

List
24995 SALE$169"

AUTO

4SEI0

PANASONIC CA -DP 30
. AM FM CD  1 bit Mash  22x2 Amp

CALL FOR PRICE

JBL T-900

SANYO ER -500
AMFMCassette
Dolby- !AR

fel=
IS

IS

II

II

LI

II

II

11
IS
1:1

11

11
11

SiIrl

11
S.

Si
10

11

II

11

II

II

ICI

IfOrRde
27"P 995 sAu5179"

CALL FOR PRICE

List
150 00 SALF$90C.r4o

List
279 00 SALE $1495.°0

List
$99 95 SALE $7999

List
24995 SALE$129"

TEAC W-995RX
Double Cassette Deck

 Auto reverse  Full function wireless
remote  Dolby BC dbx N R

 One touch dubbirg

List
$799 00

TEAC V235CHX
Dolby' B C HX Pro

TEAC W4SOR
Dubbing A R
Dolby B & C

MVP

SALE $45995
List
14595 SALE $89"

List
28995 SALE$159"

Dolby' B Deck 1 List
auto -rev. 199 95 SALE 514905

JVC TDR-441
Dolby' B C HX-Pro

TECHNICS
SV-D10
DA, DAT-Deck,
Mash D A Converter CALL FOR PRICE

JVC TD-VISOS
twin Hi-Fi auto reverse. Dolby
HXPria BIC N.R.CALL FOR PRICE
TEAC V -970X
Dolby' HX-Pro. 3 HD List
remote, PBX 799 95 SALE $469"

AUDIO TAPE
MAXELL XLII 100
High Bias

MAXELL R-60DFA
Digital tape

MAXELL MXS40
Metal Bias

IDK SAX -90
High -Bias

SONY SR -90
metal cass

MAXELL FIGX-M

1 Hr -8 mm

10 fors225°
8699.

10x'27°0

10,51900

10,519°°

sar

HEADPHONES
SONY MDR-CD6 $11995
Digital Stereo
Headphones SALE $6995

AKG 1(.55

AZDEN DSR18

SONY MDR -M66
MUSIC Menlo,

KOSS JCK-200
Wireless headphone
system

SONY MDR 1F5K
Cordless
Headphones

List
50 00

List
69 95

List
9495

sals$33N

sALE839"

skLE$59%

List
150.00 SALE$89"

List
19995 SALE$99"

6 leg,ro, cy (0.gz(6,

TECHNICS SA-GX505
Quartz Synthesized

AMIFM Stereo Receiver
 110x2 front  10L2 rear  10 center

 Dolby' Pro Logic Surround

CALL FOR PRICE

TECHNICS
SA-GX710
125L2 front, 20x2 rear.
20 center. Dolby
Pto Logic Surround CALL FOR PRICE

JVC RX305 TN
50 watt oh
A V remote. List
CompuLink 260 00 sALE116995

TECHNICS
SA-GX700
100 watt Ch. List
digital tuning 499 95 Sk.ES 349"

TECHNICS SA-GX 100
wattch

remote control CALL FOR PRICE

JVC RX-505V
8012 front. 40x2 rear.
Dolby' Surround CALLFOR PRICE

JVC RX-905V
Dolby. ProLog
Digital Sound Processing CALL FOR PRICE

VIDEO

PIONEER CLD-1080
LaserdIse "ICD Player

 All Disc Talents  High Quality Picture
 High Qualify Sound  80 Ovetsampiing
 20 but compact OFIC,  Remote Control

CALL FOR PRICE
JVC HRD-970
Hifi. 4HD. JogShuttle 699.00 SA .E $499"

SONY SLV-5115
Remote Control VHS HiFi
Videocassette recorder CALL FOR PRICE

SONY MOP -333
Remote Mull -disc
player CALL FOR PRICE

PANASONIC
44167

S -VHS with shuttle 71'4'9' 00 SALE$599.

AMEND -SOURCE
S3-3
With Dolby' Pro -Logic CALL FOR PRICE

JEWVC-HRS6700U
S -VHS. HiFi. 4 HD CALL FOR PRICE

PANASONIC LX -200
Remote laser E
CD Player, Auto 'rr.
Laser format.
Optical Output 901'0 Or SALE5599"

CD PLAYERS

illinob audio
12 E. Delaware Pl., Chicago 60611

NOTE: This Is lust a partial listing of our exten-
sive inventory Please call for quotes on addi-
tional items or to request a free price list

P ices in this ad are for
mail-order only. Freight
charges not included in
prices. All merchandise
shipped brand new, fac
tory fresh with lull war-
ranty Not responsible for
typographical errors
Prices and availability
subject to change

RETURN POLICY: Equipment received within the first
14 days from date of shipment may be returned tc
us for repair or replacement at no additional
charge' After the 14 day period it is the manufac-
turer's resonsibility to repair or replace an item
through their U.S. warranty NOTE Certain manufac-
turers require all returns to be processed directly
through them and not through us so pleas* ask
when making your purchase. All cancellations
are subject to a sent ce charge.

'Does not Include shipping fees

MECISI
TECHNICS SL-PG300

Programmable
Compact Disc Player

 A new generation of CD player us,g the
MASH Digital-to.Analog converter

 10 key direct access on front panel
& remote control

CALL FOR PRICE

UPS'
111: Oversampling. remote CALL FO7 PRICE

TECHNICS
SL-PS700

bit Mash CALL FOR PRICE

JVC XLZ-441
1 bit DAC

Oversampling CALL FOR PRICE

152.112$
Mash digital to
analog converter

TEAC AD -1
CD,Cass combo.
Dolby B

TECHNICS
SLPC-505

D changer. 5 Disc.
mash

TECHNI
SI,PD507CS
I bit. Mash. front loading
remote

JVC XLM-505
1 bit DAC remote

JVC-XL2-611
Duol 18 bit. DAC
DlpHal outputs

CALL FOR PRICE

12i4 Pr_ SALF5169"

List
2199.E. SALE$1599'

CALL FOR PRICE

CALL FOR PRICE

List
480 00 SALE527995

TURNTABLES

TECHNICS SL-QD33
Quartz Direct Drive

Turntable
 Automatic dual motor system
 Gimbal suspension tone arm

CALL FOR PRICE

TECHNICS SL 1200 II
 Quart2.10Ckect direct
drive manual turntable

A117111E
List
149 95 SALE

CALL FOR PRICE

S57oc

with tone arm

AUDIO TECHNICA AT 155LC
Linear contact
Spec buy 29995List SALE511995

MIDI SYSTEMS

PANASONIC SC-CH10
Lifestyle Component Sys' em

 Dolby' Pro logic  CD player  Quartz
synthesized AMFM stereo tuner w26

presets  5 band gr eq  Dbl auto -rev cass
deck  3 way spiv sys  35 key tuti remote

CALL FOR PRICE

SONY MHC-1600
HI -t1 mini stereo system
Amplitier, tuner Dbl auto
reverse cassette deck.
CD player CALL FOR PRICE

JVC MX -70 List
Midi system 1000 00 SALE567995
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Everything You

MERICA

Always Wanted In

It
HOME AUDIO

Pioneer VSX-5900S $485Integrated Receiver
105 W/P/C, Dolby Pro -Logic, Smart Remote
VSX-39006 $325 VSX-3800 $285
VSX-99006 $715 VSX-49005 $385

Cam 16
Cam 42

$185CA
$125ea 4X0 $795ea
$215ea Walsh 5 Call

OHM Cam 32
"Smooth, balanced, and
thoroughly enjoyable
...its dispersion was
subjectively complete
and we were never
aware of the speakers
as distinct sound
sources."
Stereo
Review

Audiosource EQ-Ten
Graphic Equalizer
12 Bands Per Channel With Remote
SS Three $295 Pre One $195
Amp One $235 IS One $65ea

$295

eiSystem Price $295

"Luckily, even small
speakers these days

o manage to project dear
a accurate sound...

$ Among the best in this
group... the unusually

]/ade In America] low priced PN5+"Flit, Hans Fantel N.Y. Time

PN 5+ $75ea PN 7+ $115ea
PN 6+ $95ea PN 8+ Call

Pinnacle
PN 2+ / PN Sub

Premium Values On
Headphones, Cables & Connectors,

Furniture & Accessories

JVC RX-705 Receiver
100 W/P/C, Dolby Pro -Logic
Full Function Remote
RX-305 $175 RX-805 $395
Rx-505 $245 RX-905 Call

t  
Electronics!

V

ro .gar
3.591trn

,r-,

5325

JBL 4312
Pro Control
Monior 'Made In America'
$444 P\

ea
JBL 2600 $95ea
JBL LX -44 $195ea
JBL L -80t3 $295ea
Pro
Performer+ $395

214,IY/

Sonographe SD -22 CD -Player
by Conrad Johnson Design

We are proud to be Authorized Dealers of
the entire line of Sonographe products. Their
world-wide reputation for superior compo-
nents is well deserved and worth your
evaluation - call toll -free for specifications.

Muse Model 100
100 Watt Power Amplifier

This amplifier puts out remarkable, dean,
sound through the entire sound spectrum. In
most cases outperforming amplifiers costing
three times as much. Reviews everywhere use
words such as "remarkable" and "highly
recommended" regularly when referring to this
amp. - call for complete specifications.

V MINI -SYSTEMS
Onkyo
PCS-05
Fully Integrated
Mini System with
CD -Player,
Cassette, AM/FM
Stereo & Speakers

PO_

tie
$775

Aiwa NSX-810 $485
JVC MX -70 $635
Kenwood UD-7 $795
Panasonic SC(1110 $775

V CASSETTE DECKS
Aiwa ADF-810 $295
Aiwa ADF-1000 $345
Teac V5000 Call
JVC TDW-805 $285
JVC TDV-541 $275
Pioneer CIW-630 $255
Pioneer CIW-830 $345
Sansui DX-311WR $295
Onkyo TA -2700 $345

Many More to Choose From

V CD -CHANGERS
JVC XLM-505 $225
JVC XLM-705 $295
Kenwood DP -M7730 $245
Pioneer PDM-455 $195
Pioneer PDM-550 $225
Pioneer PDM-650 $295
Pioneer PD-TM1 $345
Sansui CD -3100M $245
Technics SLPD-807 $185
Teclutics SLPC-505 $165

V PROJECTION TV
SharpVision3W-101TU / 120ZIJ
LCD Projection Televisions

Provides crystal dear picture, adjustable
from 20" to 100". Uses new advanced Liquid
Crystal Display (LCD) technology, 70h brighter
than previous models. Uses any video source.

$500
Mail -In
Rebate

V 10 DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE V
 NO FINE PRINT  SAME LOW PRICE FOR CASH OR CREDIT  NON -COMMISSION SALES PEOPLE

 AUTHORIZED DEALER & SERVICE  100'S OF BRANDS / THOUSANDS OF PRODUCTS
 CALL FOR PRODUCTS NOT LISTED  IF YOU'RE IN THE AREA COME SEE OUR STATE-OF-THE-ART

AUTOMATED HOME & CAR STEREO SOUND ROOMS  UNPARALLELED SERVICE & SUPPORT



 
MERICA

.The First Time
A Great Store, Great Prices, Detailed Service & Excellent Selection

CAR STEREO

JBL
In Arn_eric.a

T-903 Speakers
3 -Way 6x9 Speakers
with Pure Titanium
Tweeters

$155p, ti

V

SPEAKERS V
HECO German Made - Full Line in Stock Call
JBL T902 6x9 Coaxial $115pr
MB Quart QM-215CS $225
Pioneer TSA-6908 $115
PY e 0 Coax 115ea
Sony XS -6920 $65
HEAD UNITS
Clarion 973111T $185
JVC KSRG-8 $285
Panasonic CQV15 $275

V
Yamaha YCR525-$325
Pioneer KE7878 $215
Blaupunkt CALL

CD PLAYER V
Clarion 5670CD $315 YarnahaVCDT720 $395
JVC XLG-3500 $315 Pioneer DE11770 ..$345
Pane. CQDP-40 $345 Blaupunkt CALL

CAR AMPLIFIERS
Autotck 7050 50 Watts x 2 $175
Alphasonic PMA-2150 150 Watts x 2 $275
Clarion 1610A 40 Watts x 4 $275
Hifonics Vulcan 50 Watts x 2 $215
JVC KSA-154 30 Watts x 4 $195
Orion 240GX 40 Watts x 2 $225
Proton CA -260 60 Watts x 2 $275
Pioneer GMH-200 100 Watts x 2 $385
Sherwood SCP-1002BP 55Watts x 4 $175
Panasonic CYM-1002 58 Watts x 2 $195
Yamaha YPA-1020 55 Watts x 4 $395

SPEAKER SPECIALS
Advent Legacy
 2 -Way Floorstanding
 250 -Watt I landling
 10" Woofer $32

Mini $115pr
Baby II $145pr
Laureate $375pr
Heritage $445pr

SATELLITE SYSTEMS
Complete Satellite
Dish & Tracking
Equipment
Fully stocked satellite a221310
department.

V

V

Year
Round

Savings

V TELEVISION SPECIALS - YOUR CHOICE $395
20 Inch Stereo Monitor T.V.'s AU With Remote Control &

On -Screen Dispbys
MUM"

JVC
AV -2061S

Toshiba
CF -2055A

HI-FI VCR SPECIALS - YOUR CHOICE $395
4 -Head, Hi -A MTS/SAP, Full Function Remotes,

Fully Programmable
RCA
VR-665

HRD-910U

Canon E-65
 10:1 Power Zoom
 2 Lux / Low Light
 Infrared Autofocus
 Wireless Remote

$795
Ricoh R-67 8:1 Handi-Cam Call
Ricoh R -105H 10:1 Infrared Focus Call
Canon E08 8:1 Handi-Cam Call
Yashica 10C-1 8:1 Hi -8 Handi-Cam Call
Minolta 8-406 6:1 Handi-Cam $695
RCA Pro -860 6:1 Handi-Cam Call
JVC GR-303U 8:1 VHS -C Call

PORTABLES
JVC PCX-500
Boom Box with
CD -Player, Double
Cassette, Equalizer
AM/FM Stereo Tuner

$295
All Your Favorite Portables

In Stock & Ready For Delivery

V

Pioneer CID -3090
Top -Of -The -Line Auto -Reverse $775
Laser Disc Player w/Digital Effects
Pioneer CID -1090 $435
Pioneer CID -2090 $585
Panasonic LX -101 $475
Panasonic LX -1000 . $985
RCA IDR-3000 $395
Call For Other Brands & Models
Full Selection
of Universal
Smart
Remotes

213 South Street / Route 24  Morristown, NJ 07960
ALL '--PHCAN

MAJOR goo -258-4556
CARDS

ACCEPTED
Hours: Monday - Friday 9 -9  Saturday 9 - 6  Sunday 11- 4



(bass), Count Almaviva; Marilyn
Schmiege (mezzo-soprano), Cherubino;
Heinz Zednik (tenor), Don Basilio; Sieg-
mund Nimsgern (baritone), Dr. Bartolo;
Cornelia Kallisch (mezzo-soprano),
Marcellina; others. Bavarian Radio
Symphony Chorus and Orchestra, Colin
Davis cond. RCA VICTOR @ 60440-2
three CD's (174 min).

Performance: A strong contender
Recording: Very good

Faced with more than a dozen Figaros
on compact discs, most of them good or
better, one may be excused for re-
strained enthusiasm on encountering yet
another new one. It so happens, how-
ever, that this well -cast and extremely
well-conducted Munich -based entry can
stand with the best in the lot.

This is Colin Davis's second go at this
opera, and it's far superior to his earlier
effort, an acceptable if somewhat imper-
sonal and mechanical 1970 account on
Philips. His deepened familiarity with
the work is evidenced by his impeccable
tempo choices, masterly control of the
ensembles, and expert guidance of the
singers. This is vigorous, muscular Mo-
zart, without any "period" daintiness;
the spirited yet unhurried overture aptly
heralds a performance of admirable con-
sistency. Only the delicious third -act
finale is somewhat wanting in the desired
spontaneous hilarity.

Without question, the principal
strength of this performance lies with the
conductor. There are no major weak-
nesses in the cast, but only Julia Varady
is a true standout: She creates a poi-
gnantly melancholy countess whose
strength of character shines through a
facade of elegance and emotional re-
straint. Varady's exquisite singing is tell-
ingly contrasted to Helen Donath's tem-
peramental, live -wire Susanna; after
some tonal unsteadiness in the early
scenes Donath emerges as an assertive
and likable center of the action. Among
the minor roles, special mention should
be made of the charming Barbarina of
Ingrid Kertesi.

It may be improper to second-guess
such an expert conductor, but the Alma -
viva and the Figaro should have been
reversed. Both Ferruccio Furlanetto and
Alan Titus are fine and expressive sing-
ers, but Furlanetto occasionally lapses
into buffo inflections that run counter to
the elegant image he ought to project,
and Titus at times finds Figaro's low
tessitura uncomfortable.

The recitatives are ably handled by the
largely non -Italian cast. The weakest in
this respect are Marilyn Schmiege, oth-
erwise an acceptable Cherubino, and
Heinz Zednik, a richly characterful but
rather Germanic Basilio. Both get their
oft -omitted arias in Act IV and perform
them creditably. Cornelia Kallisch is an
unexaggerated Marcellina, while Sieg-
mund Nimsgern is a strongly assertive
Bartolo.

In sum, this is a perfectly safe and
recommendable version, but my favor -

Julia Varady: an outstanding Countess

ites remain the sets conducted by Carlo
Maria Giulini (EMI) and Neville Mar-
riner (Philips), which offer comparable
leadership and a higher level of solo
contributions. G.J.

RACHMANINOFF: "Paganini" Rhap-
sody (see TCHAIKOVSKY)

SCHUBERT: String Quintet in C Major,
Op. 163 (D. 956). Vera Beths, Lisa Rau-
tenberg (violin); Steven Dann (viola);
Anner Bylsma, Kenneth Slowik (cello).
Rondo in A Major for Violin and String
Quartet (D. 438). Vera Beths, Lisa Rau-
tenberg, Jody Gatwood (violin); Steven
Dann (viola); Anner Bylsma (cello).
SONY VIVARTE ® SK 46669 (68 min).

Performance: Satisfying quintet
Recording: First-rate

This is a bracing account of Schubert's
great valedictory quintet, played on
Stradivarius instruments from the
Smithsonian collection, all with the gut
strings that would have been used in
Schubert's time. The gut strings do make
a difference in texture, and it is one that
must surely have affected interpretive
decisions. The opening movement is
fleet without being rushed; the heavenly
theme is not allowed to become self-
indulgent, and the exposition repeat can
be wholeheartedly welcomed. The fine
sense of natural momentum carries
through all four movements, adding up
to a thoroughly satisfying performance,
with all the poignancy one could want.

The Rondo in A Major (in which Vera
Beths switches from first violin to solo-
ist) is a generous filler, but it comes off as
a little monochromatic and wanting in
charm. This piece is more enticing as
performed by Pinchas Zukerman on
Philips or Jean -Jacques Kantorow on
Denon, both accompanied by a chamber
orchestra instead of a string quartet. But
the great quintet is the real point here,

and this stimulating "low -fat" version is
one that many who love this work will
surely want to add to their short list of
existing favorites. R.F.

SCHUBERT: Incidental Music to "Rosa-
munde" (see Best of the Month, page 74)

SCHUMANN: Piano Concerto in A Minor
(see TCHAIKOVSKY)

TCHAIKOVSKY: Piano Concerto No. 1,
in B -fiat Minor, Op. 23. SCHUMANN:
Piano Concerto in A Minor, Op. 54. Cecile
Ousset (piano); London Philharmonic
Orchestra, Kurt Masur cond. EMI/AN-
GEL CD CDC 54157-2 (68 min).

Performance: Grandiose Tchaikovsky
Recording: Piano too close

TCHAIKOVSKY: Piano Concerto No. 1,
in B-jlat Minor, Op. 23. RACHMANI-
NOFF: Rhapsody on a Theme of Paganini,
Op. 43. Horacio Gutierrez (piano); Balti-
more Symphony Orchestra, David Zin-
man cond. TELARC O CD -80193 (57 min).

Performance: Tasteful
Recording: Well-balanced

Strictly pianistically, Cecile Ousset is
impressive in the Tchaikovsky and
Schumann concertos, but the effect of
the performance as a whole is not terri-
bly positive. She and Kurt Masur take a
very big approach to a work that many
may understandably think is big enough
already. One feels the performance has
been staged rather than felt, and while
the tension in the finale is more convinc-
ing than anything in the preceding move-
ments, it threatens to run away with
itself. The sonic focus is not helpful,
placing the piano so far forward that
orchestral detail is frequently obscured.
Both pianist and conductor seem much
more at home in the Schumann. Others
may find a bit more poetry in the work,
but one can't mistake the authority and
affection in this performance, and even
the balance between piano and orchestra
is better than in the Tchaikovsky.

There are no problems of balance in
the Telarc Tchaikovsky. Horacio Gu-
tierrez and David Zinman seem altogeth-
er more comfortable with the work than
Ousset and Masur. They let it flow with a
convincingly natural momentum and
tasteful sense of proportion, utterly free
of gear -shifting or larger -than -life irrup-
tions. Gutierrez shows a bit more refine-
ment here than in his earlier recording
with Andre Previn on Angel, with no loss
of spontaneity, and he could not have
asked for a more sympathetic partner on
the podium. Throughout the Rachmani-
noff, too, one senses Zinman's subtle
hand shaping the symphonic whole. The
composer's points-variously witty and
bizarre-are registered the more telling-
ly for not being gratuitously under-
scored, and neither the piano's interest
nor the orchestra's is ever sacrificed to
the other. The recording is as free of
exaggeration as the performances them-
selves. R.F.
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w WHOLESALERS

Miniature CAMCORDER
AUTHORIZED

DEALER for

ALL BRANDS of

CAMCORDERS
AT LOW.

LOW.

PRICES'

CANON
E013

COMPETITIVE PRICING CALL NOW
FOR YOUR BEST DELIVERED PM!

- MOST POPULAR FEATURES -
 CANON E.518mm 3 LUX  8mm 3LUX 8:1 ZOOM $579

8.1 ZOOM (Flash Remote) $5 i v  SUPER VHS JVC 8xZOOM

 8mm or VHS -C
3 LUX. 400 LINES $799

MINI PALM SIZE $689  JVC GR303U CALL

The LATEST MODELS at the BEST VALUE:
'CANON Al DIGITAL *CANON L1 " RCA PRO 880 I PANASONIC PV40

*CANON E08  CHINON C8SC98  MINOLTA 8808  PANASONIC PV704

 JVC GRS 707 RCA. HITACHI. RICOH & MUCH MORE!

SUPER VHS 8mm & BETA

SPECIALS OF THE MONTH:
-4+2 SUPER VHS Hi-Fi MTS

SUPER FLY ERASE 410 LINES SY NCHRO EDIT
$499
$ag
5269
$4.99
$6.99

$15.99

-BETA MAX
-8mm PLAYER
-SONY P6120 CV (2 Hour, 8mm)

-FUJI ST120 (SUPER VHS)
-EVAPORATED E6120 8mm

CRT WORD
PROCESSOR

KX -W 1525
 MSDOS FILE CONVERTER
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Make
Tracks...
... to your nearest mailbox
and send for the latest
copy of the free Consumer
Information Catalog.

It lists about 200 free or
low-cost government
publications on topics like
health, nutrition, careers,
money management, and
federal benefits.

Take a step in the right
direction and write today
for the free Consumer
Information Catalog. Just
send your name and
address to:

Consumer Information Center
Department NIT
Pueblo, Colorado 81009

*IN11011Rto
-qttir

A public service of this publication and
the Consumer Information Center of the
US. General Services Administration.

Leonard Bernstein's Legacy W

NOTH I NG illustrates the international-
ization of classical music better
than the career of Leonard Bern-
stein. His roots were in Eastern
Europe. He was brought up and
educated in a Franco-Russian envi-

ronment and became a protégé of Serge
Koussevitzky, the last of the old Russian
Romantic maestros. At the same time,
his own predilections were for multina-
tional modernism, more than a little
tinged with the energy of American jazz
and musical theater.

For many years, Bernstein was re-
garded as a strictly American-even
American Jewish-phenomenon. About
the only Central European music with
which he was identified was that of Gus-
tav Mahler, another Jewish composer/
conductor with a highly eclectic style,
who also directed the New York Philhar-
monic. The Philharmonic and Columbia
Records were Bernstein's only homes.

Suddenly one day, the doors opened
worldwide. Bernstein was a hero every-
where, but especially in Germany and,
amazingly, Austria. A generation of con-
ductors from all over became his proté-
gés. His new record company, Deutsche
Grammophon, began to follow him ev-
erywhere, recording dynamic perfor-
mances of almost everything and creat-
ing a second Bernstein catalog on CD.

I don't know how much more of the
Bernstein legacy is in the can, but the
three recent releases under review here
are typical of the quality of the work he
was doing at the end. These are all billed
as live performances, made in concert
halls at or (more probably) following
concerts. They are presumably single -
take recordings, showing the character
and excitement of live performances.
There are some signs of a mature, late
style: The Tchaikovsky Fourth is almost
Neoclassical in its clarity. Bernstein was
obviously at home here with the New
York Philharmonic in Avery Fisher
Hall, and the result is not frantic but very
moving Tchaikovsky-superbly shaped,
muscular, intense. The performances of
the symphony and the accompanying
Francesca da Rimini play to the compos-
er's strengths, and the recording makes
the hall sound like a sonic dream.

Another very successful stop on this
world tour is Hindemith -in -Israel. The
playing is not quite as dazzling as Tchai-
kovsky-in-New-York, but the slightly
rough edge suits the energy of these
works-Mathis der Maier, the Concert
Music for Strings and Brass, and the
Weber Metamorphosis-just as the
rhythmic intensity, the wit, and the
amusing jazzy touches suit the conduc-
tor. Performances like these put Hinde-
mith back up among the best orchestral
creators of the century.

Debussy -in -Italy is probably the least
interesting of these musical tours, but
even here there is something of note.
Images, for example, really is a suite of
dances or dance impressions from differ-
ent parts of Europe: Gigues is based on
Anglo-Irish jigs, Rondes de Printemps on
similar French folk dances, and Iberia,
of course, is suffused with the dance
rhythms of Spain. Inevitably, it is this
side of Debussy, rather than the impres-
sionism of La Mer and Prelude l'Apres-
Midi d'un Faune, that brings out the best
of Bernstein.

These recordings add up to a tour de
force for the DG engineers. Apparently
they can go anyplace and make it sound
good; in fact, the sound is remarkably
consistent between the different locales.
Ultimately, of course, the triumph is
Bernstein's-he also had the ability to go
anywhere with almost anything and
make it sound good. Quite a legacy.

Eric Salzman

TCHAIKOVSKY: Symphony No. 4, in F
Minor, Op. 36; Francesca da Rimini, Sym-
phonic Fantasia After Dante, Op. 32. New
York Philharmonic, Leonard Bernstein
cond. DEUTSCHE GRAMMOPHON © 429
778-2 (77 min).

HINDEMITH: Symphony, Mathis der
Maier; Concert Music for Strings and
Brass, Op. 50; Symphonic Metamorphosis
on Themes of Carl Maria von Weber.
Israel Philharmonic Orchestra, Leonard
Bernstein cond. DEUTSCHE GRAMMO-
PHON ® 429 404-2 (67 min).

DEBUSSY: Images pour Orchestre
(Gigues, Rondes de Printemps, Iberia);
Prelude a l'Apres-Midi d'un Faune; La
Mer. Orchestra dell' Accademia Nazion-
ale di Santa Cecilia, Leonard Bernstein
cond. DEUTSCHE GRAMMOPHON 429
728-2 (76 min).
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DLED by an infected thumb that
was proving reluctant to heal,
Murray Perahia, at his home in
the London suburb of Ealing
(he is a native New Yorker),
had time to reflect on some of

the problems facing pianists in
this age of jet-propelled concertiz-
ing, high-tech recording, competi-
tions, and, of course, video.

Our discussion of video was
prompted by Perahia's experi-
ences during the recent video re-
cording of a complete recital in the
empty Maltings Concert Hall at
Aldeburgh, now available as
"The Aldeburgh Recital" on
Sony laserdisc and videotape.

"The problem with video re-
cording," he said, "is the cam-
eras. Producers are tempted to
use too many, to want too great a
variety of camera angles.

"I find that too great a variety
and too frequent shifting from one
angle to another tend to distract
the viewer's attention from what
is being played. With close-ups of
the fingers on the keyboard, espe-
cially, viewers tend to concen-
trate on the fingers and what they are
doing and forget about what is being
played. The viewer loses the continuity
of thought that is necessary for continu-
ity of hearing.

"I am happy with the way things
worked out at Aldeburgh. It helped, I
think, that this was the first full -recital
use of Sony's new HDVS [High Defini-
tion Video/Sound) technology. It took a
while before unfamiliar equipment was
set up. The result was that we recorded
80 minutes of music in two days. This
meant longer takes and less camera ac-
tivity, sometimes just one camera to a
whole movement, which is what I like.

"I know, of course, that the producer
is concerned about the viewer's concen-
tration span, and I make things even
more difficult for him because I don't
move around much at the piano. In this
case I think we achieved a satisfactory
balance of what can be contending con-
cerns and objectives."

The Aldeburgh program, by the way,
offers Beethoven's Thirty-two Varia-
tions in C Minor, four pieces from Rach-
maninoff's two sets of Etudes Tableaux,
Schumann's Faschingsschwank aus
Wien, and Liszt's Consolation in D -flat

S T A G E

Murray Perahia
IN Henry Pleasants

 

Major and Hungarian Rhapsody No. 12.
A subject of concern to pianists,

teachers, critics, and the concert -going
public in general, these days, is competi-
tions and their effect on standards and
careers. Perahia's own career was
launched by his winning the Leeds Com-
petition in 1972. How does he regard the
rash of competitions-and competi-
tors-we are experiencing today?

"I find it a tragedy," he said, "that
managers consider them necessary-
which is why I entered at Leeds. They
won't take a chance on talent unless it
has been demonstrated-and publi-
cized-in a prestigious competition.

"As for its effect on standards, I
would hesitate to say that competitions
are solely to blame for, but they may
have contributed to, what I find a too
intense, almost exclusive, concentration
on technical brilliance and technical per-
fection among today's younger pianists.
They tend to lose sight of, or neglect,
problems that are more musical, more
musically substantive, than purely tech-
nical."

Might something similar not be said of
contemporary composition for piano?

"Yes, but I would put it differently.

The problem with composers is
their abandonment of music's
roots in tonality. Without tonal-
ity, a sense of the dynamic, or
kinetic, relationship between one
tone or pitch and another, there is
no song, and without song there is
no music."

There's a lot of self -character-
ization in that statement. What
has always distinguished Perahia
among pianists is his profound
musicality-not quite self-effac-
ing, perhaps, because his playing
has always had a distinctive per-
sonal flavor, but certainly the op-
posite of self-aggrandizement or
exhibitionism.

That fundamental musicality is
reflected in his wide-ranging en-
thusiasm for other musicmaking
than just that of the virtuoso solo
pianist: chamber music, conduct-
ing (concertos and chamber mu-
sic), and accompanying (most re-
cently a video recording of
Schubert's Die Winterreise with
Dietrich Fischer-Dieskau).

"Conducting is a bit of a prob-
lem for me," he said, "because I

am not technically equipped as a con-
ductor. Success, then, depends on es-
tablishing a musical rapport with the
musicians. When they grasp and sympa-
thize with your approach and your ob-
jectives, the result can be musically and
personally rewarding. It's largely a mat-
ter of achieving the right atmosphere."

If all this suggests a dedicated musi-
cian and music lover who just happens to
have been extraordinarily endowed as a
pianist, that is just the kind of impression
Murray Perahia makes-and confirms in
his recordings. 0

Murray Perahia's most recent releases
on Sony Classical are his first digital
recordings of Mozart's Piano C 'ertos
Nos. 21 and 27, the concertos for two
and three pianos (arranged for two)
with Radu Lupu. and discs of solo works
by Brahms us well as a Franck/Liszt
program. Perahia has been touring the
U.S. and Europe this fall with Mozart
programs-a fitting contribution to the
composer's bicentennial celebration
from all artist whose recordings of his
works have been so highly acclaimed.
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Sod Hr our experts help. The DAI Store has a large wit, twit of
I 'Iglu] Audio Tape Recorders-Time Code, prokssional, portable.
and home RATS. Models Iron, Aiwa. Akab C sio, lknon, Fostex.
I I itachi. JVC. Nakamicht. NEC. l'anasonic. Pioneer, Sharp, Sons

I JSC2111. Technics, and others. The DKr Sr It

also carries a huge assortment of DAT-relor,1
cessories - everything from blank tape to

omputer program,.
Our salespeople will make sure that you're

ached with your perfect DAT.

AFTER ALL, BUYING A DAT IS
NOT JUST ANOTHER GAME.

DAT
DIGRAL AUDI) TAG(

VOICE

624 WILSHIRE BLVD. SANTA MONKA, CALIFORNIA

-828-6487 Orm., 9-6 f.:213-828-87

Personal Se hquiPmeatce Since 1959
Quality Amid' ' '
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Authorized Sales and Service
908-255-1935

1841 Hooper Ave., Toms River NJ 08753

We srvl

STEREO REVIEW

CLASSIFIED

RECORDS

CAA

We buy and sell

LP vinyl records
Over 1110,000 titles in sic

139 West 72nd Street
New York, NY 10023

Rare Records Ltd. 212 877.5020

RECORD COLLECTORS' SUPPLIES. REPLACEMENT JACKETS, inner
sleeves, 78 RPM sleeves. CLD boxes, etc. COMPLETE CATALOG.
Cabco, Box 8212, Room 640, Columbus, Ohio 43201.

SERIOUS MUSIC DOESN'T HAVE TO COST SERIOUS MONEY. The
latest ROSE RECORDS catalog features a wide selection of
classical operatic. razz, and popular music overstocks and
cut-outs LPs, casstettes and CDs at bargain prices. ROSE
RECORDS, Dept. SR. 214 S. Wabash, Chicago. IL 60604.
800 -955 -0 -0 -S -E.

PROFESSIONAL SOUND, LIGHTING, EFFECTS. NEW & USED Dn.
BANDS. RINKS & NIGHTCLUBS. CALL FOR 50 -PAGE BOOKLET
(502)782-1172.

AUTHORIZED

HIGH -END LOUDSPEAKER systems, speaker kits and the widest
selection of raw drivers from the world's finest manufacturers.
For beginners and audiophiles. Free catalog. A&S SPEAKERS.
3170 23rd St, San Francisco, CA 94110. (415) 641-4573.

PHILIPS, AUDAX PEERLESS, FOCAL, AND DYNAUDIO LOUD-
SPEAKERS in stock with good prices and competent service.
Crossover components also. MADISOUND SPEAKER COMPO-
NENTS, 8608 University Green, Box 4283. Madison, \M 53711.
(608)831 3433.

CALL TOLL FREE! 1(800) 826-0520; NAD *
ONKYO * CARVER * M&K * VELODYNE *
HARMAN KARDON * HAFLER * LEXICON *
CWD * PRO -AC * FRIED * CELESTION *
ACOUSTAT * STAX * AUDIOCONTROL * NILES*
ATLANTIC TECHNOLOGY * PROTON * JBL *
MONSTER CABLE * BELLES * DAHLQUIST *
COMPONENT GUARD * KINERGETICS * NITTY
GRITTY * GRADO * THORENS * SOUND SELLER,
2808 CAHILL RD., P.O. BOX 224, MARINETTE,
WI 54143-0224. FAX#715-735-5838, PHO-
NE 715-735-9002.

BBE Reveals all the Sound You've Never Heard
'BBE is the most hearable advance in audio DBE

Sound Inc. technology since high fidelity itself." Sound Inc.
HOME SONIC MAXIMIZER CAR

"New layers of detail were revealed...the
soundstage was deeper and more three

dimensional...proved totally addictive to the ears!"
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"The sound was immeadiately brighter, arier, and

more sparkling, with added puniit and snap to
transients, more bite to sharp attacks, and more

sheen to strings and vocals...sensational!"

THE ONLY NUMBER YOU'LL EVER NEED

C)AWT/
mEADTow*.oppING CENTER  RTE 23  KINNELON NJ 07405

0 4



1 o 80065420SAVE
THE ONLY NUMBER YOU'LL EVER NEED

bioddrcirdrosqab AMP/PREAMP SALE
RF 2000 Power Amplifier
 Powerful, stable, and musically accurate
 345 watts into 8 ohms, 565 watts into 4 ohms

16 MOSFET output devices per channel
1 150 watts dynamic power into 2 ohms

RF 200 Pre Amplifier
 Sensitive accurate and flexible
 Tape monitoring loop, and external

processing loop
 Built-in electronic crossover for bi-amping

The RF200 met or surpassed all its specifi-
cations in our tests." 'The bulletproof na-
ture of the RF2000 amplifier was readily
apparent." Julian Hirsch, Stereo Review

ORIGINA_LY $1198 NOW $699
 6, 0,1.8. fs  '`

ORIGINALLY $559 NOW $389
PACKAGE DEAL SPECIAL

BOTH tho 9 9
FOR ONLY 7

Luxman P007 Comes With luxmon 5 yr Warranty

Automatic Turntable
 Linear tracking tone arm
 Belt driven DC motor
 Auto record sensor Orig
 Cartridge included '300 ...$189
oundcraftsman

Pro Control 3-17
Preamplifier with digital CMOS .MADE IN U.S.A..'
switching. Six total inputs, 2 tape
monitors, infernal signal proc- $289easing loop SALE

MB QUARTI
The 350 S excels in stereo imaging,

that illusion of a real sound stage
with natural instrument placement
and depth.
An amazing thing happens while
you re listening the speakers seem
to dissappear Available in white or
oak.
FR: 38Hz - 32kHz, Nom Imp 4 ohms Or $1000 NOW

Model 650, Model 850 CALL *629

PROTON
ClEillV THE MST
D940 Digital Receiver With DPD
Dynamic Power on Demand with anti -clipping circuitry,
bass equalization switch, listen/recselection, moving mag-
net/moving coil cartridge s
witching, 16 -station memory.

ger

D540 Integrated Amplifier With DPD288
Dynamic Power on Demand with anti -clipping circuitry,
bass equalization switch, moving magnet/moving coil =-

phone capacitance, tape to Ong 5319 $ 1 99fridge switching, adjustable

tape dubbing
OPTIONAL 440 Schotz Tuner_ CALL

CAR STEREO
SONY

VT7

A .owe
AM/FM CASSETTE RECEIVERS
CD CHANGERS ALL
CAR AMPLIFIERS IN
CAR SPEAKERS STOCK
RADAR DETECTORS
CALL FOR BRANDS & MODELS

NirWhen It comes to great audio,
we're not afraid to cut corners.

"The NHT 2.3 soun irst rate"
lAugust 1991 Stereo Review

FULL LINE OF NHT LOUDSPEAKERS

 NHT MODEL 1  NHT ZERO
 NHT MODEL 1.3  NHT MOTEL IC

NHT MODEL 1.8  NHT SWI
 NHT MODEL 2.3  NHT SW2

CALL FOR PRICES

LASER DISC PLAYERS

Come Aud Lion The NEW Philips CDV600
 All Brands I ri Stock  S -VHS Output w/Remote
Choose From Philips, $
Devon, Technics,
Panasonic...As Low As

Panasonic KX-F50 FAXI
Telephone Answering System with FocsIrnIlle
10 Pg. Document Feed/Polling Function. rine Mode
 Copier function
 Integrated phone system
 305 autodial
 Auto phone/K. switching
 Tone remote control
 One touch sending
 Recordable OGM chip
 G3 compatible
ALSO AVAILABLE

KX-F90 CALL 4911
BEST SELECTION

OF PORTABLE
DISC PLAYERS
& PERSONAL

STEREO RADIOS
CHOOSE FROM
ALL THE TOP

BRAND NAMES

JVC."'""MINI SYSTEM

MIMI!
40 Random AM Ft.I presets 30W/eh
min with 40W sub  6 preprogrammed
equalizations  Remote control 3 -

way CD edit  Dolby B NZ Now
CALL FOR

OTHER MODE $549
Meadtown Shopping Center Route 23

Kinnelon, N.J. 07405
Information  Customer Service201-838-3444
7 Day exchange on defechve merchandise  Nol re-
soonible for typo errorsShipping choges are nor re
fundcble  No fox on out of slate purchase Norms,
puce friendly servicNon commissioned salesman

STEREO REVIEW

CLASSIFIED

AUTHORIZED

SPEAKER COMPONENTS - KITS, Auclax-Vita, Crossovers, Books.
more. Catalog $2 MENISCUS, 2442 28th St. SVJ, Dept. 0,
VVyoming, MI 49509. [6161534-9121.

SINGERS!
REMOVE VOCALS

FROM RECORDS AND CDs!

SING WITH THE WORLD'S BEST BANDS!
An delimited supply of Backgrounds from. standard

stereo records! Record with your voice or perform live
with the aazkgrounds. Used in Professional Performance
yet corrects easily to a home component stereo. This
unique product is manufactured and sold Exclusively by
LT Sourd - Not sold through dealers. Call or write for a
Free Brochure and Demo Record.

LT Sound, Dept. SR -1 1,7980 LT Parkway
Lithon a, GA 30058 (404)482-47 24
Manufactured and Sold Exclusively LT Sound
24 HOUR PHONE DEMO LINE:146414by 82-2485

SAVE 40%0N HIGH -END home speakers, sub -
woofers, amplifiers. FREE CATALOG! RTRD,
3021 Sangamon Ave., Springfield, I. 62702.
'.(800)283-4644.
WE SELL MORE HIGH PERFORMANCE SPEAKER KITS than anyone
in the U.S. FREE CATALOG 1-800 346-9183 AUDIO CONCEPTS.
901 S 4th 3t, LaCrosse, WI 54601

High-erd and hard -to -find audio components
bought and sold. All types. New and used. Daily
specials. Closeouts. Best prices! AUDIO AMERI-
CA (Virginia). Call 1-900-776-5777. $25/call.
EXPERIENCED. FRIENDLY ADVICE, FREE SHIPPING! MIRAGE. PS.
CWD, STAR, KINERGETICS, THORENS, PHILIPS, AUDIOQUEST,
FRIED. MONSTER. QUAD, SPICA. STRAIGHTWIRE, MORE!! READ
BROTHERS, 593-B KING, CHARLESTON, SOUTH CAROLINA
29403. (803) 723-7276.

CALL US
LAST

WE WILL

BEAT ANY PRICE
PRINTED IN THIS MAGAZINE ON

HOME & CAR STEREO

BEST PRICES EVER ON

ko Infinity ://Z
HOMECARIN WALLS

The SOUND Approach
6067 Jericho Tpke., Commack. NY 11725

WARRANTY (800) 368-2344



AUTHORIZED

DIAMOND NEEDLES, PHONO CARTRIDGES &
ACCESSORIES. AUDIO-TECHNICA, AUDIO -
QUEST, BANG & OLUFSEN, DYNAVECTOR,
LAST, ORTOFON, PICKERING, SHURE, SIGNET,
STANTON & SUMIKO. TOLL FREE INCLUDING
CANADA (800) 221-0906. N.Y. (516)
599-1112. CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTABLE. FOR
CATALOG SEND SELF ADDRESSED STAMPED
ENVELOPE. LYLE CARTRIDGES, DEPT SR, P.O.
BOX 158, VALLEY STREAM, N.Y. 11582.
-'STEREO WORLD" IS YOUR DISCOUNT SOUND SOURCE WITH
SUPER DEALS ON HOME AND CAP STEREO LINES INCLUDING:
TECHNICS PANASONIC, .A/C, SOW ORION. PYLE MTX SOUND -
CRAFTSMAN, PIONEER, SHERWOOD, JBL HIFONICS, BLAUPUNKT,
AUTOTEK ADVENT, ALPHASONIK SCOSCHE EFX EXCALIBUR AND
MANY OTHERS CALL OR WRITE FOR FREE CATALOG. FREE UPS
IN 48 STATES 10AM-6PM MON-FRI: VISA/MC: COD ACCEPTED.
PO. BOX 596, MONROE. NY 10950. (914) 782-6044

CAR/HOMENIDEO for: DENON, SONY, INFIN-
ITY, AUDIO CONTROL, VELODYNE, CWD, COU-
STIC, BAZOOKA, KICKER, ADVENT & PRECI-
SION POWER. Full line authorized dealer. Call
(800) 321-0685 for prices and orders. (301)
729-3711 for info and consultations. C&C
AudioNideo 11am-9pm Mon -Sat EST.

FOR SALE

CABLE N DESCRAMBLERS-FREE CATALOG! 1-800-648-7938.
Jerrold, Oak Hamlin. etc. Guaranteed Lowest Dealer and
Retail Prices, Warranties. Immediate Delivery. MCMSAICOD.
Republic Cable Products, Inc., 4080 Paradise Rood, #15. Dept.
724, Los Vegas. NV 89109.

S.B.II. ENT I
(800) 451-5851 NYC (718) 438-

1678 53rd St. Brooklyn, N.Y. 11 204 Mon.-
027 0181 438

FAX:

.4621

Fri.8-7,Sun.9-6
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THE MINI AD WITH MAXI SAVINGS

LOW PRICES!!! NAD, DENON, NAKAMICHI, CARV-

ER, BOSTON ACOUSTICS, LUXMAN, HAFLER,
ADS, B&K, ONKYO, PROTON, BOSE & OTHERS!!
SOUND ADVICE: (414)727-0071 OPEN SUN-
DAYS!!!

WE SELL PREOWNED high qualify Audio and Video with a
money back guarantee. For a FREE monthly Inventory send
your name and address to: ROSS' EXCHANGE 3061 Claire-
mont Dr, San Diego. CA 92117 or call (619) 276-8235.

CABLE TV CONVERTERS DESCRAMBLERS.
Guaranteed lowest prices in U.S., Jerrold, Ham-
lin, Zenith -many others! Lowest dealer prices!
Orders shipped within 24 hours! MasterCard-
Visa-C.O.D. accepted. Free catalog -Call
(800) 345-8927 only! Pacific Cable Co., Inc.,
7325 112 Reseda Blvd., 1380, Reseda, CA
91335.AII other information, call (818)
709-9937.
LOW PRICES HIGH END EQUIPMENT: Carver, Nakamichi. Hail-
er, Luxman. ADS B&K Bose, Onkyo. Proton, Philips rind mur
more! (414) 725-4431.

Get Your Best Price,
Then Call Us,

-rOLLf We'll Beat It
°E 1-800-522-8937

MANY MODELS NOT LISTED, PLEASE CALL

RECEIVERS CD PLAYERS
Yamaha
RX 750 New
RX V850 Call
RX V1050. Call
Carver
HR 752 525
HR 772 Call
Nakamichi
Receiver! Call
Receiver2 Call
Technics
SA-GX910 Call
SA-GX710 489
SA-GX505 Call
JVC
F 705 New
RX 805 Call
RX V1010. Call
Kenwood
KRV 9030 Call
KRV 6030. 256
HAD
7100X Call
7400 Call

SPEAKERS
Pi
PN 5+ 145
PN 8 + Call
Advent
Baby II. Call
Legacy 315
Paradigm
5 -SE mk11 325
Bose
101 MM Call
AM 511 New
901Classic Call
Polk Call
B&W
803 Matrix. Call
Mir ... . Call

Yamaha
Cfr 605 725
CST' 705 Cal I
rlx- 805 Call
Technics
SL-PS900 Call
SL-PS700 Call
Carver
SD/A 4907 Call
TUA 3600 Call
Nakamichi
CD 3 Call
CO2 Call
JVC
XLZ 441 New
XLM 505 Top
XLZ 1050. Rated
TAPE DECKS

Nakamichi
Cassette 1. Call
Cassette 2. Call
RX 202 Call
JVC
TDW-805 Call
TDV-541 New
Yamaha
KXW 232 219
KXW 900 Call

IIMZ=11

Cellena G-05
Receiver
CD Player
Dual Tape Call

CAR STEREO
JVC
KSR G9 Call
KSR G4 225
XL 02500. Call
XL G3500 New
Coustic
AMP -460 High
AMP -660 Power
Aulolek
7150 BTS. Tap
7054 BTS Rated
Alpine
7294S Call
5952S Call
Orion
XTR 12 Call
225 HCCA. New
Kicker
C15-4 109
C12-4 95
Pioneer
KEX M900 New
KEX M800 Call
CDX M40 Call
Soundstream

NAD D10011 259
1803 Call TC 303 Call
2100X Call Kenwood
2400 TH X Call KF1C 930., 365
Yamaha KDC 95R New
AVS-700 239 Sony
DSPE-300, Call COX 5040 295
1v0(-1003.. Call CDX Al5 . Call
Carver R.Foegete
CT -17 Call Punch 75.. 25
TFM-25 Call Punch 150 Call

1 EO RECORDERS AND CAMCORDERS
Cal/ For The Lowest Price in The USA

/ W rr
Bantic :uyers rub. 162 Hwy 4 suite  atawan

07747 All Products Covered by Manufacturer's War-
ranty or ABC's Exclusive Limited Warranty and are
Backed by Our 10 Day Money Back Guarantee. M -S 10-6

ENTERTAINMENT CATALOGING. Never duplicate a purchase
again! Program for cataloging music & video collection.
Reports by artist. album title, etc... A must for serious audi-
ophiles. Requires IBM PC or compatible, 512k ram & hard dsk
Specify 3.5" or 525" when ordering. Send M.O. for US $19.95
(includes sales tax) to: FLAIR PRODUCTS 13340 SW 108 St. Cir.,
Miami, FL 33186. Delivery in 2 weeks. International orders send
US $29.95.

SPEAKER
CATALOG

Parts Express is a full -line
distributor of electronic parts
and accessories. geared toward
the consumer electronics
industry, and the technical
hobbyist. Stocking an extensive
I.ne of speaker drivers and
accessories for home and car
Send for your FREE 148 page
catalog today.

Parts Express
340 East First Street
Dayton, Ohio 45402

woos

1-800-338-0531

HARD TO FIND DBX & ADC PARTS & SERVICE. ALSO BUY NIX
EQUIPMENT. CALLMITITE RES 5462 BUCHANAN PLACE, FRE-
MONT, CA 94538. (510) 490-1622, FAX (510) 656-8878.

Wholesale Connection
718 997-6644To order -Call:

CD PLAYER
Technics 51P0300 4139

515/5700 249
5LP08417 219

JVC %LIM, 159
XLM505 229

"705 299Pioneer PDIA7700 269
P1314155 219
PDM550 239
P041650 Call

Kenwood DP2030 139
OP5030 199
131/1146830 219
DPM7730 249

Sony C1314491 129
C DP591 169
CDPC515 239
CDPC715 Call
CDPC910 Call

Harmon/ H07400 229
I( ardon 007159 299001500 369

,WH510 159
3CWR775 Call

Marmon/ 113134400 299
A ardon T134600 Cali

HOME SPEAKER
Per Pair

aa...t Henlage 459
Laureate 369
Legacy 319
Prodigy iCIVIO! 239
Baby 11 149

Soso 10 2 Seoes II Call
901 Call
6.2 399
4.2 269
AM5 Series II Call
AM3 Senes II Call

AIL L%44 399
L022 Call
J812600 239
JB13800 299

Infinity REF 6 Call
REF 5 Call

ItECEIVEFES REF 4 359

Technics 584X505 329 REF 3 279

SAG/4710 499
SAG3910 Call

MINI SYSTEM
JVC All Model Cal

JVC 1114505 21'n
0%705 309

Knwood All Model Call
son, All Model Call

0%805 2790X905 .-41..
Panasonic All Model Cali
AIWA All Model Call

0%1093 Call
Nona*, VS X3000 289 CAR STEREO

V504800 Call
VSX5900S Cali

JVC 050600 159
05004 229

05/199005 Call
Kenwood KW/6030 249

05008 259
n03500 Call

04107030 329
6609030 399

0 XLMG600 Call
Sony 047070 269

01409030 Call
Sony ST RAV770 249

005500 239
C1387560 Call

STRAV970 329
STRAV1070 Call

C1305040 Call
CCDIA15 Call

ST RAV2070 Call Ken Weed KliC3004 199
Harmon/ 003400 299
Krdon 8133500 399

1(14C430 219
1010530 249

H D3600 Call KRC630 Call

TAPE DECK Pioneer 0E1700 159
0 DC7514 Call

Technics 0570212 149 0E3700 189
RSTR313 169
05'40515 219

la HM6200 249
CallDEF1760 Cali

JVC TDR441 159
239

COXM40 Call

TDW505 189 RADAR DETECTOR
T OW0435 249

Pioneer CT5609R Call
Ball All Model Call
Whistler All Model Call

CTS/4500 Call
CT/69650R Call

cobra All Model Call

Kenwood 10455343 /79
607030 249

CAR AMP 8. SPEAKER
All Models II Brands Call

KXW6030 199 CAMCORDER & VCR60
Sony TCR X470 199

JVC All Model Cali
All Model Call

TC14670 249
7CW41670 199

Panasonic All Model Call
Canon All Model Call

, I HS Mon -Sat 9 AM -6 PM EST Prices subject to change Price,
exclude shipping & handling. Not responsible for typographical
rors MasterCard. Visa. American Express and COD.

Wholesale Connection fi-48 math St Forest Hills, NY 11375

CASH FOR AU. TYPES of used Stereo equipment. We buy by
phone. THE STEREO TRADING OUTLET, 320 Old York Rd.,
Jenkintown, PA 19046. 1800) 388-9443".

DENON--'
AUTHORIZED DEALEjt

The mark of a true Denon.
This sticker tells you who is an authorized

Denon dealer and who isn't.
Some people who offer Denon products are

not authorized dealers. That can lead to problems.
First, only authorized dealers offer you the

protection of a Denon warranty with your
purchase: at other dealers, you may have no
warranty at all.

Authorized Denon dealers stock only
components designed for the U.S., and have the
training to help you select the one right for you.

Authorized dealers know Denon technology
inside and out and stock factory parts for your
Denon to preserve true Denon sound.

So before you buy your Denon, look for this
Denon Authorized Dealer Sticker.

It assures you of the authentic Denon tech-
nology and support you expect. And nothing less.

To find your nearest AUTHORIZED Denon Dealer call:
1-201-575-7810
(9:00 am -5:00 pm EST) DENON

FREE Catalog. Best Prices on DJ Sound & Lighting Equipment.
Call SUPERIOR SOUND & LIGHTiNG (502) 782-0671.



FOR SALE COMPACT DISCS CAR STEREO

BANG & OLUFSEN-B&W-CARVER-KEF-
ADCOM -NAKAM ICH I -a/d/s-R EVOX-
DENON-HARMON/KARDON-CELESTION-
POLK-INFINITY- -KLIPSCH-BEST PRICES!
MANUFACTURERS U.S.A. WARRANTIES. AMERI-

SOUND SALES INC. (904) 262-4000.

INVENTIONS WANTED

INVENTORS. have a new idea for market? Call ALI for a free
inventors kit 1 -800 -8 -INVENT.

INVENTIONS / NEW PRODUCTS / IDEAS WANTED Call RCI for
tree information & Inventors Newsletter, 1-800468-7200, 24
hours/day-USA/CANADA

MOVIES FILMS VIDEOS

FAMILY NATURISM. Lifestyle photography. UNque videos. mag-
azines. books. Catalog $aw. LIFESTYLES(SR). BOX 661268. LA,
CA 90066.

Cable IV Descramblers, Converters. Accessories. Name
Brands Lowest prices. Best service. Call CABLE READY COM-
PANY (800) 234-1006 for FREE 16 -page color catalog.

CALIFORNIA NUDE BEACHES 1-8; Nudist Beauty Contest 1-4; 2
his. $30 each $2 catalog 213-519-8840 T &A Video. 904 Silver
Spur Rd. Suite 401, Rolling Hills Estates, CA 90274.

BLANK TAPES

WAWA AAA Any Prep
Al PPA

1. PA Ale AAA,   fflon APApos
y,.   Amml..  Al Act AA /Am  011.11Mono

C 0 LI No PI pm P.a. Ala.. Arm
VP

MLC
WorpAtab PA. Pow Ca

PAIR WORLD 210Are AP POI SC AER. PA 1110003111
OAT RECORDERS NC PAS 00 01.A HiGA FPO CALL

1800' AMPEX REELS USED ONCE -SAMPLE: $3.00. NEW MAXELL
REELS/CASSETTES. TDK AR100: $1.49, SA90: $1.79. AUDIO TAPES,
BOX 9584-S, ALEXANDRIA, VA. 22304. (703)370-5555. VISA
MC. FREE UST.

RECORDIST TAPE SUPPLY. 1-800-43CALLRTS.
MAXELL MX -S90 $2.79, XLII-S90 $2.29, FUJI
A/VPRO T120 $3.59; TDK & MAXELL DAT 120
$9.89. WIDE SELECTION AVAILABLE. DELA-
WARE (302) 426-0102.

WANTED TO BUY

LP's & CD's. BOUGHT & SOLD: Classical Rock Jazz, AudloptIlle
Etc. PRINCETON RECORD EXCHANGE, 20 Tulane St. Princeton.
N.J. 08542. (609) 921-0881.

LASER VIDEO S VHS

USED LASER DISC CLEARANCE. WE BUY, SELL & TRADE. FREE
CATALOG. VDI/J. 5339 PROSPECT #S1, SAN JOSE. CA 95129.

CABLE TV

CABLE TVDESCRAMBLERS/CONVERTERS. ABSOLUTELY THE LOW-
EST PRICES! MONEY BACK GUARANTEE. ADVANCED ELECTRON -
CS. 2410 SHATRJCK 2082. BERKELEY, CA 94704 ORDER NOW
I Pon 4019

ARE YOU TIRED OF PAYING A HIGH MONTHLY
CABLE FEE? WE STOCK ALL MAKES & MODELS
OF CABLE EQUIPMENT. FOR FREE CATALOG
SEND SASE TO: CABLE-TRONICS, INC., 1304
EAST ALGONQUIN RD., SUITE 501, ALGON-
QUIN, IL 60102 OR CALL (800) 232-5017.
VISA/MC/COD. NO ILLINOIS ORDERS.
CABLE TV DESCRAMBLERS BARGAIN HEADQUARTERS. HIGHEST
QUALITY. ROCK BOTTOM PRICES. ALL BRANDS. ORDER NOW HI
TECH ELECTRONICS. 1-800-745-5079

AUDIO VIDEO STORAGE

STORAGE CABINETS for CD's, Cassettes & Vid-
eos. SOLID Wood, Glass Doors. FREE Literature.
Sorice, Box 747-R, Nutley, NJ 07110
1-800-432-8005.

I STORAGE SYSTEM IN AMERICA Stack-
obie, portable oak units hold all recording formats FREE
Mailorder Brochure (please mention Stereo Review) Per
Madsen Design. (415) 928-4509. PO. Box 330101. San Fran-
cisco. CA 94133

THE BINAURAL SOURCE Worlds ilog of true
binaural CDs/cassettes for star thng headphone experiences;
also speaker -compatible. Classical/jazz/dramo/nature
sounds. Visa/MC occepted, new catalog $1; ($3 foreign. re-
funded first order) Box 1727SR, Ross, CA 94957. 015) 457-9052.

DISCOUNT COMPACT DISCS!! Telarc $11.99/cd: Chesky $10.99/
cd; DMP, Reference & Sheffield $11.99/cd! Hundreds of other
labels at low prices. Send SASE for catalog or your order with
Visa / MC / Disc /Cleck t $4 shipping to: THE ACME COMPACT
DISC COMPANY PO. BOX 7004. EVANSTON. IL 60204.

OVER 15,000 USED CD's. $3.99 TO $999 Buy/Set, 8th Year. Visa/
MC. Send $2 for 28 poge catalog. AUDIO HOUSE, 4304B
Brayan, Swartz Creek Michigan 48473 (313) 655-8639

GUARANTEED LOWEST PRICESICD'S/TAPES, FREE DETAILS. BOONE
ENTERPRISES. BOX 16087SR, CHESAPEAKE, VA 23328-6087 OR
1-900-988 9808 FXT 866 $2 'min

CD MASTER CLEANS. ANTISTATS, OPTICALLY CLARIFIES.
REMOVES MINOG SCRATCHES, PROTECTS DISC FROM ACCI
DENTAL DAMAGE $4995. FOR FREE LITERATURE CONTACT NITTY
GRITTY INC., 4650 ARROW HWY F-4, MONTCLAIR, CA 91763
714/625-5525

WE BUY AND SELL USED/NEW COMPACT DISCS. WRITE COCS. 551
VALLEY ROAD, SUITE 124, UPPER MONTCLAIR. NJ 07043. PHONE/
FAX (201) 403-7745.

COMPACT DISC PRICES STARTING AT $599 SEND $2 FOR CATA
LOG, REFUNDABLE WITH ORDER. HARRIS HOUSE OF MUSIC, BOX
388759. DEPT SR. CHICAGO, IL 60638.

STORADISC - See why CD Review picked our Library Series as
their -top choice' Variety of finishes and sizes. Call or write
Davidson -Whitehall, 555 Whitehall St, Atlanta, GA 30303
1-800-848-9811.

SELL YOUR CD's $7.00 FOR SOME. Free details. Compact
Music-SR1105 Webster, Sandy, Utah 84094-3151. (801) 571-9767

TRADITIONAL FURNISHINGS FOR TODAYS LIFESTYLES. Organize
& protect AudioNideo collections in the beauty of solid
wood. CD/AudioNideo high capacity models. OLD CROSS-
ING CLASSICS, Box 552, Crookston, MN 56716 1-800-745-6247.

IMPORT/RARE COMPACT DISCS Send $1.00 for 4000 title cata-
log. AB -CD. Dept. SR11, 33 N. Main St, Port Chester, NY 10573.
(914) 939-ABCD.

WHY PAY RETAIL? OVER 40,000 CD'S AT UNBEATABLE PRICES! VISA/

MC. FREE CATALOG/IBM PROGRAM AVAILABLE. DIGITAL EN-
COUNTERS. EAST: (708) 759-9565; WEST: (619) 721-3235.

LOUDSPEAKERS

M.O. SPEAKERS CARRIES FINE SPEAKER SEPARATES FROM V1FA
FOCAL AUDAX. PEERLESS, MOREL, LPG, VERSA-TRONICS. EMI-
NENCE, DYNAUDIO & MORE! WE OFFER AN EXTENSIVE PARTS
SELECTION FOR CROSSOVER DESIGN, SPEC SHEETS, FULL TECH-
NICAL SUPPORT, COURTEOUS SALESPEOPLE AND GOOD PRICES!
VISA/MC. SOME RESTRICTIONS APPLY M.O.SPEAKERS (SHIPPING
& RECEIVING ONLY), 105 MARKET STREET, SAN RAFAEL, CA 94901.

(415) 459-3767

SPEAKER REPAIRS. Grills, Woofers, Mids. Tweeters & X-Overs.
15 Yr Old Tampa Based Company Special zing in All Brands
Home Speaker Reconing & Repairing. THE SPEAKER EX-
CHANGE, 1241' E. Hillsborough Avenue, Tampa, Florida
33604.813-237.4800.

Alpner Boston Acoustics ADS
Corneer .Audo Con tol Soundstrawn
.Scsy Polk Audo Autotek
Varnsha Preolon Power Coustic
Recktord Fosgats Karrwood
41skrnict8 .1411 Quart In1nity

ADCOM
GTP 400 $305

CARVER
HR 752

PARADIGM
$549 34o mini $200 pc

GTP 500 11 479 HR 772 635 369 239 pr.
GFP 565 ........ 839 CT -8 439 96611 .. ....... . 535 pr
GFA 535 ........ 269 CT -17 .. 659 544 II 349 pr
GFA 545 II...... ..... 415 TFIA 25 549 74411 ........ ...... 389 pc
GFA 55511 629 TFM 45 749 114411 639 pr
GCD 575 479 C-5 350
ACE 515... .....
GFT 55511

150
250

BOA 4901... ........ .. 560 POLK

GFP 565 II 419 NAKAMICHI PTMIITL ....

RM 3000
S779 et

569

YAMAHA
RXV 850
RX 750 439 REG 1 765 81 5 349 pr
RXV 1050 949 REC 2 525 II 50 280 pr
AVX 700 519 REC 3 325 M4 159p.
KX 930 439 CASS 1 665
CDC 81 i NO CASS 2 325
CDC 71 i 339

CO 2 $645 1412 769 pr
CD 3 485 M10 579 pr

$649 CD 4 279 M 7 ......

ADVENT
Hentage Cat
Prodigy for
Baby 8 the

Lowest
350 Prows
In Walls Todsylll

BOSTON
52
62
851

861
1001F

. $265 pr

JVC

PARASOUND
HCA-800 II $319
HCA-1200 619

RX905 Cal FICA -2200 ..... .1 185
RX805 for P/FM-90011 340
RX7C6 the
X1.2441 Lowest
XLM505 PfICOM

CELESTION
Models 3 1 5

DENON
DCC 9770 .. $599
DCC 8570 439
Dee 8770 - 499

Cal DCA 800 479
DCA SOO 239
DCR 7270 285MB QUART

265 Pr 01.4215GS $239 p,m
Pr. 014218CS 259p.

in Pr. 08116CKX 199p. COXA15 $329
160 01.413065 175 p. CDX5080 349

01412010( 149 pr
CXRD70X7S6°70 ....... 6132259
XR7600 385

SONY

A. -PINE
7915
7914

$449

7294 309
9

9772 RT S21 9
9731 RT . ........ 1803331 190 $275

3555
zip 2050 AM

375
3770 RC

;36.1398 ...................419 6200 CD
310 2075 AM

19 5631 CD ........ 299 2420015° AA:
4119

410
All products cowed by manufacturer's *Arrant/ or B. J. Auelob
excluswe limited warranty. Ask for ful details at ew Ions ci purchase.

CLARION

PPI

"The Quick Connection"

B.J. AUDIO
991 Beachmeadow Lane

Cincinnati. OH 45238
(513) 451-0112

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

MAILORDER OPPORTUNITY! Start profitable home business
withort experience or capital. Information free. Mail Order
Associates, Inc., Dept 403, Montvale, NJ 07645.

EASY WORK! EXCELLENT PAY! ASSEMBLE PRODUCTS AT HOME.
CALL TOIL FREE. 1-800-467-5566 EXT.11331.

MISCELLANEOUS

TERMP,SPER assistance. 19.278 papers available! 306 -page
catalog rush $2.00. Research, 11322 Idaho, #206S)( Los An-
geles 90025. TOLL FREE HOTLINE: (800) 351-0222 (California:
213-477-8226).

CLASSICAL MUSIC LOVERS' EXCHANGE' Nationwide link
between unattached music lovers. Write CMLE, Box 31, Pel-
ham, NY 10803. (800) 233-CMLS.

KARAOKE SING -ALONG SYSTEMS! The latest rage in home,
commercial and mobile DJ entertainment? We carry a com-
plete line of Karaoke Sing -Along Hardware & Software. Laser
Disc. Compact Disc 1 Graphics, Audlo & VHS Cassette Sys-
tems Prom Pioneer. Nikkodo, JVC. Denonet and others in stock!
We a.so provide Karaoke shows & parties nationwide! Next
day delivery available. Visa. Master Card & C.O.D. FREE INFO!
Call kARAOKE SYSTEMS. INC. at 1 -800966 -SING. IN CA call
714-752-8756.
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MAIL ORDER MART
 Prices subject to change
 Prices exclude
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 Not responsible for
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NEW YORK 111'111411,ESit1417,
2 PARK AVENUE, DEPT. 15, NY, NY 10016

SERVICEFORFASTESTCALL (212) 684-6363 OR (212) 684-8046FAX
CALL FOR PRICES ON FAX MACHINES, VCR'S, CAMCORDERS

INEXTGIMMI NAKAMICHI =1 ADCOM PIONEER

YAMAHA Receiver 1 819 YAMAHA GFT555 269 G1Pd00 309 KEH9898 249
Receiver 2 559 KXR730 419 00530 339 GTP500 489 GFP555 449 KEHM30000R 249

CDC615 New 259
CDC610 469 Receiver 3 339 KXR430 279 00330 249 GFA535 289 GF9545 429 KE3838 139

CDC715 339 NAD KX230 219 KX1N952 559 GFA555 629
GFP565 679

GCD575 489
699ea

DEH630 299

CDC815 429 7000 479
KXW232 279 09930 New 499 GFA565 DEH660 319

C00550 New 239 7225 279 DE ON DENON DEH 760 359

CD0750 New 299 7240 429 ORM510 New 199 AVP500 Call P095000 Call DEH770 379

C001050 569 71000 629 099600 269 PMA1060 479 P99860 319 KEXM800 469

DENON
DCM320 239

7400 849

PIONEER

099700A
329

DRM8064 399
0RW850 399

PMA560 269
P09800 249
AVC1000 559

P0A2400 549
10660 259
AVC3020 799

CD0M40

KEH8200

349
COXFM45 419

399
DCM420 319 SX1900 169 DRW750 329 DAT MACHINES KEH7200 279DCD1560 499
DCD570 179

Sx2e00 199 0RR580 329
DRR780 New 319

KEH6200 259SONY TCDD3

DCD670 New 239
SX2900 239

99W839 New 299
SONY OTC750 56 KEH5200 239

DCD2560 549
DCD970 New 329

VSX3800 269
VSX3900S 299
VSX4900S 389

NAKAMICHI

Cassette Deck 1 729

DENON 9112000 799 KENWOOD

KRC310 199 KRC430 229
CAR STEREOS

- NAKAMICHISONY VSX59005 499 Casette Deck 2 339 KRC530 249 KRC630 269
CDPC315 209 CDPC515 249 vsx9900 729 9 60202 729 R0505 1279 TUNER DECK 1 659 KRC730 309 KRC830 349
CDPC615 289 CDPC7t5 349 vsx48no 339 CR7A 1499 Dragon 1999 TUNER DECK 2 499 KRC930 379 KDC65R 359CDPC910 349
CDP491 139

PIONEER
PD4700 129

PD6700 169
PDTM1 339

CDP591 179

CDP291 119

P05700 149
P07700 269
PDIA450 179

NAD

6325 209

6340 329

6100 419

AIWA
0DF800

299

TUNER DECK 3
POWER PORT
POWER PORT
POWER PORT
CD TUNER 1
p9304 9

SP10

38

149

349
1 129

2 119

3 40

999
m301 389

SP40 109

KDC75R 399
KDC93 399
KAC622 129

KAC742 229
KAC941 309
KD199 659

KDC85R 429
KDC95R 469
KAC721 149

KAC82I 249

K9C921 3'9

1111=22=
BOSTON KEI. POLK

CALL FOR PRICES

ADVENT
PDM455 199

PDM640 249
PDM550 219
PDM650 289

HERITAGE ""
LAUREATE New 439

ADF300 109
0,4,488

309

SP50 119

SP80 199

SP55 199

SP1010 149ea SOUNDSTREAM
NAD LEGACY 349 90000333

119 SP60 139 SP65 259 MC140 349 06011 1795425 249
5340 329
5000 329

PRODIGY 249
BABY 159

40WX777 259
ADF400 139

AD37 129

ALPINE
7168 199 7269 259

010011 279

TC3C13 299
020011 399
1C306 429

5060 New 399 WALLY 249
7288 399 7380 289 940 229 SS510 249

NAKAMICHI WOODY 299

BOSE

PIONEER

CTW250 139 CTW355R 159
7803 429
5954 Call

5953 189
5955 169

ADS
CO PLAYER 4 289
CO PLAYER 3 499 101 "169

CIW45OR 179

CIW65OR 259

CT195506 219

CTWM77e1 339
3308 109

3522 139

7192 269
3543 429

62 149
642CSI 199CD PLAYER 2 679 Roomate II 259

1199
CTM66R 289 CTM559 249 3552 309 3554 389 2001 229

PORTABLE CD 901 Classic
AM511 629Ma=CTS709 329 C1S6099 209 3541 199 3542 249 p010 Ceti

SONY D180 219 6205 99 P08 189
SONY D303 269 CANTON

YAMAHA 6266 79 6392 Call P915 499
DENON-DCP50 199

PHILIPS 6804 189
GL260 / GL300 399
KARAT920 629

AX450 Call

A00700 549

0550 New 379
90630 429

6394 179
6056 169

6267 69

7294S 419
7516 369
7915 New 429

,,qc
r,' n Cali

r"u 549mm=imYAMAHA369KARA1930 829
0ARAT940 1049

99830 679

AX630 369

1.10.170 CallC0630 3592997914 New 399
7292SNew299

7618 New 469
5952VNew399

SB7

SB10
KARAT960 1279 CX830 559 16540 269 3331 New 219 3527 New 249 300S 28990350 209,

90450 25'
9X550 339

ERG070 1279

ERG080 1699

PLUS S 279

10950 339

10350 169

E070 149

DSR7OPRO 199

18550 299
AVS700 249

5957 New 429
6257CONew59

3566 New 499 32015 399

BOSTON
9X750 449 DSPE300 649 DSP01000 1229 SONY
RXV850 649
9001050 999

PLUS C 479

CELESTION NAD CD0 15 329

CDXA100 499
COXA15RF 399

COXA4ORF 469

42 Pro 259

5.2 Pro 279

DENON SL6S I 799 1600 319
CDX7560 359 094257 169 757 89

AVR 810 589 DL6 II 329 2200PE 529
3225PE 209

897600 379 X97600 379 797 159
9091010 749 DL4 II 249 3240PE 329 CDX5040 319 CDX5080 349 767 99
DRA335 219 Model 3 229 3400 679 9E8 249 XE90 149841

New 149
DRA435 279

DRA635 379

099835 559

Model 5 329
Model 7 449
Model 9 489

®XR7070
AIWA

997180 319

269
X93040 249
DTXIO 749

097280 369
X95500 189

092040 129

XR7130
289

851 New 179

861 New 189

C700 159
DRA1035 749

SONY
519790270 159

Model 11 559
Model 100 959

INFINITY

0099 789

SONY
1600 Call
2600

I NS/0310 479

50CD 449
70CD

PIONEER

KE2828 129
KE17000R 169

100 PRO 149

6 2PRO 299

SAS -BAZOOKA
STRAV570 179

STRAV770 269
REF 1 179

REF 3 349
REF 2 279
REF 4 499

699
3600 869

529
636 579 KE2700OR 189

KE4848
189 T52 139 116 159

STRAV970 359 REF 5 599 REF 6 659 YAMAHA KEH6868 189 T18 229 162 159
STRAV1070 449 KAPPA 5 649 KAPPA 7 1119 DENON G05 639Call KEH7878 209 T82 229 1102 159
STRD2070 749 KAPPA 6 799 KAPPA 8 1598 NAKAMICHI 629 KE370009 209 162A 229 182A 249

We sell authorized US branded merchandise and parallel imports. All products covered by manufacture 's warranty or New
York Wholesaler's exclusive limited warranty Manufacturer's rebates may not apply. Ask for full details at he time of purchase

ATTENTION
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The STEREO REVIEW Mall Order Mart is an ideal forum to reach interested
audioNideo enthusiasts who are active buyers themselves, and who advise others
on stereo and video purchases. The Mall Order Mart is and exclusive section
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Surround
Sound

and THX
THOSE of us interested in multi-
channel sound reproduction can
be thankful that the motion -pic-
ture industry is thoroughly in our
corner-or all four of our corners,
if you wish. In general, record

companies still look upon anything
related to quadraphonic sound with
the hostility of the badly burned, but
the cinema people are married to such
technologies and are spending some
big money to refine and expand them.
They even want to put them in our
living rooms.

Kicking off this year's summer sea-
son in New York was a presentation
by Lucasfilm's THX division at the
Tribeca Film Center, celebrating the
first installation of a THX sound sys-
tem in a Manhattan movie house. A
THX system is a complete cinema "B -
chain" (amplifiers, loudspeakers, en-
closures, and acoustical treatments)
that is intended to complement the
"A -chain" (optical pickups, preampli-
fication, equalization, and noise re-
duction) marketed as the Dolby Stereo
system. Unlike Dolby Labs, THX
does not make equipment; rather, it
certifies the products of others and
regulates their installation.

The brief demonstration of the THX
theater system that I attended showed
it to be sophisticated and potent,
which was no surprise. What did take

THE HIGH END
by Ralph Hodges
me aback was the exhibit, outside the
screening room, of a variety of home
THX equipment. Does this stuff work
at home, too?

Yes, according to a paper read at
last year's Audio Engineering Society
convention in Los Angeles by Tomlin-
son Holman, creator and developer of
THX (the initials are lifted from the
title of George Lucas's first feature
film, but they also stand for "Tom
Holman's experiment"). Holman says
that a properly constituted and li-
censed Home THX system can be
inferred to approach equivalency to a
theater system, with the reservation
that the acoustical differences be-
tween small and large rooms must be
respected in system design. Whether
this is good news will depend on how
you respond to the theater experience.

As in a theater installation, the left,
center, and right front speakers in a
Home THX setup must have tightly
controlled directivity, with a narrow
vertical radiation pattern and a some-
what broader one laterally. This is
mandated because listeners usually
find location of sound sources within a
stereo sound field more precise with
directional loudspeakers. A center
speaker is included both because cine-
ma systems invariably use one (to
prevent viewers near the sides of the
theater from localizing dialogue and
other center -screen sounds at the ste-
reo speaker at their side of the screen)
and because Holman's tests indicate
that listeners find dialogue from a cen-
ter speaker "less work" to understand
than dialogue from a phantom center
image produced by the right and left
speakers. There is also a subwoofer,
operating below 80 Hz.

For the surround speakers, opposite
provisions apply. Whereas the front
speakers must be optimized for pre-
cise localization of sound, the sur-
round speakers are to be dipole de-
signs, mounted to the sides fairly high
on the walls, with the radiation lobes
pointed front and rear, so that the
listener is in the node of the radiation
pattern. The objective is, at all costs,
to keep the listener unaware of the
surround speakers as distinct sound
sources. In other words, they should
not be localizable. Furthermore, a
Home THX system may have only
two surround speakers. Use more and
"combing" of the multiple outputs

will cause irremediable timbral mis-
match between the front and the sur-
round channels. (By contrast, a the-
ater must use more surround speakers
in order to provide uniform audience
coverage.)

An electronic processor is central to
the Home THX scheme, and it does
several things that you can't get done
elsewhere. First, it equalizes the main
left, center, and right channels of a
movie soundtrack-which was mixed
in a large space for reproduction in a
large space-to suit the acoustical
characteristics of a small space. Sec-
ond, through more complex equaliza-
tion of the surround signal it refines
the timbral match between front and
surround speakers. Third, it performs
what Holman calls "decorrelation"
on the surround channel. Let me ex-
plain that last point.

The Dolby. Stereo surround channel
is usually a mono signal, and do what
you will to create diffusion and delo-
calization, when it is played back
through two loudspeakers it will al-
ways try to "image," sometimes in
weird, distracting ways. To prevent
this effect, it is necessary to present
the left and right surround speakers
with signals that are essentially the
same but somehow different. Hol-
man's paper reports on several experi-
ments to determine what sort of differ-
ence would be most effective in
promoting a diffuse, enveloping sound
field. After considering comb filtering
and phase shifts, he decided that intro-
ducing a very slight pitch difference
between left and right did the best job.
This sort of processing is strictly a
digital affair, and it's not cheap. Since
THX licensees appear to have a bit of
latitude in how they implement decor -
relation, I do not yet feel safe in pre-
dicting just what form it will take in
every processor being introduced. But
Fosgate/Audionics says that its forth-
coming device will use the pitch -shift
method endorsed by Holman. For
anyone horrified by this prospect, the
decorrelation can be switched out.

As I write, other THX licensees
include Altec Lansing, Cambridge
SoundWorks, Duntech, 'Lexicon,
Miller & Kreisel, NAD, Snell, Tech-
nics, and Triad. These are the compa-
nies to contact to find local dealers
able to give demonstrations of Home
THX systems. CI
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You saw it here first. We slammed the brakes on our usual high-performance prose to

bring you a public service announcement:

Every 1992 Pontiac Grand Air has anti -lock brakeslas standard
equipment.

Known to its creators as ABS VI, it's the simplest yet ore of the most advanced

anti -lock braking systems available in a production vehicle. By using a patented brake

control algorithm and an isolated

modulation circuit, ABS VI

modulates brake

pressure in

emergency

situations to

help you

411
PONTIAC CARES with an extensive 3 -year 36.000-mile,no-dedt.ctible warranty (see you dealer for terms of this limited warranty)

plus 24 -hour Roadside Assistance. Call Toll -Free 1-800-762-49(0 For More Product Information and Dealer locations.

PON,....rIAC BUCKLE UP AMERICA' 1991 GM CORP ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.

C4te."



PONTIAC AD
SLOWING DOWN.

frorwlrei AgIntl-Lock li&ralw.s_
stop as straight and steer as precisely as the laws of physics and the unpredictable
impulses of nature will allow.

Impressive as they are, anti -lock brakes are only one dimension of the all -new Grand

Am's character. There's also a new wider -track suspension for
added stability. Optional variable -effort assist for the standard power rack-and-pinion

steering for even greater road feel. And the power and performance of three available

engines, including a new standard 2_3L Quad OPIC , a 16 -

valve 2.3L Quad 4,R or a newly available 160 hp 3.3L V6.

The all -new 1992 Pontiac Grand Am, with standard

anti -lock brakes. The excitement stops only

when you say it does.

PONTIAC We Basile/ Excitesrserst.Y



We get you back to what it's

all about. Music.

HAVE YOU EVER HEARD A SAX
ON THE VERGE OF A MELTDOWN?

Have you ever heard sparks fly

off the bow of a violin? A brass

cymbal shudder with anticipation?

Or guitar strings cry out for mercy?

If you have never heard music

with this kind of intimacy before

(save for actually hearing it live),

we invite you to discover the Infinity

Reference Series. A family of

speakers created from scratch to

reveal all the delicious details of

music you've been missing.

Their technology is unlike any

you've ever seen or heard.

Their cabinetry was sculpted by

Infinity's unique understanding of the

behavior of sound waves.

Little wonder, you don't lust

hear a sax on a Reference Series

speaker, but all the velvety, throaty,

brassy textu-es enveloping each note.

For an enthralling preview of

the endless ocipture to come, visit

your Infinity dealer and ask to hear

your favorite disc or tape on a new

Infinity Reference Series speaker.

And fall passionately in love

with your music all over again.

For the name of your nearest Infinity dealer, call 1800) 765 5556 1991 Infinity Systems, Inc. H A Harman International Company


